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Barrow Acquitted Of Two Charges

Jury Finds West Guilty .
Of Manslaughter Charge

recently attended Murray State
TEACHERS AT ECONOMICS WORKSHOP — Western Kentucky area teachers
of the University's departments
University's Economies fducation and Political Economics workshop, a joint venture
instructed teachers in
Harrison,
Dan
Dr.
by
of economics and political science. The 21 1-week workshop, directed
included (from left,
Participants
1-12.
grades
in
course
the
teaching
for
materials
basic economics and methods and
Middle; and
Hickman
Jamison,
Larry
seated): Margaret Sams, Murray High; Linnie Hooks, East Calloway;(standing)
Dr. Harrison.

President Says Shake-Up Has
Been Exaggerated By Media
By BROOKS JACKSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, seeking to speak directly to
millions of Americans tonight in a rare
primetirne broadcast news conference,
says the media have exaggerated the
extent of his administratior: shake-up.
The president and his aides say both
American and foreign reporters are
blowing up the power of Carter's inner
circle of faithful Georgians, especially
chief of staff Hamilton Jordan.
"The Washington press has grossly
exaggerated this," Carter was quoted
by a participant as telling about 250
political appointees Tuesday.

A second source, one of the
Georgians, quoted the president as
saying Cabinet members won't report
to Jordan. Carter said there has been
"considerable exaggeration in some
quarters of Hamilton's role," said this
source, who asked not to be identified.
The meeting participant, who took
detailed notes, said Carter specifically
blamed the Washington press for the
exaggeration.
Earlier in the day,' two senior aides,
reflecting concern by officials over
foreign reporters' negative comments,
called in five or six European journalists and one Japanese reporter to
rebut some of their accounts.

President To Make
Up For Cancellation
Carter will have the meeting at 2 p.m.
and return to Washington, D.C., the
same day, according to Kentucky Sens.
Walter "Dee"Huddleston and Wendell
Ford, who announced the Carter visit in
a joint news release from Washington,
D.C.
• There is also a possibility that the
president will briefly visit the east
Kentucky coalfields, according to
Kentucky congressional sources.
Gov. Julian Ceroll's press secretary,
Gary Maier,said Carroll was informed
of the presidents' plans Tuesday
morning and was trying to persuade
Garter to visit eastern Kentucky as
well.
Huddleston and Ford said they will
accompany Carter to Bardstown, and
Auxier said Carroll also will be on hand.
The White House confirmed that
Carter had scheduled a trip to Bardstown but could provide no further
details.
Carter had planned to travel to
Bardstown July 7 for a Democratic
party fund-raiser, followed by an address July 8 to the National Governors'
Association meeting in Louisville.
But he announced Friday, July 6, that
he was canceling travel plans and
launching a series of domestic summit
meetings at Camp David, Md.
Carroll and seven other governors,
some of them in Louisville for the
association meeting, were among the
first invited to the Camp David
meetings.
Carroll said at the time Carter
canceled his visit that he would try to
persuade the president to reschedule
the trip.
"I tuess we owe everybody in Bardstown one, now, so we'll try to get him
A public hearing concerning the
back here sometime," Carroll said
proposed general fund tax rate and
then.
special voted building fund tax rate
Carter's wife, Rosalynn, and Vice
heads the agenda of the Thursday
President Walter Mondale attended the
meeting of the Murray Independent
Bardstown fundraiser in Carter's
Board of Education. The meeting, set
place, and Mondale addressed the
for 7:30 p.m., will be at the board office
governors' association.
building.
Both were well received, despite an
The proposed general fund tax rate is
occasional expression of disap16.1 cents and the proposed special
pointment such as a placard in the
voted building fund tax rate is 8,2 cents.
welcoming crowd at Bardstown that
In addition to routine business items,. read "Where's Jimmy?"
other items to be considered include the
Mrs. Carter told the Democrats
general budget for 1979-80, proposed
gathered at My Old Kentucky Home
changes in the policy manual, and
State Park that her husband would try
personnel recommendations.
to visit the Nelson County seat.

BARDSTOWN, Ky. (AP) -- Three
weeks ago, when President Jimmy
Carter canceled his trip to Bardstown,
he let it be known to the people here that
he wrciuld make up for it.
Tuesday, a White House spokesman
announced that Carter would make
good on that promise next Tuesday by
coming to -this central Kentucky
community of 7,000 for a town meeting.
Carter will hold a "town hall
meeting," apparently a question-andanswer session with Bardstown
residents, at the Bardstown High
School gynulasium, Mayor Guthrie
Wilson said today after conferring with
White House representatives.
Wilson said the gym holds about 2,000
persons.
He said he asked the White House
representatives to try to schedule a
Carter motorcade through town so
townspeople could see him.
"It is my understanding that Air
Force I will go into Blue Grass Airport
in Lexington and he'll be helicoptering
in here," Wilson said. "We're asking to
have a motorcade through part of our
town, but that hasn't been firmed up
yet."
Kentucky Sens. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston and Wendell Ford announced the Carter visit in a joint news
release Tuesday from Washington,
D.C.

Hearing To Be Held

Concerning Proposed
Murray School Tax

The aides told the reporters the administration shake-up does not
represent a constitutional crisis and
denied that political advisers such as
Jordan, press secretary Jody Powell
and media adviser Gerald Rafshoon
will be influencing basic economic and
foreign policy decisions.
The aides stressed, according to two
that
Journalists who attended
replacing Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal with G. William
Miller does not represent any change in
U.S. economic policy or support for the
dollar.
The dollar has declined on foreign
markets since last week's multiple
firings, and several foreign news
reports have speculated that Jordan
and other political aides may advise
against politically painful decisions
needed to bolster its value.
Today, Carter announced that he has
chosen Paul A. Volcker,51,chairman of
the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, to be chairman of the Federal
Reserve system.
Sources reported earlier that Carter
had narrowed the list of possible
choices to Volcker and Bruce K.
MacLaury, president of the Brookings
Institution, a private think-tank.
Carter's news conference tonight is
scheduled for 9 p.m. EDT in an attempt
to get a bigger audience than his usual 4
p.m. sessions.
It is only the second primetirne news
conference to be broadcast nationally
since Carter took office, and the first to
be held in the White House itself rather
than the Executive Office Building
auditorium.
Carter had hoped for passage by
early August of his proposed "windfall
profits" tax on oil. The tax would
produce an estimated $140 billion over
the next 10 years, much of which Carteds
wants to give to a new government
corporation to spend on finding
alternatives to imported oil.
Carter, already worried by proposed
Senate amendments that would cut as
much as $55 billion from the tax's take,
was told by congressional leaders
Tuesday morning that it probably
would be October before the measure
passes.
The president quickly invited Senate
Finance Committee members to an
afternoon meeting in which he strongly
urged approval.

After deliberating for six hours
Tuesday, a Calloway County Circuit
Court jury found William David West,
24, of Route 7, Murray, guilty of first
degree manslaughter in connection
with the Feb. 7 fatal shooting of 21-yearold Charles Eaker.
In a verdict delivered to the clerk at
10:40 p.m., the jury also found Randy
Barrow, 19, of Route 7, Murray, innocent of conspiracy to commit murder
and hindering prosecution.
The jury, composed of eight men and
four women, recommended a 16-year
prison sentence for West. The charge
carries a penalty of not less than 10
years nor more than 20 years. Circuit
Judge James M. Lassiter set formal
sentencing for West for Aug. 10.
West's expression remained unchanged as the verdict was read.
Holding his mother's hands in his,
Barrow cried, as did his mother, when
he was found innocent.
According to instructions from
Lassiter, the jury,if it determined West
was guilty,could have convicted him on
charges ranging from murder to
reckless homicide.
The body of Eaker, of Route 8,
Murray, was discovered the morning of
Feb.8 in a car on Kentucky 1550, about
a mile west of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Calloway County Coroner
Tommy Walker attributed Eaker's
death to a gunshot wound in the head
from a .22 caliber bullet.
Barrow took the stand to testify in his
own defense at 11 a.m. Tuesday prior to
the defense resting its case shortly
before noon.
During questioning by his attorney,
Gary Haverstock, Barrow stated, "No,
I never agreed to anything, and there
was never anything mentioned to me
about planning to kill Charles Eaker or
anybody else."
During cross-examination by commonwealth attorney Ron Christopher,
Barrow asked the court if he could
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warm
and humid
Very warm and humid with
periods of showers and thunderstorms, some locally heavy,
likely tonight and Thursday.
Highs Thursday in the mid to
upper 80s. Lows tonight in the low
to mid 70s.
Winds, south to southeast 10 to
15 miles an hour but becoming
strong and gusty in thunderstorms tonight.

and Miss Powers, who he termed as the
"key witness." He i:.,Inted out that the
law does not state that Barrow had a
duty to prevent the shooting.
The attorney also noted that the
action taken by his client of moving the
car in which &iker was killed off the
roadway was "out 4 concern''for other
motorists on the highway, and not a
"criminal action."
Ed Overbey, attorney for West, read
a portion of Monday's testimony from
the &urt transcript to the jury during
his summation. The testimony by Tony
Bayless, brother-in-law of the
deceased, came during questioning by
Christopher.
Bayless said that he received a note
while working at Pagliai's to call Eaker
at a certain number. According to
Bayless' testimony, he called at midthe
to
In Haverstock's summation
the night of the shooting End West
night
Jury, he said that "fear played a large
answered the phone.
part" in the actions taken by Barrow
Overbey said that if the shooting had
occurred at 11:45 p.m., as the witnesses
had stated, then West would have had to
run the three and one-half miles to his
home from the scene of the shooting in
only 15 minutes.
Following a closing statement by
- Christopher, Lassiter charged' the jury
The Murray Common Council is
and they began deliberatiaps at 4:40
p.m.
expected to discuss the city's options on
In Tuesday's story concerning the
the extension of Glendale Road in light
of Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter's
trial, a paragraph was inadvertently
omitted. The paragraph dealt with Miss
recent ruling that a right-of-way
Powers' testimony that when she and
agreement between the city and Mr.
Eaker arrived at the West home around
and Mrs. Howard Brandon is no longer
11 p.m., Barrow and West were there.
in force at its l'egular meeting ThurShe said that it was decided the four
sday.
The council is aLso expected to
would drive around and added that she
discuss at the 7:30 p.m. meeting a
and Eaker went on outside. After a
petition for reconsideration of the
time, West and Barrow followed
wearing coveralls. The shooting
council's denial of a recommendation
allegedly occured during the drive.
from the Murray Planning Commission
on the rezoning of the Dan Miller
property on S. 16th St.
Other items scheduled on the agenda
include:
— The first reading of an ordinance
establishing the 1979 tax rate.
— Discussion of a Law Enforcement
Administration grant for central
communications control at the Murray
Police Department.
"Twilight Cabaret," the Murray
— Consideration of a recomState University outdoor musical
mendation for employment of a
variety show at Kentucky Dam Village
patrolman with the Murray Police
State Resort Park near Gilbertsville,
Department.
will begin its final week of the summer
— Discussion of the city accepting
season July 31.
certain streets in the city portion of
The production, which runs through
Canterbury Estates.
Aug. 5, plays at 8:30 p.m. daily except
The meeting will be held in the
Mondays on the bathhouse patio in the
council chambers on the second floor of
old beach area. It is being offered for
city hall and is open to the general
the sixth consecutive year in conpublic.
junction with the Kentucky Department
of Parks.
Songs, dances, and comedy skits
from the Gay Nineties era make up the
show presented by the comPany of 10
students. The program has been
designed to have appeal for the entire
family.
No admission is chaLged, but
Lindy Carr Jr., charged with trafvoluntary contributions are accepted.
ficking in PCP, a Schedule II -nonRobert E. Johnson and. James I.
narcotic, pleaded guilty last week in
Schempp, associate professors of
Calloway County Circuit Court and
theatre at Murray State, are the artistic
received a one-year sentence.
director and technical director
Carr, in addition to Wayne Dedrnon,
respectively Henry Bannon, associate
Danny Todd and Mitchell Nelson, who
professor of music is the musical
were found guilty of various charges
director, and Robin Crutcher, a cast
and sentenced last week, were taken to
member from Gilbertsville, is the
LaGrange Reformatory on Friday.
choreographer.

make a statement. When granted
permission, he said, "I want to say that
David West had been using PCP very
heavily before that time. David would
not have done that without being high
on drugs."
PCP is a Schedule II non-narcotic
commonly referred to as "angel dust."
He testified that he gave authorities
false information the morning following
the murder because of fear for his
safety and the safety of Bonnie Powers,
a 17-year-old who also allegedly witnessed the shooting.
After implicating West in the
shooting in a signed statement, Barrow
said that his fear of West prompted him
to request to be placed in the Benton jail
instead of the Calloway County Jail.

Council To Discuss
Glendale, Rezoning
At Thursday Session

Twilight Cabaret
To Begin Final
Week Of Shows

Carr Sentenced In

Circuit Court; Three

Taken To Reformatory

Hospital Meeting To
Be Rescheduled For.
Monday, July 30
The annual re-organizational
meeting of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Volunteers has been
rescheduled for Monday, July 30, at 2
p.m. in the hospital cafeteria.
During the meeting the group will
schedule work hours, departments of
work, and appointment of Department
Chairmen to work with the new
volunteer chairman, Kathryn Glover,
according to Lucy Wright, executive
ty
secretary of the Calloway
Chapter of the American Red Cro
Mrs. Wright also said one new area of
volunteer work will be discussed at the
Monday meeting.

the final show of the summer season at
FINALE AUG. 5 — Members of the "Twilight Cabaret" cast will present
its sixth year, the production presented
in
Now
5.
Aug.
evening,
Sunday
on
Park
Resort
State
Kentucky Dam Village
Parks plars at '8:30 p.m. daily except
of
Department
Kentucky
by Murray State University in conjunction with the
Lisa Goode, Crofton: Lisa Cates,
Louisville;
Case,
Laura
front)
left,
(from
are
cast
Mondays. Members of the
Price, Clay; Tim Hawkins, arbondale. III.; Byron NorDavid
(back)
and
Gilbertsville;
Crotchet,
Robin
Paducah; and
Mo.
thsworthy, Benton; and Wayne Pope, French Village,
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Your Individual
Horoscope

4,6

Frances Drake
FOR THL RSDAY

JULY 26, 1979
What kind of day will
YOU BORN TODAY have a
tomorrow be' To find out what strong need for success
the stars say, read the coupled with an ability to
forecast given for your birth commercialize your artistic
Sign.
talents. You have outstanding
ARIES
potential in the world of
Mar. 21 to Apr. 190
literature, art, music, and
You can afford to take off theater. In business, you have
awhile from work to please a a facility for organization and
loved one. The day calLs for making money. Banking,
both work and play — executive work, law, and
schedule accordingly.
politics are fields in which
TAURUS
you'll succeed. Though you
Apr. 20 to May 20)
have terrific drive, at times
Both family members and you need periodic rest.
friends need attention now. Idealistic, you can make a
Why not plan a small get- profound impact on the social
together in which everyone consciousness and cultural
will feel included?
values of humanity. Birthdate
GEMINI
of: Carl Jung, psychologist;
May 21 to June 20)
Mick Jagger, rock star; and
Too many ideas at once can Aldous Huxley, writer.
leave you confused. A talk
with a family member can
HOSPITAL NEWS
help you straighten out
priorities. Be attentive.
CANCER
7-15-79
June 21 to July 22
Newborn Admissions
Speak up to someone who
Outland. Baby Girl i Paula
imposes on you in small ways.
Let them look for -spare Rt. 1 Box 70A, Dexter,Sp.
t. 8
change" elsewhere. Work Baby Girl (1.odorka
efforts may be a trifle mud- Green Acres tr. Cy No. 2,
dled.
. Murray, Brinkley/Baby Boy
1.isa ), 1320
rter Court,
LEO
Paris, Tenn , Pepper, Baby
1,July 23 to Aug. 22)
You're impressionable in Girl.r Bren 1, 206 Room St.,
romance and could be fooled. Paris, Tenn.
Fixed opinions re money may
Dismissals
have to be altered. Stick to
Mrs. Martha Cook, 1617
worthwhile purchases.
Keenland Drive, Murray,
VIRGO
Paulette Myrna Hooks, Rt. 8,
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Box 980. Murray, Keith
A family member could Duncan, 1208 Main St.,
impose on you in small ways. Murray,
Shannon
D.
Find
privacy for
ac- McAllister, Rt. 3, Paris,
complishment. Be accessible, Term., Mrs. Dannie L.
but not at someone's beck and Puckett, Rt. 2, Box 209,
Hazel,
call.
Mrs. Bessie N. Howard, 41601
LIBRA
Gay Haven, Mt. Clemens,
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)-Mich., Hillard T. Rogers, 1502
RUMO7S abound and you
shouldn't be taken in./ A Cardina.1, Murray, David C.
private talk with a friend Steele, Rt. 1. Box 6, Hardin.
should be kept private.
Protect career confidences.
SCORPIO
NO1,4'
HARRISON GIRL
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) i'vetti'''
Mr. and Mrs. David S.
Don't overlook important
financial details. Keep per- Harrison, Route 1, Hillsdale
sonal life out of business talks, Estate, Elizabethtown. an-which then will prove nounce the birth of a baby girl,
profitable.
Juanita Renae, born on
SAGITTARIUS
Friday, June 1.
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
Grandparents are 'Mr. and
That fabulous pleasure trip Mrs. Jack Harrison, Farmay be a bit out of line. mington, and Mr. and Mrs.
However, a business trip is 'Woodrow
Stewart,
definitely in the reglItrn of Eliiabethtown.
possibility. Be realistic.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22. to Jan. 19) V
Hidden matters affect
business dealings. Be cautious
and alert. Talks with advisors
are profitable, but have
alternate' plans.
AQUARIUS
t Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Don't let friends distract
Mrs. Ronnie Norwood, the
you from set goals. Check with
close ones about joint finan- former Renee Sledd, was the
ces. Work together for mutual honoree at a tea shower held
at the Community Room of the
benefit.
North Branch of the Peoples
PISCES
Bank.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20I
The hostesses for the bridal
An air of unreality or confusion affects work projects occasion were Mesdames
now. Someone may be Estelle Adams, Lisa Adams,
deliberately goofing.off. Avoid Twila Dunn, Brenda Wyatt,
dubious schemes. Be skep- Isabel Hopkins, Peggy Butterworth, Martha Lane

n
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Burkeen And Cobb Vows
Read At Independence
k;11
Miss Donna Gail Burkeen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fuel
D. Burkeen of Murray, and
Henry Lewis Cobb, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lewis
Cobb, Sr., of South Fulton,
Tenn., were married in a June
evening ceremony in the
sanctuary of the Inependence
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Coy E. Garrett
officiating at the ceremony
read at 7 p.m. before the altar
•
flanked by a white arched
candelabruni entwined with
greenery and white doves with
multi-colored streamers.
Two 'brass ladders with
greenery were at either side,
and they held white planters
with
silk
flower
arrangeme
Mrs.
atricia Lassiter,
plan , presented a program
of
mush'. Her select ins included "Feelings,"
/
. "You Light Up My Life,"
"Shenadoah,"
and
the
traditional Wedding marches
for the processional and the
recessional.
The candles were lighted by
William Cobb, brother of the
groom, before Mrs. Terri
Burkeen sang "The Wedding
.Song" and Edwin Garrett
sang "If" as he accompanied
_
himself on the guitar.
Bride's Dress
Ur. rind Mrs. Henri. Lewis Cobb, Jr.
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
wore formal length blue qiana groom, was the ring bearer.
by her parents, wore a formal knit dresses with matching
Mrs. Burkeen, mother of the
gown of ivory sheer organza capes. Each one carried one bride, was attired in a street
with white chantilly lace. The long stemmed blue carnation length dress of blue qiana knit.
fitted bodice was overlaid in
w-ith multi-colored streamers The groom's mother wore a
lace and the solitare neckline tied in love knots.
street length dress of blue
was enhanced by crystals and
The flower girl was Miss knit. They both wore open blue
pearls. Lace defined the Kim Burkeen who wore a faced roses and baby's breath
shepardltss sleeves.' The a- formal length dress of blue for their corsages.
framed skirt was bordered in satin with a white eyelet
Reception
matching chantilly lace and pinafore. She carried a basket
After the ceremony the
swept to a full length chapel of blue rose petals.
bridal couple and their
train.
parents received their guests
David Childress served the in the basement of the church
She wore a Juliet headpiece
to which was attached a tiered groom as best man. The where the reception was held.
groomsman
veil of silk illusion.
was Stevie
The bride's table was
The bride fashioned herown-- Burkeen, brother of the bride. covered with a blue and white
bouquets as well as the rest of They wore powder blue lace cloth with bows accenting
the bridal party's flowers. Her tuxedoes with white shirts and both sides. The three tiered
bouquet was raf blue silk open blue trim. The groom had a cake was topped with a bride
face- roses, white carnations. boutonniere of a blue rose and groom statuette.
surrounded with baby's
and baby's breath.
Following the rece.ption the
Miss Cheryl Burkeen, sister breath, and the other men couple left for a short wedding
of the bride, was the maid of wore boutonnieres of white trip and are now residing in
honor and Miss Gail Redden carnations with baby's breath. the Oak Club Trailer Court,
Paul Cobb, brother of the South Fulton,Tenn.
was the bridesmaid. They

HEALTH
•

Irregular heartbeat
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

MAU DK. LAMB
have a very irregular
heartbeat. I went to a heart
specialist and he put me
through a bicycle stress test
plus numerous other tests
and then told me I had two
heart skips one dangerous
and one not so dangerous.
Ifr put me on six Pronestyl
capsules daily which took
care of my problem for over
a year, but now my heart
skips nearly all the time and
I'm still taking the six Pronestyl capsules.
I'm 5 feet 11 and weigh 145
pounds and walk a mile or
two every day and do your

Miss Nicks, Bride-elect,
Feted ii ith Coffee it Bank
Miss Trina Nicks, Aug. 4th
bride-elect of Ken Cooper, was
complimented with a coffee
held Saturday, July 21, from
10 a.m. to 12 noon at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial . occasion were
Mesdames Donald Hughes,
Eddie
Taylor, George
Haneline, J. W. Wilhani, Ted
Bradshaw, John Hina, E. A.
Thomason, Jack Wagar, and
William Fandrich.
Miss Nicks chose to wear a
floral print voile dress for the
occasion and was presented a
corsage of roses by the
hostesses. Her mother, Mrs.
James D. Cochran, and the

HARRINGTON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David 1..
Harrington, 1022 Fenley
Avenue, Louisville, announce
the birth of a baby girl, Lynda
Michelle, born on Wednesday,
May 2.
The mother is the. former
Patricia Harrison of- Farmington.
Grandparents are Mrs. Jo
Ann Kelly Covey, Benton, Bill
Harrington, Paducah,and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Harrison,
Farmington.
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Concert

Mickey Gilley
YOUTH FROM the First United Methodist Church of Murray attended a Jubilee
Weekend at Lake junaluska, North Carolina recently. Over 1,000 Methodist youth attended the event at the Southeastern Jurisdictional Retreat.„Events included several
musical presentations, a Bible study with the Junaluska Youth Ministry Staff and a sermon "Dreams and Things" by the Rev. Kent Kilbourne. From left are: first row, Whitney
Taylor, Claire Bell, Lori Schanbacher, Kim Oles, Andy Jobs, Mrs. Gene Cohoon, Mrs.
Bob Fariess, and the Rev. Bob Farless; second: Tiffany Taylor, Mike Childress, David
Honchul, Kurt Keeslar, Tracy Beyer, Wade Smith, Steve Beyer and Gene Cohoon.
Chaperone ere Mr. and Mrs. Cohoon and the Rev. and Mrs. Farless.

SHOWTIMES
3:00 & 6:00 P.M.

Sunday July 29
Admission
Children $6.00
Adults $7.50
•••••••.*.•.".•:••••••••••••••••••.•:".?".•.•.•.•••.•.•••••••.•.•.•.•.•.
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OUTLAND GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ray
Outland, Dexter Route 1, are
the parents Iff"a baby' girl.
Amy Marie, weighing six
pounds
10'2
ounces.
measuring 19'-4 inches, born
on Sunday, July 15, at 12:45
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.'
They - have. • another
daughter, Sabrina Kaye, 13'
months.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. G. Outland, Murray
Route 8, and Mr. and Mrs
Larry- D. Perkins; - Dexter
Route 1.
Great grandparents are
Mrs. Galon Outland and Mr.
and Mrs. T. J. Murphy,
Murray, Mr.and Mrs. Worden
A. Perkins, Mayfield, and Mr.
and Mrs. Woodrow Collins,
Benton.
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-
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Here's the Diamond Sale you've
been waiting for! Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters
and Save 30%. Buy now with easy terms
or Layaway for Christmas.
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You do hove a choice where you have your
senior pictures made.
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mother of the groom-elect,
Mrs. Franklin Cooper, were
also presented corsages of
roses.
Other honored guests were
Mrs. Willie B. Jackson and
Mrs. H. 1. Cochran, grandmothers of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. Earl Rinkes, sister of the
groom-elect, who were also
presented with roses corsages.
The register table was
covered with a white linen
cloth
which
held
an
arrangement of roses in
shades of red and pink. A
ballerina figurina was also
placed on the register table.
Miss Joy Hina presided at the
table.
Guests were escorted by the
hostesses to the appointed
table which was covered with
white linen cloth. Centering
the table was an arrangement
of red and pink roses. One end
of the appointed table held a
silver punch bowl while a
silver coffee service was at
the opposite end.
Refreshments of ham and
biscuits, fresh fruit, nuts, and
various . party foods were
served from silver appointments.
- Guests were seated at tables
covered with linen cloths and
centered with arrangements
of roses.
A gift of a covered casserole
dish in the bride-to-be's
chosen pottery pattern was
presented to Miss Nicks by the
hostesses.

health status I all hani
and according to your lett,
it's been over a year sin,,
you saw your doctor_
sure he would want to know
about any change that has
occurred in your condition
The other point is that
some medicines work beat.:
in controlling heart irregularities in some patient:,
than others. We do have new
medicines developed all the
time. Your doctor may want
to change your medicine of
he sees you're continuing to
have irregularities.
I am sending you TheHealth Letter number 6-12,
Heart Irregularities,
Skipped Beats And Tach),cardias. Other readers who
want this issue can send Si,
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope ford. Send your request to me,
in care of this newspaper.
P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Station, New York, NY
10019_ While _ tlus letter wiI
give on some useful infor
illation, it's not a substitute
for your need to see your
doctor lie may need to
eitherchange the amount of
medicine you're getting oi
perhaps change to a differ
ent
entirely, depending on what he finds Oil
his exanimation.
Among the other medicines. that may: be used to
control heart irregularities
are Inderal and Norpace
lnderal neutralizes adrena
line or the heart's sensitivot
to adrenaline It is vereffective in some cases. Norpace is a - rather new inedi
tine in the United States as it
was used elsewhere before
being approved by the Food
and Drug Administration
Its action is similar to Pronestyl UI IllatIV respects.
As you've already been
told, you can have heart
irregularities that have
noodling to do with heart
disease and are not necessarily dangerous at all. The
true significance of a heart
irregularity has to be decided on the basis of the
information gleaned front a
comprehensive cardiac
exantmation.
Many people who have
irregularities of_ the heart
require no medicine at all,
particularly if the irregularities are not indicative of
heart disease. In your case,
since you are fairly active
you might benefit by being
sure you get enough potassium in your diet. People
who exercise seem to lose
some on a long-term basis.
Orange juice or a banana a
day will help solve the problem

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••
•
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Honored At Tea Shower
Armstrong, Caroline Adams,
Joette Black,Sharon Hopkins,
Genita N--Higgins,
Mary
Outland,and Lura Mae Hall.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a white dress
with pink floral design.
Corsages of rainbow colored
pompoms and rainbow ribbon
were presented to the honoree,
the mothers, Mrs. Joe Sledd
and Mrs. Wilburn Not-wood,
and the grandmothers, Mrs.
Otis Wilson,. Mrs. Lois Norwood, and Mrs. Elbert
Edwards.
The tea table was centered
with a rainbow ceramic
arrangement with matching
candleholders, made by Mrs.
Martha Lane Armstrong, who
later-, presented the special
centerpiece to the honoree as
a gift. Cakes decorated with
sugar bells laced with rainbow
colored ribbons, rainbow
mints, nuts, and 'pink punch
were served from -crystal
appointments.
Guests were seated at tables
decorated with wild pink
roses, yellow primroses, and
assorted blue wild flowers tied
with rainbow ribbons.
The gift table, covered with
a white linen cloth, was
centered with a bride doll,
handmade by Mrs. Estelle
Adams, and given to the
honoree. The hostesses' gift to
the. honoree. was,. a table
broiler toaster oven with a
rotisserie.
About 60 persons signed the
register at the table centered
with a floral arrangement.
About fifty other persons sent
gifts who were unable to attend.

girth control exei, .•, - 1 d
like to know if the etteets of
the Pronestyl wear off after
you've taken it for so long
I'm 300 miles from the good
doctor I went to and I do not
know whether to try to get
back with him or not Ile is
very busy. I would appreciate your comments.
You
DEAR READER
really should see a heart
specialiiit again and it would
be simpler to see the one
who is already lanultar with
your case. Many patients
take Pronestyl for years and
it is a good medicine to help
prevent many of the heart
irregularities, but a person's

1..?'
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Open Daily
10-6 ,
Plenty
Of
Free
Parking
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By Abigail Van Buren

Not All Roots
Bear Uprooting
DEAR ABBY: I can understand the adopted child's desire
to know who his "real- parents were. I'm sure that almost
i's cryperson who sets out to find his "real- parents
imagines that he or she is the product of a beautiful,
Impetuous love affair between a couple who were forced by
circumstances to part.
Such is not always the case. A child can be born as a result
of lust, greed, rear, infinndation, blackmail, rape and a
number of other ugly situations. Abortions were not always
possible, and it they were, many would have refused.
Before a person starts searching for his "roots,- I suggest
he or she ask this question: Would I be more or less happy if
my real mother were to say to me, "I don't know who your
father was. You were conceived in a brothel and he had $5."
Or. "I got drunk one night and blond out later that I was
pregnant. When I told the boy, he took off and I never saw
him again
Or, "Your father lorced my car off the road one dark
night."
Or,"I was an Army nurse in World War II-and your father
was a superior %tinter and 1 w ts atraiti tu repnrt me attack:'
Who would want to be the product ot an affair between
the Jewish girl in Holocaust and the prison guard who
promised to keep her young Jewish husband alive in return
for her favorsi'
I think someone should point out that these mothers
might well be protecting their illegitimate children from
further pain by disclosing the circumstances of their concep
tion.
SPEAKING FOR MYSELF
DE AR ABBY: Our son has been going with the same girl
for the last lour years. They nict in college and have been
met her and like her very
going steady ev er since. We
much.
They are planning too marry this November. Although we
live in the sonic. city as the girl's parents, we have never met
them. I know of no reason for this except that neither side
has ever taken the initiative.
Is there any rule regarding w huh set of parents is
supposed to invite the other first 7 If the parents of the boy.
are supposed to make the first move. when and how do we
go about it
HIS FOLKS
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DEAR FOLKS: It's your move. Telephone the girl's
parents and tell them how happy you and your husband are
about the engagement. Then invite them to join you as soon
as possible for lunch, dinner, cocktails, tea or whichever is
mutually convenient.
DEAR. ABBY: My daughter thinks she knows everything.
She says that if • hildrvIl has.' rhe same lather but different
mothers, they are halt sisters and brothers. But if they have
the sorrle mother and different fat hcr,s they. are stepsisters
and brothers.
I say that w hen children have the same mother but dif
ferent fathers or the same father hut diffrrent northers they
are considered half sisters and brothers.
And stepchildren are. simply "adopted- children. Please
straighten this out .tnrc we are hav mg some very loud
arguments about it
PROVING A POINT
DEAR PRO% ING. Stepchildren are the children of one's
husband or wife by a previous marriage. Half-sisters and
half-brothers are sisters and brother.. through one parent
only.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "JUST ME" IN YAKIMA,
WASH.: To Paraphrase Goethe: "1 ou can tell a great deal
about • man's character by what he laughs •t." (The same
goes for a woman.)
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
wedding or • simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 I.asky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Wednesday, July 25
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate performances at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Parkrat 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July- 25
Kenlake State Park events
will include Obstacle Walk at
campground playground at
4.30 p.111., Lollipop Lick-Off at
recreation room at 6:30 p.m.,
Family Outing at cost of $6 per
person at riding stables froni 7
to 9 p.m., and Hawaiian Luau
on lawn behind dining room at
8 p.m.
Thursday, July 26
Events at Kenlake State
Park will include Dinosaur
Egg Hunt at campground
bathhouse at 10 a.m.; Kids'
Fishing Derby at playground
behind hotel at 1 p.m., Buried
Treasure at campground
playground at 2:30 p.m.,
Junior Naturalist Program,
Part I, at front of hotel at 4
p.m., Shuffleboard Tournarnent at court next,to pool at
6:30 p.m., Magic Show at hotel
meeting room at 7 p.m.,
Moonlight Trail Ride at horse
stables with cost being $5 at
7:30 p.m., and "A.D. 65" with
admission charge at hotel
meeting room at 8 p.m.
Calloway County farmers
and other interested persons
are invited to a farm crops
tour starting at 9:30 a.m, at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. Buses
will be provided for transportation to the farms.

Thursday, July 26
Lakeside Singers wil,
perform at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For information call 753-0929.
The Unit and Auxiliary' of
American
Disabled
the
Veteran' are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Friday, July 27
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet in the executive
rooni, WOW building, at 10
a.m. with James L. Johnson of
the
Murray -Calloway
Chamber of Commerce as
speaker.
Twilight Golf and Club
Membership Social will both
be at 5:39 p.m, at the Murray'
Country Club.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

Friday, July 27
Kenlake State Park events
will include Kids 14 years and
under free all day Loday on
cruise boat Princes when
accuinpanied by an adult; arts
and crafts at recreation room
at 10 a in Kool-Aid Kill at
campground bathhouse at 1
prodiving games at hotel
pool at 2 p
Junior
Naturalist, Part II, at front of
lintel at 4 p.111.; Adult Tennis
Lessons at hotel court at 4
p 10.; softball at campground
play ground at 6:30 p.m.;
Lakeside Singers at hotel
nieeting room and movie,
Walt Disney's "Summer
Magic," at campground
amphitheater both at 8:30
p it,
Fifth production of "Peter
Pali" by Murray-Calloway Co.
Con imurnty Theatre will be at
8 p.m, at the City-County
Park.
Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre will present the fifth
production of "Goodbye_
Charlie" at the Murray State
University Theatre at 8 p.m.

Friday. July tr
Oaks Country Club Twilight
Golf is scheduled at 5 30 p iii
at the club
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Elani
Village State Park at 8 30 p
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Life At the
Forest Floor at 2 p.m and
Sounds of The Night at 8 pi:..
both at Center Station.
Hazel Conimunity Center
will open at 10 a.m, for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens.
Shopping for Murray' Senior
Citizens will be held and call
753-0929 by. 9 a.m. for morning
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a picnic at
the Baker's cabin.

Saturday, July 28
"Cumberland" will perform
at the Summer in the Park
program at Paris Landing
"Traffic Safety" for ages 6 State Park at 7:30 p.m.
through 12 will be given by the
Murray City Police in the
Murray Invitational Men's
series of programs on safety Medal Play Golf Tournament
at the Calloway Public will open at the Murray
Library.
Country Club.

Kiddie Fun Day is scheduled
at 11 a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club with Janice Nix,Suzanne
Oakley, Ann Watson, and
Carolyn Caldwell in charge of
arrangements.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Era Of Iron
Revisited at 2 p.m. at Center
Furnace; Parallels In Nature
at 2:30 p.m. at Center Station;
Hayride, limited to first 80
registrants, $1 fee, starting at
Center Station at 6:30 p.m.,
with reservations to be made
by 1 p.m. by calling 502-9245602.

"Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by the Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Cal: 753-8856
Famolore

$7 & $10

ILA

Seutilsio. manor

Summer Sale

Bamboo Gardens
1914 Coldwo.,-753-8339

South Marshall High School
Graduates of 1969 will have a
class reunion at 7 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord,
Murray, Reservations may be
lade by calling 527-1505.
Al-A-Thou will meet at 8
p.m. at Carman Pavillion,
College Farm Road. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
inforniation call 437-4229.

of
last
prodin tori
'Goodbye Charlie'' lo% the
Purchase Area Repertory
Theatre will be at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre.
Events at Land Between the
lakes will include Nature
Games for ages 6 to 12 at 10
a it,, Animal Sounds at 2 p.m..
and Nature Photography For
Beginners at 3:30 p.m., all at
Winter
Center Station;
Firewood from 10 to 11 a.m.
and 2 to 3 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Play Party at The
Homep1ace-1850 front 7:30 to 9
p.m.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Newell (Esther
Lakeside Singers and Doores of Kirksey Route 1 is
Twilight Cabaret will present now a patient in Room 529,
separate programs at Ken- Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
tucky Dam Village State Park Ky. 42001, after having undergone knee surgery.
at 8:30 p.m.

MINNENS - OLYMPIC PLAZA-Continues!
IS VeitiAtaitfc--reiix-,.61-.

QRAND OPENING
On Sale Now For
BACK-TO-SCHOOL!

SHIRTS
JEANS

WINTER
COATS

$9 $12

Layaway
Sale

$49

$15

Reg. $68
-Long Cloth Coats
-Pant Length Cloth Coats
-Short Jacket Coats
and
-Zip Lined All-Weather Coats
A Sensational Line-Up of
Fall's Best Fashion Coats!

Reg. $12 to $27
Tremendous Selection oftorgeous ShirtsPlaids. Stripes, Solids and Prints. .
PLUS
Collection of Fall's
Unbelievable
An
Nemest and Best Fashion leans'

Put Together Several New Obtfits
For Back-To-School!

Layaway Now For Fall'

Minnens Murray
BEL AIR CENTER and OLYMPIC PLAZA

Prire

70ih
(
`
shoe
tree)

Bazzell Cemetery cleaning
will be held today.

l'etcr I'd:i"
at the t ity p to by the
Co C,11,-

The GRAND OPENING Celebration of

"Peter Pan" will be
presented by the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the CityCounty Park.

For Information
Regarding

Shoes

Hicks Cemetery annual
meeting wilt be front 7730 a.m.
to 12111KM.

Flflal night of
will be presehted
County Park at 8
Murray -Calloway
iilunity Theatre

Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Games will follow
lunch.

RESIDENTIAL SELECTION — for Yard of the Month of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club for July is the home of Jerry and Celia Key at 1616 Sycamore.
The placement and color-of plantings complement the architecture of the home. Mrs.
Key is pictured in the rock garden which features Miniature greenery planted in white
pebbles amid the sandstone stepping stones. Planters of bright red petunias and dusty
miller are placed on the foyer steps. The focal point of the yard located between the
drive and door is a bed of red geraniums and cacti With driftwood and limestone rocks
set in the white pebbles. Burfordi and Japanese hollies, boxwoods,and hemlock pines
are included in the plantings.

Shoes

Car Wash, sponsored by
Calloway County Middle
%School Cheerleaders, will be
held at RoHo Service Station,
Fit e Points, from 9 am to it
p in.

Saturday, July 28
for
e
\lurrcy
Invitational w ill be held fr,,!p 9
p.m. to 1 a ni at the Murray
Country Club with Mr arid
Mrs Has Lafser as chairmeii

Bel Air Center
Olympic Plaza

AND

All Spring & Summer

Saturday. Jul) 28
GA Mission Vviitr will be held
at the Fellowship Hall. First
Baptist Church, froth 9.30
a m to 2 p.m. Each omit' is to
bring a sack lunch with drinks
tt , be provided

siaJ,v,ts 50%

Open Nights till 9
Sundays 1 till 5

•

It

v.-

1 as'avvas
Minnens harge
Master Charge
Visa

U .4
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Ladies

Slide Sandals
Reg. $7.97

'4"
Girl's

SANDALS
SHORT
SET
SUNDRESSES
MEN'S FASHIONS
and
BOYS' FASHIONS
;intlT SHIRTS Was
Toddler

Toddler Girl's

SUNDRESSES

Comfortable and casual tatamis
in several colors. Sizes:
children's 9-3, ladies'5-10,
men's 7-12.

$3471011215

tnidios terry tops , short
sl
. Up to deo styling.
Sizes

Polyester/Cotton Blend
Sizes 7 to 14
Reg.$2.66

Was66t yd. Now

Was $1.00 yd. Now

50c
56c

yd.

yd.

Swimsuits

I fit All Fitt AA

tA

H & FI1Ls, 4rdn.-5d.a

I k

Prices Good Thurs

age
Chme "Use

Tomato
Soup

IF

32

69c

20'

01

Bananas

Singles

FROZEN
FOODS
Pepperidge Farm 3 Layer

Tomatoes

89C

lb.

Fancy Noma Grown

Peaches

1110t5110t
FLY &
MOSQUITO
noz KILLER
1
1

939

Coconut

lb.

Noma Drown

Cheese
Save 20'
SOL

U.S. No. 1

lb.

Idaho Baking

Potatoes

lb.

29c
29c
39c
19c

Crackers
with $10.00 order
Or
were
Save 54'

1 Lb.
Boa

Cloverleaf
Graded
White

39
6 oz.

Frosty Acres Green

Peas
Sticks
Fries

20 oz. bog

Frost/ Seas Fish
8 oz.

Frostz Acres French
24 oz.

bag

‘600
16*3‘3"

69'
69'
69'

Rosedale
Yellow Cling
01'

csie
.

IA*
.
000v •
soot" im

Peaches

6.
41

4
ork &

Lean Tender

Large
2'

.

Cans

Tender Jolty

num

11 Oz.

1 lb. bag
our
coupon

Kingsford

'Pith

Charcoal
Briquets
$169

•

lb

King Size

Cascade
500..$169

Lean Tender
Center Cuts $1.89 Lb.

Pork Chops

$1

29

First Cuts Lb.

$1

2,E1S

Maxwell
House
Coffee

ced ke 3

$239
Coca-Cola

Pro-Leagwer

Tea

Lower Overhead
Means Lower Prices

tnewo--

Save 30'
4 Oz.

$169

with
lemon

Savo

18'

Save 281

Puss 'N
Boots

Cat Food
$100
Cans

For Dishes

12 Oz. Pkg.

1

Worthmore Sliced

12 oz. pkg.

"If You Matc

• ..

Disinfectant
Spray

05

-

12 Oz. Save 65°

ur

UO

y

15 Oz.

Sava
24'

$169
Stick
Deodorant .

22 Oz.

Lysol

I

Old Spice

sew
0,A1 Kraft
4.1:5
Bar-B41 69C
Save 10'
Sauce

Bacon
Bologna
$119
89c
I

Aft

Tab-Sprite
Mello Yello
Fresca

18 Oz.

Lb

Save 20'

Gir“
1:4, Car.
mr-

2 Liter

Nestea Instant

Picnics Wieners Lux
c Liquid
19
89
Field's
Sliced

woe All*Xed

Save 29'

Ikest

Lb.

Assorted Flavors

Save 16'

Coffee mu
CreamerOU

Save
24'
10 Lb.

Ice
Cream
29
Save 60'

9

Save 26`

Coffee Nate
Non-Dairy

Prairie
Farm

c

2

Size

RfoPn!2,7 $100

Pork Roast L, 99c
Pork
Pork
Steak Cutlets
119
$139

Field's Boneless
No Waste

59c

ee

Lean
Meaty
Boston Butt

•

Tuna

CO°

Showboat

Lb.

Aug 1

Merit
Saltine

Yellow Ripe

Kraft
American

Grape Jelly

July 26 thru Ned

PRODUCE

Sava

12
Oz.

No.1 Cam
Save 25'

10'4 Oz

Jamboree

Cakes

1/7V

Sea est
Cott

Campbell's

5 cans'1

JulA

Reg. $2.29

334 Oz.

Save 40'

Campho
Phenique
1 Os.
Reg. $1.10
Save 40'

79c

ou ant :eat $ ur 'rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept tr.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

HMV

7a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
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Attorney General Says
Dismissing Indictment

Jackson Says Kennedy Will
Be Choice If Carter Declines

On Error Is Illogical
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP ) —
The state attorney general's
office has said that it would be
illogical to dismiss an indictment against two former
Finance Department -officials
on the basis of an error by a
legislative employee.
Assistant Attorney General
James Dickinson told a threejudge panel of the state Court
of Appeals Tuesday that a
circuit court judge "distorted
the logic and intent" of the law
in dismissing the indictnients
gainst former
Finance
Secretary Russell McClure
and former Finance Department official Melvin Young.
Dickinson asked the appellate court to restore the
indictments against McClure
and Young.

McClure and Young were
indicted by a Franklin-County
grand jury in October, 1978,
but the indictments were
dismissed Nov. 1 by Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Williams
on two technicalities.
McClure was charged with
the improper transfer of twd
state cars to relatives of
former Kentucky Democratic
Party Chairman Howard
"Sonny" Hunt. Young, who
was assistant director of
properties when the transfers
took place. was charged with
complicity in one of the
transfers.
Williams held that the law
.under which the men were
charged had no valid penalty
clause and the penalty clause
did not meet the. legal
definition of a felony.
'Williams said the one-year
statute of limitations for
misdemeanors would then
prohibit prosecution of the
offenses as misdemeanors.
Williams ruled the penalty
clause had been erroneously
attached to the law by a
"statute reviser's bill" in 1966.
Prior to that time there had
been no penalty for violating
the section relating to selling
surplus state property.
The statute reviser's bill is
aimed at cleaning up the laws
and contains a clause saying
any substantive changes
should be disregarded.
Williams cited that clause in
holding that the addition of the
penalty section without
specific action by the
legislature was a substantive
change by the reviser.

Five Union Members
Enter Guilty Pleas
To Kidnapping Charges
ASHLAND, Ky. AP —
Five members of the Oil,
Atomic
and
Chemical
Workers, Local 3-5Z3, entered
pleas of innocent here Monday
to kidnapping charges, a
spokesman for U.S. District
court said.
The defendents, Charles
Hood and Charles C. Damron,
both 32, of Flatwoods; James
Ronald Alcorn,39,and Fred L.
Crank,32, both of Catlettsburg
and Walter Dale Burgess, 33,
of South Point, Ohio, are
charged with the July 4 kidnapping of two guards at the
Allied Chemical Plant's Semet
Solvay Division.here.
U.S. Distrtict Court Judge
H. David Hermansdorfer
heard the pleas in his court at
Catlettsburg. No trial date
was set, but court sources said
a hearing in the case would be
conducted in September.
The five men are free on
$10,000 bond each.
The incident involved two
plant guards who were forced
into a boat at gunpoint and
taken across the Ohio River to
Ohio. One of the guards,
Douglas Willis, was wounded
in the encounter, police
reports said.

Dickinson aruged that the
legislative had intended to
provide a penalty for that
section of state law and intended for it to be a felony.
He said the action of the 1966
statute reviser was a"
deliberate attempt to harmonize conflicting statutes
was not just a
and
typographical error as argued
by attorneys for McClure and
Young.
"This has been on the books
for 13 years and has not been
changed," Dickinson said.
"The state should be able to
rely on the revised statutes as
they are printed."

Insurance.
Ask us about
the new
comprehensive
Multi-PvtedicaPo
policy.
Bob Nanney
107 N. 4th
753-4937

Pepresentong
Federal Kemper
Insurance Company

Robin Griffin, a Lexington
attorney representing
McClure, argued that the
statute clearly was never
intended to be a crime.
He said the penalties should
have been applied to a more
serious section of the statutes
dealing with state purchases.
Griffin said the reviser's
action "put a penalty on a law
that never had one. If that is
not substantive, I don't know
what is."
Judge Bruce Lester said the
court would have a ruling on
the state's motion within 30-45
days. Other judges on the
panel were John P. Hayes and
John D. White.

Come try our

By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP ) Sen.
Henry M. Jackson, who once
ran for president himself,says
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy will
be the Democratic Party's
"undisputed choice" to head
the 1980 presidential ticket if
President Carter steps aside.
Jackson also predicted
JULY BUSINESS YARD of the Month selection by the Garden Department of the Murthat Kennedy would
Tuesday
ray Woman's Club is the Astro Car Wash on Chestnut near Twelfth Street. Pictured is
make a bid for the Democratic
conThis
area
planters.
beds
and
Larry Ryan, owner, and Philip Morris who tends the
nomination if Gov. Edmund G.
tains Japanese holly, boxwood, varigated shrubs and a wide border of dwarf yellow
Brown Jr. of California apwhitewashed
marigolds in cedar chips. The car wash entrance area bed includes a tall
pears likely "t-i) win out over
planter of red and white double petunias and geranium in a bed of evergreens in
.
carter.__
white rock with a colorful border of marigolds. The gas pumps are banked by barren
"Kennedy is not going to let
planters of red and white petunias and geranium which repeat the gas pump colors.
Brown get very far," said the
Washington Democrat who
mounted an unsuccessful
campaign for the nomination
in 1972.
"I think Kennedy is going to run," Jackson said.
He later tempered his
prediction, saying, "Kennedy
is not going to get in unless
Carter is knocked--'Ont. He'
on all the bouys from the adult knows he would be accused of
of
part
signiticant
a
plying
By TOM HARRIGAN
U.S. natural gas needs, plant's -spores. There are dividing the party."
Associated Press Writer
plants growing on the metal
For now, Jackson said. "I
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. perhaps 15 to 20 percent or
supports, rubber hoses, am supporting the president."
project
says
higher,"
The tangly, smelly
elierything.clo%'n there,",says
seaweed that wraps itself manager Armond J. Bryce.
George W. Phillips Jr., vice
kelp
of
process
basic
The
around swimmers may some
president. of Global Marine
day help them get home from conversion is trapping solar
Development Inc., a subthe
in
it
storing
and
energy
the beach and warm them up
contractor on the project.
when they get there. So don't form of plant tissue, then
Still to be figured out,
product
gaseous
fashioning
a
curse the stuff — it could be
though, is how to keep the kelp
part of the answer to the and delivering it through the
existing distrilzution System," from tearing against supports
nation's energy crisis.
and .wires, how to build
Scientists are now seriously says Bryce.
stronger curtains to lessen
money
new
the
of
Some
considering the development
storm damage, and whether
for
Carter
by.
promised
of seaweed farms for connew or old plants have the best
version of the plant into alternative fuels could speed
rate ..if growth and yield of
conkelp
of
development
methane — a possible subIi et tul tie.
stitute for natural, gas. If the version by a few years, Bryce
Hall the funding for the
Enidthe
it
into
moving
says,
idea proves realistic, there
project comes front the
could be a giant seaweed 1990s. Current GE research
federal Department of Energy
gasification industry along schedules call for a 600-1,000and the other half from the
U.S. coasts before the year acre demonstration farm in
1985 and a . commercialsize Gas Research Institute, which
2000.
is supported by gas utilities
With current technology, the demonstration project in 1992.
and pipeline companies.
millions of years of natural
To supply all the nation's
The institute has committed
biological processes needed to current natural- gas needs,
$2fitrillion-to the project over
produce gas from organic research indicates that kelp
five y ears. Its director, Dr. Ab
matter can be reduced to just farms 25 to 100 miles off the
Flowers, told a House energy
days. And scientists feel nation's. East, West and Gulf
subcommittee this spring, "A
Jimmy Acicox, Speaker
seaweed, because of its fast coasts would have to total
virtually unlimited potential
growth and hyrdocarbon 400,000 square miles
about exists
for growing a huge
content, is ideal for this ac- twothirds the, size of Pennbiomass resource in the
celerated process.
sylvania..
ocean.
No
scientific
But growing the large
But such farms just belt's
breakthoughs are required to
amounts of weed necessary to the waves would create none
commercialize this concept.
feed the gasification plants is of the environmental ,unP-reliminary 'studies indicate
a problem, and an ambitious sightliness of strip-mining for
gas costs could be competitive
project sponsored by General coal.
with other SNG substitute
Electric off the Southern
For cost effectiveness,
natural gas I sources."
California coast is seeking the production facilities would
solution.
have to be nearby, but they
The- $.7- million-a-year effort - could-- be -huge,- -floating -fachas
become
especially tories that extract methane
significant in light of and some other useful
President Carter's call for byproducts.
energy independence.
"The methane in this
The program involves a
unlike barnyard
process,
"test -farm" about five miles
off this coastal resort where methane I from animal waste
GE researchers are learning has no odor. With the whole
to manage the growth of kelp thing containedindoors, we're
near the ocean surface. not going to be venting
Although this seawater spread anything. There's really
is only a quarter-acre now, nothing to throw away."
scientists think it could Bryce says.
The main problem with the
become part of a giant incontrolled growth of kelp is
dustry.
'There's no chance we can the hostile environment of the
replace all of it, but kelp sea and the limited depth
conversion may end up sup- range where the kelp can
grow. Requiring sunlight, the
plant can't grow more than 80
to 100 feet below the surface,

Smelly Seaweed May Be Part
Of Answer To Energy Crisis

Breakfast
Buffet
(It'll keep you comm'back!
ALL YOU CAN EAT
cnoose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back Jntil you vi eaten all
you want and you re ready
to have a good day'

IL1- THE COFFEE
YOU WAIT,- ,
Your Brealiast. Buffet
ail the great coffee you want
too We want you to c mon in
start the day off right and
c mon back often to say
Good Morning'
ALL FOR JUST
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Bel-Air Center

WINCHESTER,K. API
An attorney for Southeast
Christian College told the
Winchester City Commission
Tuesday night that the school
is in danger of closing because
of financial trouble.
Richard
Attorney
McCready suggested the city
might want to sponsor a
community college or find a
clromonational group to
assume the operation. He..
appeared earlier in the day
before ClarkFiscal Court.

A college spokesman, Ky le
Briley, said school directoi.
met last Friday and decided
against opening for the fall.
tem. A committee meet.,
again Wednesday to review
the situation.
Funded by the Church oi
Christ, the college had an
enrollment of about 130 last
year.
A spokesman said the schoi
had enough capital
liquidate its debts.

July 27-29
7:30 p.m.
Sunday Services
8:30 a.m., 9:45 a.m.
10:40 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Jimmy Adcox
Speaker

Seventh & Poplar
Church of Christ
. EVERYONE WELCOME

Anchored by wires to the
seabed 1,850 feet below, the
GE kelp farm is actually a
submerged horizontal trellis
to which 100 transplanted kelp
sprouts were connected last
December. Supported by the
metal trellis, the plants grow
uP some 50 feet to near the
surface.
Meanwhile, a long, red and
white striped cylinder runs up
from the core of the trellis to
the surface, protruding above
the water like a giant barber
pole as a warning to
navigation.
A pipe stretches 1,500 feet
down from the core to near the
ocean bottom, and nutrientrich water from the dark
depths is drawn up by a diesel
pump to nourish the plants.
Early this year, just two
months after the kelp transplants were affixed to the
trellis, a curtain designed to
protect the test farm from the
pounding of the ocean • was
itself pounded to pieces by
powerful storms and' all 100
plants washed awal.
But the storm clouds, hail
silver linings.
"We've got new kelp growth

'CHILDREN UNDER 12-994)
BREAKFAST BUFFET • OPEN 6-10 A PA DAI1

Quality that keeps you comin'back.

Southeast College May Close

Gospel Meeting

$119

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

observers have been say
Asked if he believes Carter
privately since Carter
will be knocked out as a
Cabinet shake-up I.abrupt
he
re-election,
candidate for
week.
said, "It all depends what
•
happens between now and the
One knowledgeable soul
prilriarieS
said the attitude towat
Jackson said Carter may Kennedy is changing
yet recover his political Democrats, explainim'
popularity, but for the "People are now
conviiki,i
moment, he is in serious Kennedy will have to coil,
trouble."
into the race — ironically, n'
Jackson, one of the most as the divider but as the savn ,;
Democratic
influential
of the 'party." The sour+
members of the Senate, was asked not to be named.
echoing what.several political

Although
they
often
resemble flowers, corals are
scientifically classified as
anithals. - These
polyps
-reproduce to form extensive
colonies which build upward
on their own skeletons.

1979 Moneytree Winner
Dean Lampkins, representing Peoples Bank, awards the 1979 Fair
Moneytree to Walter Steely. Walter guessed there was $121.35 on
the moneytree the actual amount was $121.33

PEOPLES
MURRAY
Member FDIC

BANK
KY.
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Continuation Of Probe Into
State Wrong-Doing Postponed
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A closeddoor probe of alleged wrongdoing in
state government circles, originally
scheduled to resume today, has been
postponed until Thursday
A special federal grand jury is expected to continue its investigation of a
8159,000 state Human Resources
Department contract with a Tennessee
firm.
R. Lee Goodner, president of the nowddunct Learning Development Corp. of
Nashville, Tenn., was expected to
testify before the panel.
The grand jury began its stibret investigation June 26, and has met three
times since then, apparently focusing
on the contract each time.
Goodner was subpoenaed three
weeks ago, but the jury recessed
without hearing his testimony after
spending ckse to three hours with the
preceding witness, former Mississippi
state Sen. D. Flavous Lambert.
Lambert, who was convicted in
federal court of conspiring to defraud
the U.S. Government, is free pending
an appeal.

The grand Jury apparently also will
begin looking Into another matter this
week — alleged overpayments to a
motor vehicle dealer for vehicles
purchased by the state.
Thomas Humber, a special assistant
to Gov. Julian Carroll, said he has been
served with a subpoena to appear
before the grand jury Friday.
Hurnber said he expects to be asked
about his purchase of an automobile
from Lester Motors Inc., Central City.
Lester Motors and King-Woodall
Motors Inc., Paducah, reportedly
received more than $125,000 in overpayments on three contracts involving
state purchase of trucks and school
buses.
A Franklin County grand jury last
month indicted both firms and Howard
Woodall, who represented the firms in
their dealings with the state, each on
three counts of theft by deception.
King-Woodall also was indicted on 10
counts of theft of property involving the
state's lease payments on land which
the state has already purchased from
the firm.

Goodner has said he paid Lambert at
least $430,000 as a fee for helping
Learning Development find state work
in Mississippi and elsewhere. The
Jackson, NUM., Clarion-Ledger has
reported that Lambert was paid for
introducing Goodner to Mississippi
welfare department officials.
Two checks to Howard "Sonny"
Hunt, former Kentucky Democratic
party chairman, surfaced during the
federal investigation in Mississippi that
resulted in Lambert's conviction.
Meanwhile, former state Social
Services Commissioner Jack Lewis,
one of the first witnesses to appear
before the federal panel here, said he
ordered the original learning
Development contract awarded in
September, 1978 after meeting with
Goodner — a meeting set up at Hunt's
request.
However, Lewis said the department
desperately needed the training services provided under the contract. The
agreement was not renewed after them
first fiscal year.

INIF.RNATIONAL
FALMOUTH,England AP )
— The solo sailor from Minnesota's White Bear Lake says
loneliness was one of the worst
things about his 54-dab
Atlantic crpssing in his
tiomeniade, 10-foot sloop.
"I badly missed company
and had to pass the tune
and
books
reading
magazines," said 39-year-old
Gerry Spiess after he docked
the Yankee Girl here Tuesday
evening at the southwest tip of
England to the cheers of 10,000
Britons..
—
C.,6IRO, Egypt ( AP
Israjt returns 2,400 more
square miles of the Sinai
Peninsula to Egypt at a brief
desert ceremony today.
The flag-raising near Abu
Rudeis, on the Gulf of Suez,

endorsed by a majority of House
members, failed on a 216-209 vote. A
two-thirds majority was required for
passage.
Kentucky House members voted 5-2
in favor of the amendment, with only
Romano Mazzoll, D-3rd District, and
Carl Perkins, 1)-7th District, voting
against it.
"I think it's real dead now," said
Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Ohio, an opponent
who expressed surprise at the strength
of the rejection vote. "Our count was
not that high. We thought, at best, we
would be up around 185."
Mottl's amendment would have
prohibited the busing of any public
school student to a school other than the
one nearest the child's hume. Mottl
says busing causes "white flight" and
actually makes public- schools more
segregated.
Donlan concedes the measure is dead
for this congressional session. House
rules prohibit the revival of an
amendment brought before the body in
the unusual manner' used Tuesday. The
issue reached the floor through a

southwest tip of rmeland to
the cheers of 10,000 Britons.
Spiess hadn't spoken in so
long "he sounded as though he
needed .a drink of water," said
his 37-year-old wife, Sally,
who flew to England with his
parents, [Anus and Jeanette
Spiess.
The Yankee Girl , was the
smallest craft ever to cross
the Atlantic from west to east,
12-foot
the
displacing

.
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Vi it F i raised energy consciousness, the House is
making another try at giving
the president standby gas
f ationnit; authority This time
leaders are confidently
predicting approval.
After rcjeCtIng the first plan
246 tki 159 on Ma) 10, the House
1, day was considering a
very L led and expanded version that has bel'011 lc a major
piece of President Carter's
elier0 prograni
The House Rules Committee
approved the nreasure br
voice v ote Tuesday. opqrung
the way for Its consideration
by the full House. '

NASHINGIti's
Al'
WASHINGTON
President Carter. seeking to
speak directly to mim,,ns
Americans tonight in a I at t•
prin win le broadcast news
conference, says the media
have exaggerated the extent
of his administration shakeup.
The president and his aides
say. both U.S. and foreign
reporters are blowing up the
power of Carter's inner circle
NATION Al.
Georgians.
faithful
of
_MIAMI i AP e
Thaodore
especially chief of Staff Bwidy , a quiet law student
Hamilton Jordan.
who never forgot Mother's

waved at the courtroom
Ad after a led( read the
i. eritict — guilty of murdering
two women and trying to kill
three others at Florida State
University .
Prosecutors promised to ask
for the death penalty'. The jury
that convicted Bundy, 32, will
be sequestered to hear
arguments on. Sentencing
Saturday and Monday. A
simple majority vote is
needed to recommend life or
death. Judge Edward D.
Cowart can overrule the jury.
Build) was found guilty of
first-degree murder in the
deaths of Lisa Levy, 20, and
Ma!-,.,aret Bowman. 21, both of
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Ponce de Leon, the Spanish
explorer, landed in Florida in
1513 in his search for the
fountain of youth.

04ENDLYpows

Big Savings On All Air Conditioners

discharge petition, bypassing the
Judiciary Committee.
But Dornan promised the issue would
come up again.
Opponents of the amendment said it
had not been considered thoroughly
enough to be considered as a potential
addition to the Constitution.
Rep. Parren Mitchell, 1)-Md., said if
the amendment were passed, "We're
going to unleash some forces in this
country that God knows should not be
unleashed again. The best and the
worst of America came out during the
civil rights movement and the best
prevailed."
President Carter also opposed the
measure, citing the Supreme Court
decision that ended the separate-butequal doctrine.
"The 25th anniversary of the
Supreme Court's decision in Brown vs.
Board of Education is a time to renew
our commitment to this fundamental
goal — not a time to retreat," he wrote
Rep. Peter Rodin°, chairman of the
Judiciary Committee.

Nonoalca in which American
William Verity made a 68-day
voyage in 1966 from Florida to
Ireland
However, the Guinness
Book of World Records says
the smallest trans-Atlantic
voyager was the April Fool,
just under 6 feet, in which •
Hugo S. Vihlen, another'
American, made an east-towest crossing from Morocco to
Florida in 1968. His time was

s tra-

drawals shich by January
will Leine Egypt ii.p..,ssession
of two-thirds of the 25.000wedge-shaped
squaren
peninsula it lost ii the 196;
Arab-Israeli War

111
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Loneliness One Of Worst Things
About 54-Day Solo Ocean Voyage
FALMOUTH.England AP)
— The solo sailor from Minnesota's White Bear Lake says
loneliness was one of the worst
things about his 54-day
Atlantic crossing in his
homemade,10-foot sloop.
"I badly missed company
and had to pass the tune
and
books
reading
magazines," said 39-year-old
Gerry Spiess after he docked
the Yankee Girl here at the

:1 .at
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House Defeats Proposal That
Would BanDesegregation Busing
By BETTY ANNE WILLIAMS
Associated Pms Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — House opponents of a proposed constitutional
amendment to ban busing as a
desegregation tactic say 'its defeat
Tuesday was a victory for "basic
human rights." But supporters vow the
Issue will come back to haunt its
detractors in upcoming elections.
"I recommend that we dispose of it
by soundly defeating this constitutional
amendment and demonstrating to the
world that the United States is not going
to turn the clock back on basic human
rights," said opposition member Rep.
Mendel Davis, 1)-S.C.
Supporter Rep. Robert Dornan, RCalif., predicted 10 to 15 House members will not return to Congress in 1980
because they voted against the
measure.
"Seats will definitely change," he
said, adding that anti-busing amendments will be brought up for a vote at
every opportunity.
The amendment, proposed by Rep.
Ronald Matti, 1)-Ohio, and originally

THE NEWS IN BRIEF.
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INSTALLATION & DELIVERY AVAILABLE — EXTRA

85 days.
Spiess, a former employee
of the Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co., set out
from Virginia Beach, Va., and
encountered the usual hazards
of a solo ocean crossing in a
small boat.

GENERALS ELECTRIC
Compact size
flusn mounting 3-speed cooling, low slumber speed Only

He told a reporter that after
one "particularly bad storm
the thought crossed my mind
that I might have to give up. I
felt very despondent during
these times, but the boat
handled fantastically, beyond
my expectations."
"He got pitched overboard
after some bad weather when
the seas were still rolling," his
wife said. "He told rue he
climbed back so fast he
scarcely gnt wet."
"I did have some bad
moments, but I'm absolutely
delighted to have made it at
last," Spiess told reporters.
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(corragated roofing)

In Stock

2200 4.

4 Lap Fiberglass

Covers 100 Sq. Ft.
4 oz.-5 oz.-6 oz. Material
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Per Sq.

We Stock Greenhouse Material

850

DeOr Mold
$
White & Brown
Per Sq.
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We stock all fiberglass accessories: nails, rubber filler strips, filler strips, ridge caps and
redwood polyfoam closure strips.
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World's First Known Test-Tube
Baby Is One Year Old Today
tt ED /SIAM
1—ociated Pre.. Writer
.s\litr\ Al
tn..1
Bi,, ss H. it, ss,, i
ated test-tube habt
aut!
] i t cal , Id 1, to,. hut the
,
oft bs her
cf ss:••t•
,,S,tinues
"She is the perfect baby
pi ettt . big for her ae.,e, and
'ers forward.- her 3'2-yearold mother Lesley told the
Daily Mail. which sn:red an
ev.lusive ck.,ntract with the
w!ls before the batik was
born
talkin... at 10
She
morths. .c.d* we think that
she's not ohly going to 4rov% up
into a s cr5 pretty blonde but a
ert intelli...ent one too,ear-old father.
Louisc's
John, told the newspaper.
Bros 11 couli.i not have a
baby normally because the
fallopian tubes leading to her
womb were blocked and the
blockage could not be
reinoved sur4ically, the same
problem 40 percent of the
. infertile women in the world

•
She:

Ye en'

h•i.i

itk'&.1SL

and
.5teptoe
pit siuli'sist HotxTt Edwards.
Iio had been doing pioneer
L•search for 12 years into
FoSUILIk al techniques for
ft'rtillLatl'i iii t tiro, meaning
iI glass, as.d ti bry i transfer.
The British doctors took an
egg ti iL her ovaries, ferttlized it with her husband's
sperm in a glass dish in
in
laboratory
Steptoe's
°litho;ii and rein iplanted it 111
Mrs. Brown's womb where it
det eloped normally.
We found nature could not
put an ec4.; and sperm tgether,
so we did it. We do not see
anything inimural in cluing
that.- Steptoe said.
Louise was delivered by
Caesarean section on July 25,
*1978, at Oldham General
Hospital. The government
Medical Research Coinicil
,ionfirined she was the first
test-tube baby. on record.
The births of at least two
other test-tube babies have
been reported since, one. a
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Rios. an of the Rabbinical
Ltirl, in Calcutta. India. on Oct
3, 1978, alit' the other a boy .iii Council of America said it
Scotland. oh Jail 14. -does not present a large
Both infants were reported problem, provided that lthse
involved are the husband and
normal and in good health
But with these and other wife who want to have a
testtube births said to be on
The U.S. Department of
the tsas religious leaders,
Health,
Education
and
are
others
niany
and
scientists
imposed
a
still di% ided over religious, Welfare
ethical, scientific and legal moratormin on government
funding of test-tube research
issues raised.
The Roman Catholic Church in 1975. On March 16, a
is opposed in principle to government ethics advisory
;officinal Insemination. and a board took the first step to end
Vatican spokesman said the nwratoriuni, saying it had
church doctrint. holds that no ethical objections to the
fertilization ''miiust be carried procedure if its purpose was Lu
help infertile couples. Hui
out according to nature."
HEW
delayed action until
Islamic
Pakistan's leading
scholar, Ehushamul Hague after midAugust at the
Thanva, called test-tube birth earliest to await continent
"a defiance of the laws of from interested parties and
nature " But Rabbi Israel the public.
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GM Reporting
Higher Numbers
Hy GUY DARST
Associated Press Writer
DETROIT AP) — For the
first Mlle in months, a U.S.
is
manufacturer
auto
reporting higher sales, and
analysts say the tiny upturn
may mean the industry sales
slump has bottomed out.
General Motors Corp. said
Tuesday its sales for the
middle 10 days of July wee 1.1
percent above the same period
last year.
That left sales for the
domestic industry as a whole
off 9.7 percent for the period
Three
Big
the
and
manufacturers off 12.1 percent — abetter showing than
the declines of 26 percent
noted in some reporting
periods since the appearance
of gasoline lines in California
in April.
Ford Motor Co. was down 28
percent, Chrysler Corp. fell 30
percent and American Motors
Corp., which no.longer reports
10-day sales, was down An
estimated,13 percent.
One analyst, who declined to
be identified, said the small'
gain for GM was -not
significant" by itself because,
as GM noted, the company's
sales were in a lull last year
following a dealer contest.
"Things weren't as bad as
they looked in recent Months) because last year was so
good," he said.
Sales of relatively fuelefficient small cars slowed
slightly, with compact and
subcompact models grabbing
an estimated 55 percent of the
market in the first 20 days of
July, down from nearly 56
percent in June.

But it was a small-car boom
compared with last year.
GM's small models were up 44
percent and Ford's were up 29
percent. A model breakdown
was not
Chrysler
for
available.
For the year to date, GM
was off 5.8 percent, Ford was
down 17 perct*nt, Chrysler fell
18 percent and AMC was off an
estimated 22 percent. Big
Three sales were down 11
all five
percent, and
manufacturers together —
newcomer
including
were
Volkswagen USA
down 9 percent.
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Yorkshire Boneless ,

Pork Cutlets

Damage

Center Cut

BOSTON i AP) — A Boston
department store is suing a
local of the Ironworkers Union
International
the
and
Association of Bridge and
Workers for
Structural
$750,000, accusing the unions
of malicious destruction of,
property and acts of violence.
The suit was filed in U.S.
District Court on Monday._ A.
spokeswoman for Filene's
department store said a
disruption Thursday — when
40 to 60 men swept through the
store's downtown branch and
smashed showcases and
overturned racks of clothing
— and a similar incident al
another branch Saturday,
may have been connected to a
labor dispute over construction at a newstore.

Pork Chops

Bologna

Country Style

Leo

Union On

Si?

" Pork Ribs
$1

$1 69

" Ham
S1
si 79

Ham
Whole Smoked

;.

,-,yde

lb

Bacon

51 29

Ham

Save 20 Pkg
Campfite

FRANKS
12 Oz. Pkg.

89'
VALUE FULL
•
•
•

While you're out of town on vacaLion,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.
Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.

Murray Ledger & Times
Ar the

PRODUCE
19'
19'
45'
2/39'

Broccoli
Cabbage
Peaches
Red Radishes
Bell Peppers—
Cucumbers
Yellow Squash
Bananas
Red or
White Grapes

each
lb

3

S100
For
lb

3 Lbs
lb

49'
sim

Missouri

CANTALOUPES

69'

99'

EACH

June(Tart)

59'

Apples
COUPON
Limit I Per Farr
Pillsbury
Complete Pancake
Mix

2.11 85'
Good Only At Storey's
Exp July 31, !9;"

•

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Forn

Chiffon
Whipped Margarine
I 116. bowl

69"

Good Only At Storey's
Exp July 31, 1979

Lb

COUPON

COUPON

imi I

1 PPr Icurl
Seven Seas
Salad

Limit I Per Fam
Heinz White
Vinegar
32,i,

394

Good Only Al Storey's
Exp July 31, 1919

•

Dressing

... 2/994
Good
ExpjuOnilyy

79
s31,

COUP04
0,,, am
I

in

Spin Men,
Salad
Dressirg
32 ot

$1.9

Good Only At St(to
Exp July31, 97
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Storey's Food Giant.

*Everday Low Shelf Prices
*Super Specials
*Super Inflation Fighters
*Choice Meats
*Fresh Quality Produce
*Super Savings

Prices Good
July 25th
thru
July 31st
Store Hours
8 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Everyday

Bel Air Center
Limit Rights Reserved

A Super Way To Save

Vay To Save
Sunshine Chunk

Food Giant Whole

DOG FOOD
$399

MILK

$198

25th.
Bog

na

Si 39
lb

Iced
lb

•
trot',

lb
oked
lb

Kroft
60 Sauce

Vernors

Lucks

Pinto Beans
89C
Beans
89'
89c Paper Towels

I 7 oz

1/89'

Gingerale
Pork & Beans

6 pk

$189

I 7 oz

Del ta

Jumbo Roll

1/89'
1/99'

69'

Down Home Lemonade

Showboat

Lucks Great Northern

18 oz

Wisk

Detergent

Mix

4/99'
129

/5 oz

8 qts

S159

Lipton Instant

Tea

32 oz

3 oz

5219

lye 20 Pkg
Dishwashing Liquid

Campfire

220z.

tAtila
2 Oz.

Pkg)94

C
7B

We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stamps
Super Inflation Fighters... A Super Way To Save
Z?a,f09.4,

Here at Storey's we wont to help you fight inflation by passing manufacturers discounts on
to you. Super inflation fighters can help you fight rising food costs.

Charmin

Fish Plate
.
A

Bathroom
Tissue

2 Pcs Fish
Slow
Hush Puppies

4 Roll

88.

Was 94'

PES

BI30 Loaf
lunchmeat

Blue Bonnet

Margarine

Cole Slaw
Yum Yums
Carrott Loaf

1 Lb. Qtrs..

59C

Storey's A Super Way To Save
Kraft
Banquet
Advance
Miracle
Pot Pies
Formula
13 oz.
Whip
32 oz.
Now

98c

3/99c

Was $1.29
.....mowommmovo

Parkay

Margarine
59c

Was 43'

1 Lb. Qtrs.

Flour

I
120z. $136

Was 65'

Was $1.39

1 2

gal.

99c

Wisk
Detergent

98c

Was $1.05

Edon

Bathroom
Tissue

Was $1.04
5 Lb. Bag

Was 65'

lionmmemem.

2/99c

Gold Medal

American
Singles

Ice Milk

Was 55'
Now

Kraft
Wrapped

Scot Lad

Was $1.48
4 Roll

32 oz.
$129

69c

Was 78'

Frozen & Dairy Specials

Sealtes t

$329

Spice Cake
COUPOi
Limit 1 Pei am
Spin Went
Salad

Dressing
32 at.

COUPON
Limit I Per Fam
Skippy

Peanut
Butter

$1 -9

Good Only At St(ify
Exp July 31.979

$"
lion.

Good Only At Storey s
July 31, 1919

Sherbet

(41

89'

I 4 oz

99'

' gal

99'

Jenos Thick Crust

COUPON
Limit I Per Fom

Nu Soft
Rinse
$169

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fam

Woolite
14 oz.

$119

64 Oz.

Good Only At Story's
Exp. July 31, 1979

Good Only Al Storey's
E,x0 JuJy 31 1979

Pizzas
Scot
Ice Milk
Lad

Borden Skim American

Singles
Men co

English Muffins

12 oz

S119

,00z 1/89'

This Week Win

CASN
POT $200.
‘
0
Last Weeks
Name Lucile Holey

t)

I }IF 111., ttft.4 1.

LEDGER et
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Graves County Citizens
Ask For Vote On Tax

Shaker Village Can Be Educational
,)he due to
lit
residents of
starers are tear•

.1:.er.•• have'
tiff It

-h lie
dhtful and
kids)
:e..
',tie
atioi) is the
.shakel
PILasant
,,,Late_d. about
southwest of
,
Highway US-68..
i')easa:h f
is in close
pi ,s1:11ity to other
!!f interest-Lexington.
Harrodsburg and
ha:.ist,
)1,,
to name a
_.
! ,kt'S an ideal
h! a :our of the Bluegrass
iiiage is a restoration
the .S.naker community. that
ed here in the 19th cenoary-)-Regan in 180,5, it became
"fit
,
the stk.t.,i, must sag., .essful settlements, reaching
a peak period of productivity
in the noddle 1800's. Carrying
a name bestowed upon them
by the outside world because
of their frenzied religious
dancing a name they came to
like and use themselves), the
Shakers built a community
whose principles were based
on racial and sexual equality'.
celibacy . communal living
and diligent attention to God
and work. In their years of
prosperity, thc Pleasant Hill

tan illy became one of the must
1834, white frame Meeting
industries and inventive
House )1820 ) and red brick
subcultures in American
East Family Dwelling House
history . Abstaining from
1817
represent
comsocial ties with the world.
prehensive studies in the
nevertheless
the colony
Shaker ethic. Each displays
developed a, healthy coinan unadorned beauty and
!nerve from the sale of crop
respect for practicality . Their
seed. livestock and farm
lines are uncluttered, their
machinery and was, prior to
structure unpretentious and
its decline in the latter half of
purposeful
Massive brick
the century, a major marketer
chimneys are prominent,
of various handcrafted items,
windowg square and plentiful.
brooms, pickled foods and
It is, in this present age,
preserves.
worth the little tune it takes to
Today, the restoration instand in the broad hallway of
vites its guests to walk into the
the Centre Fanuly Dwelling
Shaker existence and obs& ve
House and imagine the quiet
its simple beauty and
entry therein of brothers and
resourcefulness. Twenty- sisters following a day in the
seven historic buildings and
fields.
To look upon the
2,200 acres of Kentucky hills separated dorniitory-ty pe
and pastures afford the visitor
rooms, the double doors to the
a thoughtf ul look. at the lives dining hall, the two sets of
and labors of this bygone stairs ascending to the second
Kentucl47 culture. Several of floor. To surround yourself in
the builIngs accommodate celibacy. It is fascinating to
craftsmen who demonstrate gaze across the expanse of the
the Shaker skills in weaving. meeting house floor, to
spinning, broom making and imagine those worship sercabinetwork. A Shaker life vices that curnilated in fervent
and customs exhibit contains spiritual dance, unrehearmany of the 1600-plus artifacts sed...unrestrained. Arid if you
displayed in the village and are fortunate enough to be
garden with what appear to be able, to attend the Shaker
blooming flowers is actually a Ballet
next performanceliving exhibit of the many Sept. 15 ,, your imagination
herbs used by the sect for will be treated to one of its
medicinal purposes.
vivid experiences. The perThe Shaker architecture formance embodies the
and craftsmanship are, in and Shaker existence, almost
of themselves, worth your verifies it.
trip. The gray stone Centre
The village herb garden is
Family Dwelling House 11824- particularly beautiful at
qtr

ftudsummor tune of sear, its
blooms appearing bent upon
throwing dashes of chaotic
color onto and otherwise orderly se cite Shakers themselves would probably haye
eschewed any such outward
appreciation
of
their
brilliance, as these herbs were
grown strictly for their
tit-ail:a; properties. Hil‘ •Ilt;
surveyed
the
garden,
however, one fully realizes
how much outward beauty
was sprung from these lives
devoted to inward purposes.
While there was doubtless
sonic 19-century superstition
involved, it is true that these
herbs became a significantly
successful part of Shaker life.
The average life span for
devotees was above 70 years,
several years beyond life
expectancy in the "outside
world- during the period. A

herbal physician developed
.00 administered the various
medicines, and during the
height of the colony's
product!.It) these remedies
were stupped to New Orleans
for subsequent delivery to
many parts of the world.
it Hill has restored
several dwellings to provide
auccni)))))dations for overnight guests. Their 66 rooms
feature reproduction furniture
and hatidc)rafted furnishings.
1,00,1!)); costs from $17 to $22
single. $25-$34 for double
occup.c,c). Reservations are
reco:),1))crided. The dining
room, located in the Trustees'
House. serves food as good as
any to be found in central
Kentuckj and that is high
compliment indeed. A country
buffet breakfast is served
.from 8 30 1,. 9:30, it cost $3.90.
T11'e are three seatings for

lunch, at 12:00, 1:00 and 2:00.
Prices run about $446. Dinner
is served at two seatings,6- 00
and 7:15 with a children's
menu provided for those under
12. Adult prices are $7.56-$0.50)
Tours of the village are selfguided, but village "interperters" are on hand in
several buildings to assist
with questions. The tours cost
$3.25 for adults, $1.50 for
students age 12 through high
school, 75 cents for children 611. The. village gift shop
contains handmade Shaker
furniture, pottery, hooked
rugs, woolen goods, china,
books and prints.
Before you plan your trip to
Pleasant Hill, write for their
Calendar of Special Events,
Shaker Village of Pleasant
Hill, Inc., Route 4, Harrodsburg, Ky 40330, or phone
)606 734-5411.

STAYFREE

MAYFIE11), Kj ) API —
The Concerned Citizens of
Graves County petitioned the
county
school
superintendent's office Tuesday to put
the proposed three percent
utility tax on the November
ballot.
Supt. Gwyndle Garnett is in
a hospital for surgery and did
not see the petition. Reportedly it contains 2,700
signatures or 1,000 above the
minimum to require a public'
vote. The authenticity of the
signatures will have to be
checked, however.
The citizens' group, headed
by Bill Baldwin and Martha
Hudspcth, said the board
should not levy any tax
without giving the public the
right to accept or reject it.
The school board enacted a

BEGLEY'S

SUPER
MAXI PADS

SPRAY
DISINFECTANT

88

GE
SOFT WHITE
LIGHT BULBS

BEGLEY'S

BO, 75, OR
100 Watts
4 PACK

SUSAN LEIGH
Zee.deli,

WITH COCOA BUTTER Ett a/11011AI

- - --Dandelions once saved an
population from
island
a
When
starvation.
grasshopper invasion wiped
out all vegetation on Minorca
in the Mediterranean the
people survived by digging up
and eating the rout-s, acNational
to
cording
Geographic.

LYSOL

WV0'

BABY POWDER

BOX OF 30

SUNTAN LOTION

gross utilities tax •• ....crate
$750,000 annually in state and
local to help the ,uunty nieet
power equalizaticri III school
financing_ This would allow
the count) board to apply for
additional state money.
Garnett has said if a public
vote beconies reality, the
...ounty will lose about $200,000
some it expected to receive
early in August.

PEPSODENT

Suntan
Lotion

TOOTHBRUSH
AL)411 I 5061 0114 MIMI ON HAND

I

1.00 OFF
AZIZA MAKE-UP
With any Aziza purchase of
5." or more

Iltottrl
4-1rit-e4/1
11.411

264

ALL LIFE SAVERS

COUPON

t.

1111S

2

BEGLEY S

ASAFLASH

SCOPE

9VOLT
BATTERY

MOUTHWASH

180._

12 OZ

-

4;'s taac1h .
=

.7.

11111111t

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

STORES

GLUEMATIC PEN

SALE ENDS J

4.4 E 5 ,LUMG E•sr 4A{NOS WITMOU,
MISS
,JSE AN‘IVIIHFRE NO WASTE

MENNEN

BABY MAGIC
LOTION

AEI] ..iNS.7F.'•'F"

_
Lb,
SHAKER VILLAGE AT PLEASANT HILL — The white frame Meeting House (1820), seen
here from the village herb garden,'was once the site of fervent religious worship
dining the 19th century. It is one of 27 restored historic buildings at the Shaker•Village
of Pleasant Hill, a 2,200-acre restoration 25 miles southwest of Lexingtbn, Ky., on Highway L'S-68. Visitors to Pleasant Hill may enjoy overnight lodging, Shaker cuisine and
tours oi the village craft shops, life and customs exhibit and gift shop.

WD-40
STOPS SQUEAKS
DESENEX
OINTMENT

1QT

LIQUID
PLUMR

1. Hickory Hut Pit Bar-B-Q
I
NO COUPON SALE

'OA A'll4FIETFS
cOoT FUNGUS

DczA!N -WINER

DIMETANE

Dimetane

ALLERGY TABLETS
RELIVES SyFAXTOFAS OF
••Av 6916

A.11104,IY/11141
4./Ma
0moo•
44444.• 6•44.

ALLEPW..,
'

YOU DON'T NEED A COUPON TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THIS GOOD
DEAL!
FREE PINT
•Baked Beans • Cole Slaw • or Potato Salad

••• WOW• ••• 1.•••
11./. ulat •

Ut

a

SPEED

FAN

VALVOLINE

MOTOR OIL
/QUART

2 GALLON • A
SPRINKLING
CAN

•

•

52- "Gator Land

AUTOMATIC

POOL

11/

SELF-FEED

With Purchase of Pound Of Barbecue

TRIMMER

ICE CUBE
TRAYS

*JUST SAY*

114m AFIOuN. 'FIEFS FFNIJI• FT(
Asr
MAXUS LAWN

XXIII/

"I sow your ad in the Ledger and receive
a free drink with your
sandwich
LAWN DARTS
GAME
•
if

I Ask About Our Catering Service
And Custom Barbecueing
You Bring It,

We Cook It

806 Chesinut 753-8370

ILA

e•-••••••••,0 1
. •
!.

--r

—4
‘711
v,• •

"Z•
rfi

•

a

MOTOR

9 IN CUT

APPLY TODAY
FORA

HICKORY HUT PIT BAR-B-a
t..104•imff,"

NORSE POWER

,

Every 25th Sandwich Worth 1 Free
Sandwich

BEGLEY'S
CHARGE
CARD
WE Aly0 ACCEPT VISA AND
MASTER CHARGE

SENIOR CITIZENS
BEGLEY'S oFFERS YOU A
10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
.
PRESCRIPTION.
PRICES
YOU MUST BE 6!CT
OR OLDER AND
FILL OUT AN * •
APPLICATION
._-

LILLY'S

INSULIN
REGULAR, NPH, LENTE

U-40

U-80

1.69 2.69
u-loo 1.69

ov
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Purcell Starts Quickly, But Falls To Dowdeswell

te
4
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By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
LOUISVILLE — Mel Purcell leapt,
lunged and slammed the backhand
overhead — perhaps the most difficult
shot in tennis — for a winner, sending
himself and the crowd into a state of
frenzy. Purcell was playing. REALLY
playing, and he knew it.
So it came as no surprise that Purcell
was disappointed after a 14,64,6-2 loss
to Colin Dowdeswell last night in firstround action of the $175,000 Louisville
International Tennis Classic at the
Louisville Tennis Center.
"He played exactly like I was told he
would," Purcell said of Dowdeswell, a
24-year-old Briton who resides in.
Switzerland. "Another player 'told- me
he would chip everything and get to the
net."
That strategy was hardly successful
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against Purcell in the first set, one in
which he captured 34 of the 53 points to
wtn it in a bit over 25 minutes. While
Dowdeswell sliced and volleyed in an

Colin

Dow des
well

k
effort to throw off his opponent's
timing, Purcell peppered the 1973
Wimbledon junior Singles runner-up
with an awesome array of passing
shots.
He set the stage for the seven-game

set by successfully placing each of his
first serves in the first game, which he
won easily.

tournament as an amateur by winning
Country
Club
the
Louisville
Invitational, continued his high level of
play.

He broke Dowdeswell's service in the
second game with a booming forehand
down the line, a shot he scored
repeatedly with throughout the match
Not once did Dowdeswell have a break
point on Purcell's service during the
set.

Dowdeswell finally earned his first
break point against Purcell in the ninth
game of the second set. He scored with
a backhand pass, but Purcell evened
the game at deuce with an excellent
second serve that caught the back tape.

"I was really psyched then," Purcell
said. "Most of the crowd ( of about 3,000
in the stadium's center court) seemed
to be for me, and they helped get my.
adrenalin flowing."
Though Dowdeswell began to assert
himself in the second set with volleys
and consistent baseline play, Purcell.
who gained entry into the Grand Prix

Purcell used the difficult backhand
overhead to gain the upper hand on the
next point, but an unforced error and a
drop volley by Dowdeswell finally
earned him the break and a 4-5 lead.
And. when Dowdeswell ended the set
with an ace — his first — down the
center line, the crowd seemed to sense
that the momentum had shifted.
Dowdeswell, who showed little or no

emotion during the match, broke
service again when Purcell netted a
volley — the first of four breaks in the
final set for Dowdeswell — and roared
to a 5-1 lead by holding his service at
love.
"He began hitting overheads well,
and that sort of scared me," Purcell
said. "I went three or four GOOD lobs,
and he put them away. I couldn't seem
to get a ball by him late in the match."
The crowd began chants of "come on
Mel!" before Purcell served to save the
match, and the tactic seemed to work.
He hit three crisp volleys for winners,
the only game in which he came to the
net on every point, to pull within 2-5.
But Dowdeswell refused to fold. He
quickly held serve to close out the
match and earn a shot at Vic Amaya,
who advanced to the second round by
stopping New Zealand's Russell

Sunpson.
Purcell agreed when told that
Dowdeswell said he felt Purcell tried to
hit too good a passing shot late in the
match. "He sliced everything to my
backhand and me hit down the line
That's my weakest shot."
The Purcell-Dowdeswell match was
the only one completed last night on the
center court. The Manuel OrantesRandy Crawford meeting was in the
first game before showers, which
marred play throughout the day, forced
a postponement.
In other matches completed involving seeded players, Raul Ramirez
(No. 15 seed) defeated Myberg,6-1.6-0:
and Marty Riessen !No. 161 edged Ivan
Molina, 3-6, 7-6, 6-3.
Purcell and teammate Iracy DeLatt
were scheduled to play their openinground doubles match today.

1

Tournament Trivia
Tennis Event Produces More
Of Interest Than Just Matches
Finally, they found the No. 16 hard," someone said while,
seeded player, Marty Riessen, watching Riessen. "Yeah,'
at 38 easily the oldest player in said his cornrad. "But he hits
the draw, playing,Golunibian it onto the court, not into he
screen like you."
Ivan dina.
Then there are the ballboys,
Sitting there, one could, as
his head swung back and forth who seem to . number in the
following the flight of the ball, thousands. For those who
aren't sure how to recognize
easily be lulled into thinking
that this was just lace a TV them, just look, for someone
not over four feet high,
ntatch.
That is, until a player adorned with a floppy white
players'
bearing
disputes a linesman's call, hat
something which happens signatures arid wearing size 15
frequently on clay courts like sneakers.
The end of a match is
those being played oil in
. Louisville. When a ball hits sometimes the, most inthis surface, leaves a mark, teresting' part of one. Losing a
tennis match, you see, is about
or at last it's supposed to.
And Riessen didn't take long as humiliating a defeat as one
Tony Wilson
to disagree with a linesman's can have in sports. There are
Sports Editor
judgement. The umpire asked no teammates, no widely
the linesman to cheat his call, varying playing conditiotis,
which he did by arising from almost nothing on which to
Jimmy Connors and Bjorn his metal chair,stalking to the blame a loss.
Basically:, there seems to be
Borg play )rie of their coun- •-area orthe ball's descent and
lavishly circling with' his foot three ways for a player, to
tless finals.
But ventifre to the 1,ornsville. the area he thoug t the ball acknowledge' a loss as he
International Tennis Classic had, landed. As .a ays, this.,.imeets his opponent at the net:
at the Louisville Tennis Center drew catcalls from the fans li with a warm handshake and
a pat of his racket on the back
this week, and eine-shoul44444- Lor the linesman's.bravery
That drew a stare from (they are usually !good
something quite different.'
Since, if for no other reason, Riessen, but by now the friends,, 2) with simply a
tennis tournaments offer an Imesnian was trudging back to handshake ("so I lost, big
interesting mixture of youth his seat, ignorant of Riessen's deal t and 3 by puffing off the
court without a handshake
and age, of those so eagerly
Incidents like this one are !usually reserved for genclimbing the tennis ladder and
those so ignommously going what make watching a real- t lett len like Jimmy Connors or
live tennis tournament a Hie Nastasei.
down it.
Finally, there are the
Fans iiho go expecting to genuine pleasure for die-hard
women ( or the men at a
easily find their way around fans.
_Why? Because unlike won ten's tournament) who
quickly learn it isn't like that
at all. At the Louisville Tennis. baseball, or football or collie to admire the tennis, but
yeSterday, for basketball, almost everyone mostly the players perClassic
example, matches were. going who attends a tennis tour- forming.
"Ooh, is he married?" a
on at each of the eight courts nament PLAYS tennis. But if
one doesn't know that already, female asked of one of the tall,
at one tune or another.
And with the rain to help he soon realizes it by the dark and handsome players.
confuse things, fans wandered dialogue of those standing "No," , someone replied.
"Good," she said. "I am,but I
in hope of seeing one of the nearby.
"He doesn't hit the ball that don't have to be for long."
Aflame" players perform.
LOUISVILLE Comparing •
a tennis tournament' with any
other foul of sports entertainment might be, to
some, easy to do especially
for those whose exposure to
one has been while reclining in
an easy chair watching

Yaz Finally Hammers 400th
Pinella's RBI Single Provides
•

New York With 6-5 Triumph
13) HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
even
Mike Morgan
born when Carl Yastrzsmski
broke into professibital
baseball, but lie 'became part
if the Yam legend Tuesday
(light.
Morgan, who won't turn 20
until Oct. 10, was on the
mound,in the seventh inning of
a tie ganie when Yastrzernski,
'who will be 40 on Aug. 22,
unloaded his 400th career
home run,, the 18th player in
history to reach that mark.
"I figured I had waited long
enough," Yastrzemski, who
hadn't homered in 19 games,
said after his two-run shot
sparked the Boston Red Sox to
a 7-3 victory over Oakland.
The drive landed in the rear of
the A's bullpen in right-center
near the 380-foot mark.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
"It was a fast ball and I hit it
good," said Yam. "Yeah, I
waulted it and I felt if that one
didn't go out, then I didn't
know when I'd hit another
one."
In other American League
action, the Baltimore Orioles

took a double-header front.the
Seattle Mariners 74 arid 11-3,
the New York Yankees edged
the California Angels 6-5, the
Milwaukee Brewers nipped
the Detroit Tigers 5-4, the
Cleveland Indians defeated
the Minnesota Twins 4-2 and
the Kansas City Royals
spanked the Chicago White
Sox 114. Texas and Toronto
were not scheduled.
Orioles 7-11, Mariners 6-3 —
Baltimore left fielder Gary
Roenicke's leaping catch in
the eighth inning. robbed
Seattle's Bobby Valentine of a
grand slain to preserve the
first-game victory. Then John
Lowenstein hit a grand slain
of his own and drove in six
runs in the nightcap. The
Orioles, who have won seven
games in a row, extended
their lead in the AL East to
five games over Boston.

tagged for long home runs by
Willie Aikens, Rod Carew and
Dan Ford.
Brewers 5, Tigers 4 —
Gorman Thomas and Buck
Martinez Nattered and Paul
Molitor and Dick Davis hit
RBI triples as the Brewers
recorded their 11th victory in
12 games and handed rookie
sensation Pat Underwood his
first major league defeat in
six decisions.
Indians 4, Twins 2 -- Cliff
slammed
a
Johnson
tiebreaking two-run homer in
the top of the ninth and Rick
Wise won his seventh straight
decision with a seven-hitter.
Cleveland's Andre Thornton
tied it in the fourth with a tworuin homer.

Mel Purcell had a wide assortment of shots for Colin Dowdeswell yesterday
in the Louisville International Tennis Classic, but he fell in three sets in the
first-round match.

Down, But Not Out
Despite Defeat, Russian Borzov Hopes To Run In Olympics
. ,:anel the crowd
national hero
By the Associated Press
MOSCOW — Valery Borzov cheered him warmly when he
is three months short of 30 and went on to the track. He left
his legs are scarred from two sadly and in silence.
The Russian fans had plenty
operations. Yet after suffering
one of his most painful defeats to Meer about. Their athletes
he still talked of competing in won three of the four track and
the sprints at his third field finals Tuesday. The
Americans had a . bad day.
Olympic games next year.
of
Dabney
"I believe I can still keep Sharon
running competitively," the Philadelphia was the only
great Russian athlete said. "I American in the finals and ran
can't train too much on ar- last in her heat of the 400
tificial tracks because it meters. Americans were impressive
causes small pains. But I still
feel I have a 50-50 chance of in . heats, however. Two
making the Moscow Olym- clocked the fastest times in
the 200 meters and qualified
pics."
A silent Russian crowd for the final — Don Coleman in
watched Borzov beaten into 20.79 and Wardell Gilbreath in
sixth place in his heat of the 20.97.
Deby LaPlante of La Mesa.
200 meters in the Spartaeade
Sports Festival at Moscow's Calif., the AAU champion,
Lenin Stadium Tuesday. He w.on her heat of the wornen's
looked overweight and was 100-meter hurdles in 13.21. ---The Russian winners were
•
short of breath
Borzov has already made Alexander Puchkov in the 110Olympic .history by winning meters hurdles with a time of
medals in the sprints at two 13.68, Maria Kulchova in the
Olympics. After his double wornen's 400 meters with
triumph at Munich he. won the 49.77, and a Ukrainian quartet
bronze in the 100 meters at in a non-Olympic event, the
%admen's 4-by-800 meters
Montreal in 1976.
Although Americans and relay. Kulchova set a Soviet
other foreign athletes are record for the second time in
competing this year. the Ahe meet.
, Americans failed, too, in
Spartacade is primanly the
sports festival of the 15 gymnastics and rowing.
Scott Barclay, 22 of Arizona
republics of the USSR.
Borzov was running for the State .University, and Donald
Ukrainian team. But he is a Dertibrow, 22 of Y n haven,

Conn., both Missed making
the finals in the all-around
gymnastics
qualifications.
But Barclay, 15th, was only
one place and a fraction of a
point short.
Elizabeth Kent and Mary
Ann Welsh, who train in
Philadelphia, placed fourth in
the ..women's pairs without

Begins Thursday, July 26

Price

Against Marshall County Thursday
Wilson Tops Batters
Kim Wilson finished with a
.465 average to lead all Colt
League hitters in the batting
race. Second was Robin]
Roberts .418 followed by
Mary McCuluon • !.3901, Don
HerHargrove 1,A,51,
ndon (.349 1 and Eddie
Requarth .3001.
•
15- and. 16-year-olds participate in Colt 1.eague
baseball:

200 meters, the semifinals in
the morning and the final in
the evening; Carl Lewis. of
Willingboro, N.J., was a likely
prospect in the long jump,and
John Powell of Cupertino.
Calif., who arrived in Moscow
Tuesday, was expected to
make a strong bid for the
discus title.

Final Reduction Sale

Colt League All-Stars Open Play

Royals -IL White Sox 6 —
MAYFIELD — The Murray
Jamie Quirk's two-run pinch Colt
League All-Stars open
triple keyed a seven-run tournament
here
play
eighthinning rally as Kansas
Yankees 6, Angels 5 —
Thursday against.. Marshall
City won its third game in a County
Pinch-hitter Lou Piniella
in a first-round game
singled home the winning run' row. Trailing 6-4, the Royals of a double-elimination affair.
off Dave I Roche with two out tied the score on singles by
The two teams will square
in the seventh after a walk to George Brett, Al Cowens and
at 6 p.m., followed by the
off
passed
a
and
Porter
Darrell
Jerry Narron and Chris
clash The
Chambliss' single. Ron Davis, ball before Quirk delivered his Mayfield-Fulton
at 6 p
play
will
lasers
two
then
and
tripletie.breaking
allowing
9-1, was the winner,
just- one hit in four innings scored on a squeeze bunt by Friday, followed by tile
meeting of the two winners
4
after starter Luis Tiant was Frank White. .

coxswain in the rowing and
were eliminated. They blamed
their failure to qualify on a
bad start in a nasty cross
wind.
The outlook looked brighter
for the American team today,
with good chances of four gold
and
Coleman
medals:
Gilbreath were to run in the

•

Dress Shirts
Dress Slacks
Casual Slacks
Knit Shirts
Sport Shirts

Shorts & Swimwear
Ties
Suits
Sport Coats
Shoes

igurkingilam 'Cap, iCtti.
Dixieland Center
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Carew Says Pitcher's Best Bet
Against Him Is To Issue Walk
tt WILL GRIMSLEY
Al' Special Correspondent
NI W N'()RN
If Rod
Carcu were a pitcher and had
to t e Rod Carew, baseball's
pre tiler hitter, Rod Carew
know s exactl) what he would
do.
-•1 would walk him," the 33year-old Panamanian batting
star of the California Angels
said
•'(h I would throw the ball
across the center of the plate
and have all the guys in the
field nioving at random on the
pitch. Somebody might be just
lucky enough to get Ifl front of
the ball "
Rod, who came to town with
t he pennant-contending
Angels to test the champion
Yankees, was speaking only
half it; jt'si
hitting,- he said,
-When
deadly serious, •'there's
nobody in the world who can
get me out

.190?

The
six-time
batting
champion of the American
Lague, owner of a lifetime
batting average of .334
(through 1978i, took a shuttle
flight down from Boston in
advance of his teammates in
order
to
promote
his
autobiography, "Carew," coauthored with Ira Berkow.
Close to 200 fans, kids and
adults, queued up at Brentano's on Fifth Avenue to buy
the book and get the personal
autograph of the slender siege
gun who is the only man in the
last quarter of a century to
threaten the magical .400
mark.
Carew stirred the baseball
world when he sent his batting
average to .411 in nodsummer of 1977. He cooled
slightly to finish at .388. tying
Ted Williams' second best
average set in 1957. Williams
batted .406 for the Red Sox in
1941. The last National

Leaguer to reach the .400
pinnacle was the Grants! Bill
Terry with .401 in 1930.
"I think it would be possible
for me to 1,11 .400 if I spent the
winter devising a niethod to do
it," Carew said. "But it would
be a selfish exercise It would
not take into account the
overall interests of the team. I
have no inteation if doing such
a thing "
The
soft-spoken
Panamanian said outguessing
rival pitchers and fielders has
become a private game with
him ii
-I can do more with the bat
than home run hitters can,- he
added. "Ask any pitcher who
he'd rather see at bat in a tight
situation - a holm. run hitter
or line drive hitter. He will say
the home run hitter every
tune.
'If the infielder !wives two
steps to the left, I get a kick
out of hitting the ball two feet

to the right When outfields
shift, I go the other direction.
The pitcher gets involved in
his own personal strategy.
He'll pitch the corners, move
the ball in and out.
'lied be smart just to take
his best pitch anti let it fly. If a
guy 's going to hit the ball, he's
going to hit it "
Yankee
Carew came t
Stadium with a .3.03 li4tting
right
as erage and a soi
thumb that forced ',nil, the
leading vote-getter 14;1:et:ins'
P011. to sit out the AP-Star
garlic last week ai ScAlc
"The thumb doesn't bother
hie so
uckt. but inactivity
'does,' lic said - As a DR
had
I &signaledtinily 15 minty es of batting
smut. the All-Star garlic' My
wrist hurts. My an to is weak. I
figure it will be close to
another week lieRa-e I ,•ali
play full-time."

Sports At A Glance
Baseball Standings

By Tony Wilson

No Cooling Down Colin
Mel Purcelttried pouring cold water on himself to cool things down yesterday during his first-round match in the Louisville
International Tennis Classic. He lost to Cohn Dowdeswell, 1-6. 6-4, 6-2.

Irate Pirate
Tanner Files Protest After Pittsburgh Loses
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Pittsburgh Pirates lost
a 35-minute argument to the
umpires and a 6-5 decision to
the Cincinnati Reds.
Then Chuck Tanner lost his
cool. "The umpires changed
the whole game.'• said the
Pirate manager after Tuesday night's controversial loss.
"Maybe we'd get beat
anyway, but you don't know."
Tanner filed an official
protest after a freak fourthinning call short-circuited a
Pirate rally.
With Pittsburgh- losing 4-3,
Phil Garner was at third base
and Lee Lacy at first as

Cincinnati left-hander Fred
Norman fired a 3-1 pin. h ti
Omar Nloretirr. lacy! took off
for second as Norman
delivered. Moreno took the
pitch, and catcher Johnny
Bench fired the ball to shortstop Dave Concepcion.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Concepcion tagged Lacy at
second and second base
umpire Dick Stello called him
out. Lacy got up and headed
toward the dugout.
But both sides realized that
plate umpire Dave Pallone

Bain Is 2nd At Mayfield
MAYFIEI.D
Vicki
McCleary of Fulton fired a 74
to edge Mary Bain by one
stroke for the championship of
the West Kentucky Women's
Invitational golf tournament
yesterday at the Mayfield
Country Club.
Bain, a member of the Oaks
Cuuntry Club, was alone in

second place with a 75. Other
Murrayans placing in the
championship flight were
Betty Lowery I 83i, Nlary
Bogard 187 i, Carol Hibbard
C89i and Carolyn Caldwell
91
tournament
The
was
renewed this year after it was
last held in 1955.

- Pony Tourney To Start
races the May-field-Paducah
National" victor. The tournament
is
dnublea
elimination affair involving
eight teams ( Fultnn, Calvert
City. !Mayfield Fast, Mayfield
West, Paducah Anierican4.
Paducah
National
and
The winner of the game ' Murray.

PADUCAH
Murray takes
American
Paducah
on
Money to begin its participation in the Kentucky
State Pony League baseball
championships here at Jetta
Raper

Corn-Austin's
Final
Markdown
Starts Thursday, July 26th
9:00 A.M.
•

had called ball four on the
pitch to Moreno'. Lacy tried to
dive back to second, but
'‘.ni.:elici(al tagged him again.
The umpires ruled Lacy out
a second time, and the Reds
left the field. But Tanner, his
coaches and assorted players
spent the next 35 minutes
:
speaking their piece to - the
umpires --- unsuccessfully.
In other National League
:lames. the Houston Astros
beat the Chicago Cubs 6-1; the
St. Louts Cardinals downed
the Atlanta Braves 7-3; the
Los Angeles Dodgers routed
the Philadelphia Phillies 15-3;
the New York Mets edged the
San Francisco Giants 6-5 in 12
--innings and the San Diego
Padres slipped the Montreal
I'xpos 4-3 in 14.
Ken Griffey smashed a Iworun bonier among his three
hits to lead Cincinnati's victory.
Astros 6, Cubs 1 -- A two-run
double' by Julio Gonzalez
highlighted a 15-hit Houston
attack while Ken Forsch
pitched a four-hitter to lead
the Astros over., the Cubs.
Gonzalez' hit came in a
threerun Astro fourth.
Cardinals 7, Braves 3 -Garry 'Templeton hit two
doubles and a triple, collected

two RBI and scored twice.
leading St. Louis over .Vlanta
behind Pete Vuckovich's
hater. Bob Horner dr•
two of Atlanta's runs, w
double in the first off
Vueltovich, and a homer in the
ninth.
Dodgers 15. Phillies
Dusty Baker slugged a grand
slain homer and Ron Cey hit 4
three-run shot as Los Angeles
routed Philadelphia with a
season-high 22-hit attack.
Winner Burt Houton gave up
Greg Luzinski's 10th home
run, a three-ran shot in the
first inning for the Phillies•
runs.
Mets 6. Giants 5
Alex
Trevino's two-out single in the
12th inning drove in the ti,breaking run, leading Nev‘
York over San Francis,o.
John Stearns later Capped the
rally with an RBI sing' fr
the winning run. •

Expos 4, Padres 3
Paul
Dade singled- home Ozzie
Smith from second base
one out in the 14th inning •
give San Diego its victory over
Montreal. David Palmer
Walked Smith and Dave
Winfield to set the Stage for
Dade's game-winning hit

Purchase-Price
Marks Are Set
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON
-Two
Keeneland purchase-price
records were set Tuesday
night as the annual two-day
Keeneland Selected Yearling
Sale came to a dose.
A record $1.6 million was
paid for a colt by two
Japanese horsemen. The colt
by hoist the Flag out of Royal
Dowry was bought by Kazuo
Nakar.i.ura, a. breeder ir
N 4 q1.hern
Japan, and, his
partner, Woyoru Sugawara, a
property developer..
The colt was consigned by
Toni Gentiry and topped the

rt,(ad Jf $1.5 million
paid last
year for a colt nained
_Canadian Bound
Nakamura said' the dark
bay colt would be trained by
Tommy Doyle, probably iii
California. It was the third
yearling he purchased during
the twoday Keenelarid sale.
Nakamura has horses in
Japari arid in California.
_„
Later that riutlit, a bay filly
was bought by Robert
Sangster, an agent for the
British Bloodstork Agency of
Ireland, for $750,000

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
Montreal.
53 39
576
52 41
Pittsburg;
564
1
02 41
Chicag.4
'
.
559
1,
s
Ptuladelprua
52 45
536
3.1
St lows
46 46
5013
7
Ness Y,rk
39 53
4.24
14
WEST
Houston
.57 44
564 Cincinnati
52 49
515
5
San Francis
46 52
MO
84
San Diego
47 56
461
10
,
.
Atlanta
41
56
414 15
Los Angeles
41 58
414 15
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 6 Pittsburgh 5
Houston 6. Chic's, 1
St.Louis 7. Atlanta 3
San Diego 4, Montreal 3, 14 innings
Los Angeles 15, Philadelphia 3
New York 6, San Francisco S. 12 innings
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 'Carlton 114, at Los Anseles Sutcliffe 44,
New York Swan 8-9, at San Francisco
Knepper 7-4i
Cincinnati Seaver 10-5, at Pittsburgh
Candelaria
n,
Atlanta Matula 6-4 at St louLs Denny
4-8.. in,
Chicago 1Reuschel 94) at Houston
.Richard 7-13 ,n,
Montreal, Lee 10-61 at San Diego 'Shirley 4-101, n Tbursdsy's Games
Cincuiruiti at FIttsburgh, in
Chicago at NesnYorit, In;
Atlanta at St utile.
Lois Angeles at Houston. n
San Francisco at San Diego. n
Only games scheduled

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
W
I.
Pet. GB
Baltimore
66 32
673
Boston
59 33
428
5
Milwaukee
60 *
603
6,4
New York
54 44
551
12
Detroit
48 48
500 17
Cleveland
45 52
464 21344
Toronto
29 70
293 57N
WEST
California
57 43
570
Minnesota
53 43
552
2
Texas
53 44
348
241
KareaS
49 49
7,1
486
Chicago
45 sa
459 11
Seattle
Si 59
416 154s
Oaklend
26 74
260 31
Tuesday'l Games
Baltimore 7-11. Seattle 6-3
Boston 7. Oakland 3
New York 8, Califorrile 5
Milwaukee 5. Detroit 4
Kansas thy 11. Chicago 6
Cleveland 4, Minnesota 2
Only games scheduled

Weekeesday's Games
Texas 1Jo0nson 4-111 at Toronto Suet
31. in
Seattle Parrott 7-7, at Baltimore Ford
84,, no
Oakland Kingman 1-2, at Boston Torres
C,allfornia Ryan 12-71 at New Tort
John 114'.
Milwaukee ,S1a6 10-4i at Detroit
Morris 64
ni
Kansas Clty Splittorff 104i at Chicago
Wortham 109, n
Cleveland ;Waits 94L at Minnesota

Rigel Avenges
Loss, Guns Down
Hans Glidemeister
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE — Unseeded
-Rick Fagel probably got a lot
if satisfaction out of beating
14th -seeded.
Hans
Gildemeister 7-6, 17-2$, 6-3 in
Louisville
$175,000
the
International Tennis Classic
Tuesday.
It was only last week that
Gildetneister handed Fagel a
loss in the Washington Star
International tournament in
Washington D.C.
The turning point of
Tuesday's match came when
Fagel broke Gildemeister's
service as Gilderneister
double faulted. tying the
match at 4-4. Fagel broke
Gilderneister's. SerYe. to tie it
at 6-6 and send the match into

that Fagel win 72a tieThebreaker
second match was tied
at 2-2 and Fagel won 4 of the
last 5 games to win the set 6-3
arid the match.
Fagel,' 25, of Miami, Fla.,
failed to win in 1978, but last
week in the Washington Star
he defeated Harold Solomon,
the No. 1 seed in the
LouisvilleClassic. Fagel then
lost to Gildemeister in the
Washington tournament 6-4, 62.
Raul Ramirez, seeded 15th,
defeated Mike Myberg 6-1, 60; Vijay Antritraj, the No. 12
seed. beat Keith Richardson 62, 6-0: and No. 5 Josfe-Luis
Clerc defeated Kevin Curren
6-3,6-2.

Leaaue Leaders

Tennis

AalkALA?,LEALA:E
BATTING 225 at bait -Smalley,
Minnesota, 347, Downing. California.
345; Adanis, Minnesota, 332, Kemp,
Detroit, 331, Bochte. Seattle. 121
RUNS -Lansford. California, 76,
GBrett, Kansas City, 76. Baylor,
California. 74, FiJonea, Seattle, it, Rice,
Bustin. M. Smalley. Minziesota, 09
RBI Baylor. callfornl•. 91, Lynn,
Baden. 78, Kemp. Detroit, 72, Smalley.
Kinneaota, 71, Singleton, galtirnore, 70,
Rice, Boston, 70. Thomas, Milwaukee, 70
Buchte, Seattle, 70
HITS- GRrett. Kansas City, 135,
Smalley, Minnesota, 128, Lansford,
California, 122, Rice. Boston, 119. Molitor,
Milwaukee. 116
..DOLISLES Lynn. Bolton, 28, Cooper. •
Milwaukee, 25, C`Asshgtri. Chicago, 24 .
Bochte, Seattle, 25, Lerr.on, Chicago, 24,
CiBrett, Kanaas City, 24
TRIPLES- 4:Brett, Kansas thy, 11,
Molitor, Milwaukee, 9 Randolph New
York, 41, Wll,on. Kansas City, 11, Porter,
Kansas City, 7, ILlones, Seattle, 7
HOME RUNS Lynn. Boston, 24,
Thomas. Milwaukee
24. Baylor,
California, 24, Suutleton, Baltimore. 73,
Rice, Boston, 22
STO1EN BASES- '<Fiore, Detroit, 50.
Wlison. Kansas City, 40. Wills, Teta& 25,
Bonds, Clev.eldhd, 23, JCruz, Seattle, 23
PITCRING 9 Decisions) -RDevis, New
York. 9-1. 900, 177, Kern, Texas, 162,
833, 1 41. Zahn. Minnesota, II-2, 800. 353,
Clear, California, 163, 769, 299, Barrios,
Chicago, 6-3, 777, 381. John, New York,
13-5, 722, 241, Slaton. Milwaukee, 10-4,
714, 2*. Palmer. Baltimore, 74. 703,
STRIKEOUTS- Ryan, Califorrds, IOC
Guidry, New York, 115, Jenkins, Texas,
110, Flanigan. Baltimore. 94, Eckersley,
Beaton 93

LOUISVILLE — Result* in the
Louisville Invitational Tennis Classic
Tuesday: Singles First Rased
Jcee-Louts Clerc, Argentina, der Kevin
Curren. South Africa. 6-3, 4-2
Emilio Montano. Mexico. del Peter
Hemel, USA, 93, 7-6
Raul Ramirez. Mexico. def Mike
!Nyberg, USA, 6-1. 64
Rick
Easel, USA,,d e1
Elena
Gilderneister, Peru. 74, 6-3
Trey Waltke, USA, def Ray Moore,
South Africa. 74, 6-4
Bernie MItton, South Africa, def Gans
Malin, USA, 6-2, 44.3
Jalme FWol. Chile. del Brian Fairta,
New Zealand, 6-1, 74
Eliot Teltacher, USA. def John Saari,
USA. 6-4, 6-3
Mike Herrington, USA, del Brtan
Teacher, USA, 24, 6-3, 6-2
Roberto' Hoyt.. USA, del Jai DILovils,
USA, 34. 6-3, 6-4
Dean Joubert, South Africa, ad Rolf
Gehring. West Germany, 6-2. 5-7, 74.
.George Hardie. L'SA. clef Bruce Masa
son, USA, 7.4, .2
Amritrha, India, def Keith
Richardson, USA, 6-2. 6-0
Heinz GIL:lemmata, Chile. del Chris
Lewis, New Zealand, 6-3 34, 74
Roes Case, Australis, clef Phil Dent,
Australia, 6-1, 6-4
John James, Australle, clef John Austin.
USA, &I. 8-4
Haroon Ismail, South Africa, del.
Andrew Pattition, South A.I rice. 64, 6-4
Marty Hiamen. USA, def Ivan Molina,
Columbia, 3-4, 74, 6-3
col Dowdeavrell. Switzerland. del Mal
Purcell. USA, 1-6, 6-4, 64.
Nick S4114.11/10. USA. clef Eric FnedIsr,
USA, 6-4, 4-6. 6-2

Transactions
BASSIETRAIJ,
Natkaal Basketball Asoorlatite
bonus CELTICS-Signed Ml Carr
forward, to • multiyear contract
KANSAS CITY KINGS- Named John
Beeson executive vice president and
genetal manager
SAS' ANTONIO SPURS- Named Bob
Bast general manager

NEW YORK JETS- AnDOWNYCI the
retirement of Russ Cooke. Linebacker
ST LOUIS CARDINALS,Claimed Steve
Bernardo, -guard, and Steve Harninon,
defensive tackle
SAN FRANCLSCO 49EltS Signed Je-ry
Goloteyn. quarterback and Bob Han,
,ifferisive lineman
Vier ER
American &weer League
NEW YORK APOLLO- Signed Harry
Nimmo, midfielder-forward. Patrick
Horne forward and liam Mores*,
defender Released Kevin Mahon. forward, and Paulo Mats, forward

ECKYTEIA 1 J.
National Football rotative
ATLANTA FALCONS Waived Bobby
Duncan, cornerback, ,John Donahue,
defensive tackle. and Darrell Hob's.
defensive end
DETROIT'HUNS-- Acqiitred Terry
Joyre, punter, from the San Francisco
filers Released Sylvester Monroe, running
back. and Tyrone Wilson, fullback
NEW YORK r;ifti.4.irs .Signed Brian
Kelley, linebacker

COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY
GEORGIA—
OF
resignation
the
rnounced
Roy Umiak&
A
head baseball roach, effective at the aid of
the 1960 seawn

Now Enjoy Our

Spaghetti Special
at
Two Places!

Reds Fear Foster
Could Be Worse
By the Associated Press
PITTSBURGH
The
—
Cincinnati Reds players fear
that power hitter George
Foster may be injured worse
than first thought, and
Manager John McNamara
says,"It sure isn't good."
Foster remains in Cincinnati for treatment of a leg
fi jury suffered in the All Star
Game.
"For the time being, he
i Foster I is to receive treatment in Cincinnati and we will
watch his progress," the Reds
said in a statement without
elaboration.
The Reds are in Pitt-4)40ifor lries wititthe Pirates.
Foster, who has missed 25
games with leg problems this
season, was batting .333 with
-1. u-9orne • runs and 72 runs
•
batted in.
The Reds reported earlier
that Foster's "groin pull"
injury was later determined to
be an adductor muscle in

in his right thigh. The team
said it prevented the left
fielder from swinging his bat
effectively.
"I already knew he was
going to be gone for a long
time because I had something
similar - last year," said
second baseman Joe Morgan.
"I'm sure they don't want to
alarm the players until
they're sure" whether Foster
might have suffered a muscle
tear.
"They were saying groin
pull before and now it's the top
of his leg. That's different,"
said teatcher Johnny Bench.
"That's disabled list territory
there."
The loss ,of Foster might
hamper Cincinnati's efforts to
catch the Houston Astros in
the National League West.
'-'Sure, it would be difficult
to lose your offense, but it
would have to be done. You
just hope everybody would
pull together.

9

Italian Spaghetti

Special
W,fh Gorbe Bread and '

Prore On
Cornh,noroon Salod (vv,th Metal

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

Wednesday Night
4 to -10 p.m.
IncluciPt As Always

Ulf I RI FltIS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE
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Another Itrgaiiiiatitit 1 ii AC ‘k as the first Building and
Associatii in w itli J. I). 'It•ktt,11. preSIdt'llt; \V III Ilafris. secretary,
and 11. B. Cilbert,
A moque pririsal that tailed to get
off the ground was all effort to (aganize an electric tr,illv line trum
Murray to the Tennessee River. The proposition to build a new
county court house failed to «anniand the necessary two-thirds
voter approval fur passage.
it
this was the year of firsts and without information to Or,
contrary, the first intercity high school football game was' held at
Thanksgiving time w
Nlurrav defeated Mayt ield 5 to 3 on the
home field. Red Cross sale of stamps to combat tuberculosis was
held during the year under the sponsorship of the Murray Woman's
Club. The stamp sale had been held for two pies toils years in
other sections of the nation, however nu record has been found
where a TB stamp sale had ever been held before in this county.
Interesting to note it was identified as a "Red Cross Stamp Sale,"
but whether it YY is affiliated with the later Red Cross organization
is a question mark bet ause the stamp was later identified with the
tuberculosis organization.
Col. John Calvin McEirath, born in that section of Calloway
County now known as Marshall County Sept. 1, 1831, died in Murray
on Sept. 28, 1910, where he had made his residence since" 1851.
The remarkable gentleman was a powerful influence in the affairs
of the county and Murray. Ile served with distinction in the Confederate army.
The court yard was a big tent site for the Steiner Comedy Co.
presentation with John Rudy Ourv a featured tenor singer. He
left town with the company for a tour of the state. On the heels
of the show another tent was erected on the court lawn for an interdenomination crusade %k ith the Rev. Walt Holcomb, noted evangelist,
the big attraction where 1,600 persons attended resulting 'in 75
professions of faith. The crusade was under the Sponsorship of
the M. E. Church of Murray. •
.
Bran dances were being featured over the county- and upon
investigation revealed a bran dance was one in which the floor
would be covered with cow bran to slick up the surface for galloping young blades and sweethearts.' No official statistics were given
on the Humber of dark es, hilt henceforth whenever a Callowayan
was born or died, the event had to be 'officially recorded under
provisions of a new law which took effect Jan. 1. 1911, thus an
official date would be established for the hereafter or after here.
To Be Continued

'Jimmy's White House

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
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The Christian Social Concer:
Committee introduced plans for
swimming pool to be located in ':.e
Murray City Park, and the Murra,
State University Community Serylk - c
Program asked for consideration of
community building or youth center
also to be located in the City Park. a!
the meeting of the Murray City Couni
Deaths reported include Jewel (
McNeil, M.
The Retail Trade Committee of tht,
Murray Chamber of Commerce set
Friday and Saturday. Aug 8 and 9
the annual sidewalk sale days t..,
Murray.
The trailer home of Mr and Mrs
Kenny Outland was destroyed by fire on
July 14.
The Murray Pony League All Stars
won both baseball games in
doubleheader with Madisonville here
last night. Pitchers were Dan Thompson and Denny Lane with catcher being
Mike Cathey for the Murray team.

Interesting Passages
In Some Letters
WASHINGTON ( AP — Literary
critics sometimes complain that
Americans have lost the art of letter
writing — the kind of letters that get
collected in books and are graceful,
witty bnd fun to read.
The spate of resignation letters sent
to President Carter by erstwhile
Cabinet partners, and his handwritten
responses, are unlikely to alter this
lamentable state of affairs. But they do
have their interesting passages.
For example, consider the fate of
outgoing Treasury Secretary W.
Michael Blumenthal. He may have
planned to resign at some point, but his
associates don't even pretend he had a
July departure in mind before Carter
launched his Cabinet facelift.
You couldn't discern that from his
exchange with Carter, however.
As we discussed," Blumenthal
wrote the president, "I feel strongly
that the time has come for me to return
to private life and that someone else
should carry on as secretary of the
Treasury. I appreciate your agreeing
with this assessment...."
Carter's parting with Transportation
Secretary Brock Adams Was abrupt
been
having
unplanned,
and
precipitated by Adams' own questions
about the president's modus operandi.
Fired for presuming to tell Carter
how to conduct the presidency, Adams
submitted a resignation letter that
ended on what seemed a bitter note:
"I hope you find happiness in your
job...."
Adams relieved the curse a mite by
adding: "... and I join with the whole
nation in hoping that the remainder of
your administration will be successful."
Carter responded by accepting the
resignation "with friendship, respect
and appreciation for the accomplishments of our nation during
your service as secretary...."
Carter's notes to the departing, if you
except the letter to Adams, might make
one wonder why the Cabinet
resignations had been accepted.
To Joseph A. Callfano, Jr., fired as
secretary of health, education and
welfare, Carter wrote about Callfano's
"notable accomplishments" and
lauded him for "competence and
compassion."
To Blumenthal, the president wrote
about "the excellent service you have
rendered," and much more of the
same.
To resigning Energy Secretary
James R. Schlesinger, Carter expressed regret, coupled with high
praise that "you have perfakmed your
many duties superbly."
When Carter invited same 30
reporters to join him for an hour and a
half of no-directquotation conversation

on Saturday, some reporters were a bit
startled to be served hamburger
sandwiches on ultra-thin White House
china.
For the record,lhe burgers served in
the State Dining Room were neither
rare nor well done and were accompanied by ketchup, mustard,
onions, tomatoes and pickles.
The abstemious president also offered beer.
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Heartllne is a service for senior
cttizens. Its purpose is -to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My father, now
deceased, was a veteran of th Spanish
American War. My husband, a WWI
veteran, tells me that he recently read
of a Civil War veteran who is still living.
I find it hard to believe that someone
could still be living who fought in the
Civil War. Even if he was 10 years old in
1865, that would make him 123 or 124
years old. Can you settle our dispute
and also tell us if there are any Spanish
American War veterans still living?—
R.A.
The last Civil War veteran died in
1959. The Veteran's Administration still
provides benefits for 245 widows and
helpless children of Civil War veterans.
At last count, there were 231 U.S.
veterans of the Spanish American War
still alive, out of the 392,000 Americans
who took part in that conflict from 1898
to 1902.
HEARTLINE: I thought I read in
your column some time ago that a
widow may remarry and still draw on
her deceased husband's Social Security
if she was married for more than 20
years. Am I right? Everyone seems to
think if a widow remarries, she loses
her deceased husband's Social
It% ltstaii,I I%an,and

lbw

Security. Please advise.-NW.
You are confusing two totally different types of Social Security
benefits—widow's
benefits
and
divorced surviving spouse benefits.
With few exceptions, a widow must
have only been married to her deceased
spouse for nine months; a widow, of
course, being a woman who is still
married to her deceased husband at the
time of his death. A widow becomes
eligible for benefits at the age of 60.
However, if she remarries before the
age of 60, she loses entitlement to
widow's benefits unless the second
marriage ends in divorce or death.
A divorced surviving spouse must
have been married to the deceased for
at least 10 years. The same rule about
remarriage also applies to her-him.
HEARTLINE:On my birth certificate, my maiden name is
misspelled. I was wondering if this
would mess up my Social Security when
I'm old enough to draw it. I will be
drawing wife's benefits from my
Husband's account in about four years.
What should I do?-D.P.
It is doubtful that this will cause you
any problems. Just to be on the safe
side, however, go to your Social
Security office about four months
before you turn age 62 and apply for
your benefits. If there is any problem,
there will be plenty of • time to
straighten it out before you turn 62, and
it should not interfere with starting
your benefits on time.
HEARTLINE: I am 72 years old.
Where! work,they take out so much on

me each week for FICA. Do I have to
file an income tax report each year? I
read in my Social Security book where
you could work and make as much as
you wanted and you did not have to pay
income tax if you were over age 72.M.B.J.
You are confusing the allowed
amount of earned income under Social
Security regulations with FICA which
is federal income tax that in withheld
from everyone's paycheck.
Anyone 65 years or older does not
have to file a tax return unless the total
yearly income exceeds $6,400 for a
individual or $7,400 for a couple both
over age 65.
Since you are over age 72, you can
earn as much as you want without
affecting your Social Security benefits,
but you must always pay FICA on your
earnings and file a tax return if your
income is above the amounts just
quoted.
As long as you continue to work, even
though you may not have to file a tax
return, you should still consider filing
one. You might have money coming
back which you would lose from not
filing. Also, a tax rebate may be contingent on filing a return.
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The 11-2 Affair
ANKARA, Turkey—President
Carter's insistence on flying the U-2 spy
plane through Turkish air-space in
hopes of gaining Senate votes for
SALT II has backfired on Carter and
damaged Turkish Prime Minister
Bulent Ecevit in a classic case of
risking a major U.S. strategic interest
for a minor tactical gain.
The strategic interest is keeping
Turkey cemented in the Western
alliance while other Soviet-bordered
states-Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Iranhave turned anti-American or
neutral. That strategic interest was
Just beginning to pay dividends once
again following the lifting of the
Turkish arms embargo imposed by
Congress in a splurge of self-defeating,
pro-Greek emotions in 1974.
The rpinor tactical gain is Carter's
search for votes in the Senate
ratificatiorf battle over the new
strategic arms limitation agreement
(SALT II). With verification of Soviet
compliance a key element in the
debate. Carter has pressured Ecevit—
when he should have pressured
Moscow—to permit the U-2 verification
flights. His probably vain hope is that
even though the U-2 would not possibly
be ready for its new task until long after
the Senate vote, it would attract the
support of skeptical senators.
The result has been a double loss for Carter: a much-balley-hooed admission
that the U.S. cannot verify SALT II
without new electronic monitors
somewhere, and a serious but wholly
predictable setback in U.S.-Turkish
relations. This is partly the result of
growing concern inside the Turkish
government, and including powerful

Funny
Funny World
If you're afraid you'll be ignored at a
big party, put a band-aid on your
forehead.

military officers, that Carter is now
linking approval for the U.S. to launch
its U-2 overflights to the new U.S.cooperation
defense
Turkish
3greement and the long-term military
aid now being negotiated. In other
words—approve the overflights, or
?Ise!
In fact, such direct linkage almost
certainly does not exist at this point as a
matter of administration strategy. But
Turkey has so off.en been abused,
particularly be the one-dimensional
pro-Greek lobby in Congress led by
Rep. John Brademas, the Democratic
whip, that a touch of paranoia clouds its
vision. Moreover, circumstantial
evidence abounds in the U-2 affair that
Turkey is being deliberately squeezed
from Washington.
-For example, Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown muscled Gen. Kenan
Evren, chief of staff of the Turkish
armed forces, in his Pentagon office
June 8 in a surprisingly uncharacteristic lecture for the
diciplined, self-controlled Brown.
Teaching the Turkish general a civics
lesson, Brown instructed him as
• follows: You Turks should make up
your own mind what to do about your
territory; Turkey is a sovereign
country, isn't it, and are you not its
senior general?You don't have to clear
U-2 flights with Moscow.
But Brown knew that Ecevit had
already given Carter his immutable
condition for the overflights. Ecevit
wret€ Carter in reply to a long April 13
letter from Carter asking U-2 permission. Since the U.S. request was not
based on any stated or perceived need
of the Western alliance, but on the
SALT treaty alone, Ecevit wrote,
Moscow would also have to agree..
Brown's civics lesson to Gen. Evren
looked suspiciously like an effort to
undermine Ecevit, using the general as
a lever. Evren has told intimates here
-that he was not amused.
If that was on the clumsy side, the

1
rush trip here by Deputy Secretary of
State Warren Christopher in early May,
following the exchange of letters, was
cut form the same cloth. Christopher
warned Ecevit that Congress, the key to
resumption of absolutely essential
military aid, would be inclined to vote
"no" if the U-2 scheme was rejected by
Turkey. Christopher thought he was
stating an objective fact: to Ecevit,
those words sounded like blackmail.
When the House then rejected a
symbolically important $50 million in
grant military aid for Turkey by a 200
vote margin in a fight led by Brademas,
just 10 days after Brown's civics lemon,
Ecevit, Gen. Evren and most other
Turkish leaders drew the conclusion
that the U-2 affair had jammed the
gears.
Ecevit, clinging to power by a torn
fingernail in an evenly divided
parliament, has tAen badly hurt by the
U-2 affair. Opposition leaders have
distorted his "clear it with Moscow"
order, calling it ignominious for
Turkey. "The U-2 affair has hurt
Ecevit, yes sir," the principal opposi(x
leader Suleyman Demirel, told us. "It
has opened up a big hole through him."
More important. the U.S.—and
particularly Carter himself—have been
damaged. The huge vote that defeated
that $50 million in grant military aid,
followed White House assurances to
Gen. Evren that Carter would exert all
his influence to get it passed the
Senate had eas;.. passed it weeks
before). Brademas made the president
look ridiculous here, alarming Turks of
all political persuasions. To them it
meant either presidential weakness or
calculated U-2 linkage, both of which
raise ominous questions about the U.S.Turkish future.
Until he U-2 affair Carter had moved
courageously and with .success to
liquidate the errors of the past, a
success now dimmed by hig'haste to
pressure Turkey -- instead of Moscow
— in his search for votes on SALT.
•
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In Calloway County, a mut.,
Bureau of Censua, shows the gross
assessed value of all privately-owneil
property, both real and personal.comes to a grand total of $16,254,000
Nix Crawford, - president of the
Murray Rotary Club, presented the
program at the meeting held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Bobby Joe Sims of Bandana will be
the speaker at the gospel meeting to be
held at the Friendship Church of Christ d
starting July 26. Ralph Ray of Murray
will lead the singing. The Rev. John Huffman, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Mayfield, will be
the speaker at the revival at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church starting July 26.
James B. Carlin will be the music
director, according to the Rev. Norman
Culpepper, church pastor.
Jan Stone of New Orleans, La.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stone,
is spending the summer with her
grandmother, Mrs. Mary Ross, Olive
Street, Murray.
"Ride A Crooked Trail" starring
Auclie Murphy, Gia Scala, and Walter
Mathau and "Legion of the Doomed"
starring Bill Williams are showing at
the Murray Drive In Theatre.

30 Years Ago
An appropriation of $50,000 has been
made to conduct a survey of Clarks
River. The survey will be made, but it is
now a matter of priority as to when the
survey will be fitted in with other
surveys.
Deaths reported include Charles N.
King, 73, and Charles W. Garrett.
The Murray Girl Scouts will have a
three days' outing on Kentucky Lake.
Attending will be Sue Parker, Mary
Frances Williams, Dallas Conyers,
Rachel Blalock, Betty Hutson, Ann
Fenton, Zetta Yates,- Sarah Rah
Calhoun, Mary Alice Hopkins, Carolyn
Melugin, Lochie Faye Hart, Bette
Cotham, and Wanda Diuguid. They will
be accompanied by Mrs. Freed
Cotham, Mrs. Noel Melugin, and Mrs.
George Hart.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Perry on July 19, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Todd on
July 20, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. W
Horton on July 20.
The local post of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars will sponsor the Dales
Circus on July 26 on the old skating rink
lot.
"We Were Strangers" starring
Jennifer Jones and John Garfield is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.

TQday In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 25, the
206th day of 1979. There are 159 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1963, the United States,
the Soviet Union and Britain signed a
treaty prohibiting nuclear testing in the
atmosphere, in space and under water.
On this date:
In 1878, the first Chinese diplomatic
mission to the United States arrived in
Washington.

Bible Thotigh-t
Take ye heed, watch and
pray: for ye know not when the
time is. Mark 13:33.
Forget yesterday, live for
today, and trust God for the
unknown future.
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In 1934, Adolf Hitler stagecLan unsuccessful attempt to take over
Austria. Troops of the, Nazi Black
Guard assassinated Austrian Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss.
In 1952, Puerto Rico became a selfgoverning corranonwealth of the United
States.
In 1956, the Italian liner, Andrea
Doria, and a Swedish.. ship, the
Stockholm, collided off the coast of New
England, and the Andrea Doria sank,
with a loss of 50 lives.
In 1973, the White House announced
the resignation of former Treasury
Secretary John Connally as an unpaid
parttime adviser to President Richard
Nixon.
In 1977, a shaky cease-fire halted
warfare between Egypt and Libya.
Ten years ago: Senator Edward
Kennedy pleaded guilty to leaving the
scene of a fatal accident and was given
a two-month suspended sentence. The
trial followed the drowning of Mary .1,,
Kopenchne when Kennedy's car
plunged off a bridge on Chappaquiddick
Island, Mass.
Five years ago: The U.S. Supreme
Court overturned a Detroit school
desegregation plan for busing pupiLs
across school district lines, saying
there must be evidence the suburban
districts were segregated.
One year ago: The first baby known
to have been conceived outside the
human body — a socalled test-tube
baby — was born to a Bristol, England,
woman.
•
Today's birthdays: Sen. Frank
Church, D-Idaho, is 55 years- old.
Longshoreman and writer Eric Hoffer
is 77.
Thought for today: The best time to
Make friendsis before you need them
anonymous.
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PICNIC AND PARTY TIME
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COLA
TAB SPRITE
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WITH COUPON ABOVE

HALVES OR SLICES YELLOW CLING

GREEN GIANT WHOLE KERNEL or CREAM STYLE $

HUNT'S
PEACHES

GOLDEN
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ASSORTED FLAVORS

Bonles

KROGER FRESH-PACK

STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES
FREEZER PLEFZER

FOUNTAIN SQU
ICE CREAM

U.S.D.A. Grade A Medium

PUREX
BLEACH

KROGER
. EGGS
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Citrus Punch
Cottage Cheese
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HARTZ MOUNTAIN

2-In-1 Plus Flea Collar
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COUNTRY OVEN

Frozen Lemonade

Yubi Yogurt

Apple Topped Rolls

BANQUET FROZEN

REFRESHING

ROYAL VIKING

EVEREADY "DOE "C" CELL

Kroger Buttermilk

Apple Butter Coffee Cake

Alkaline Batteries

Cookin' Bags

GREEN GIANT

NIBLETS
CORN

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our
store. Plus each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials for extra savings on
grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health& beauty aids, meats and produce.

NOW
NOW
KRAFT

18'
$174
$221
$172

Pull CANE'

Delta Syrup

Squeeze Parkay

1201.
CANS

BLUE BONNET

Soft Spread

GREEN GIANT FROZEN

LioulD FUN BATH PURET

GREEN GIANT FROZEN CUT

Bubble Club

CREAM STYLE

CORN
NOW

TACO SEASONING

Ortega Mix

INSTANT
Lipton Tea

Taco Shells

lATHROOM TISSUE

Vanity Fair
LOW CALORIE KRAFT DRESSING
16 01
BTL

1000 Island

B1116
"
14
DETERGENT
NOW

MAlicaRONI
ANDNCIEESE

$205

INSTANT

Lipton Tea
moo.
Dish Detergent

ORTEGA

$1"

KROGER FROZEN

$285

Whipped Topping"?Lie
SOIL S. STAIN REMOVER

Spray 'N Wash

$127
$1 25
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
WHITE OR YELLOW

CREAM STYLE

CORN

2701
CAN

CONTADINA

Tomato Paste
WAS NOW

BANQUET

41 3/s1"

Boiling Bag
KROGER FROZEN CUT

Green Beans

,
9 2

KROGER FROZEN FRENCH STYLE CUT

Green Beans

91171

49' 2794

49e
S

4901.

Leaf Spinach

39

NUE BONNET SOFT WHIPPED

Margarine

16 01

sowt

85'

2.794
$1

35

794

001
CAN

412
%t.l- Ib
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Douglas Homecoming
Plans Now Underway;
To Be Held At MSU

Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Joe Berry
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Bernard Riggins'
Services Thursday
Inc funeral for Bernard
wi!I be held Thirsday
al 4 p
the chapel of the j
H. Church:! Funeral Home
with the liev..Carrol Owen of
Nashville. Tenn.. officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of coil;,butions to
• 1he First Baptist Church.
Paris. Tenn.. where I e was a
rnernber. (Tile
Baptist
Church, Murray.
Mr.
59, Darnan
C.. died 7t,Icnii.,% at I 5 air,
at the Veterans Hospital.
Durham. He was ::,anager
the Belks' Department Store.
Paris. Tenn..
May 1956
until 1972, %%hem the store
closed and c arid his fai:uty
moved to Car.:br), N. C.
Survivors include his wife.
Virginia: daughter, Mrs. Fred
Leslie Carswell Galax, Va.:
ii other, Mrs. r...ley Higgins,
Murray: sister. Mrs. Imogene
Pogue, Chicago, Ill.. brother,
Dale Biggins. Men iphis, Tenn.

a ill be ju4ed iii
Casllii I a ear, and
con .petition.
r% ening
Cash prizes will he awarded to
the three fmalists along with.
certificates from local merchants
Girls fun the ace f 15 to
25, w hie ha‘ e rt er been
married nor gIvit.:ati irth, are
eligible Applica ns may be
obtained from Roderick Reed,
204 Pine Street, Murray .
til)f'no 753-Wr

Murray Minister To
Speak, McKendree
The het. Dr. Walter F.
Mischke, Jr.. will be the guest
speaker at the - annual
homecoming to be held at the
McKendree United Methodist
Church, Clear Springs Road,
Mayfield, n Sunday. July 29.
Worship services will be at
II a.m. with Sunday School at
10 a.M.. basket dinner at noon,
and singing in the afternoon
with the Don Hendley Singers
to be featured.
Dr. Mischke, Jr., pastor of
the First United Methodist
Church. Murray ; served the
Spence-McKeridree
Charge
from 1933 to 1956, according to
the McKendree pastor, the
.Rev. Steve Cavitt, who Invites
the public to attend.

NARFE Chapter To
Hold Meet Friday

The Kentucky Lake Chapter
hf the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet Friday, July 27, at 10
a.or. in the executive room of
the Woodmen 1,f the World
building, South Third and
Maple Streets. Murray.,
Guest speaker will be James
I..
Johnson.
executive
secretary of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce, according to
Robert. I4ouglas. chapter
president, who urges all
inenthers and associates
attend and.. to bring. _
prospective
member
if
The annual all day• cleaning possible.
of the Bazzell Cemetery will
be held Saturday. July 28.
All persons interested in the
Communist Chinese troops
upkeep of the cemetery are entered
Shanghai
as
urged to be present. a Nationalist forces fled to the
spokesman said.
sea in 1949

Bauell Cemetery
Meet Is Saturday

Corn-Austin's

l!Lner- a. ti‘ !ties of the
homecoming, will [include the
I,11,0.4 mg
-Parts of The Wizard of it:
to be staged at the NtSU
auditorium on Frucla.
10, at 7 pOt
-Dance and sok.ializilig at
Winslow Cafeteria, Murray
State Unit ersity Friday
10. from 9 p.m. to I a.n1
-Dinner from 6 to 8 p o ;
Saturday • Aug 11. at the
Colonial House So lorgasbord
-Dance from 9 p ri. 11
aim on Saturday. Aug 11, at
the
Winslow
Cafeteria.
Murray State truversity .
Special recognition will be
given to the fi% e graduating
classes from Douglas in the
sears from 1953 to 1957, according
school
to
a
spokesman.
The charge for the dinner
and dance on Saturday will he
$10 per person. and fur tlw
dance and socializing
Friday will be $3 per person
Tickets will be sold at tre.
Douglas Community ('enter
on Friday, Aug 10, from 1 ta 5
p.m. and on Saturday„Aug . 11,
from 10 an:. to 12 noon.
Checks and money orders
should be sent to L. P. Miller,
Rt. 1. Box 89. Almo. Ky. 42020.

Starts Thursday,July 26th
9:00 A.M.
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--AWARD WINNER
NEW YORK , AP
Teason has won the
Society
of
Illustrators
Hamilton King Award for
1979
"Fhe
annual prize is
presented for the best
illustration of the year by a
member of the society.
Teason's illustration is a
gOoache panitutes titled "The
Young Juggler

GA Mission Fair
Planned Saturday
At Local Church
tiAs Win sponsor a
nussioli fair on Saturday. July
28,
c First Baptist Church
,l!ip Hall This is for all
Fel
Grades 1 to 6.
he:Asti anon will begin at
with the setting up of
dist fliy Each person is asked
r!
a sack lunch unti
drir Is, 1. bt• provided Dress
di.vsses t,r slacks.
So, la: speakers will be
Mr. 1 eh Woods, Phillippmes,
Jul::, ora%ee Nunboonchat,
student f ron I Thailand, amid
Danna Shipley, reporting on
the Indian Reservation, I aim e
Deer. Montana.
Games and songs will also
be featured and the fair will
close at 2 p
a GA
spokesman said.

Five Times Announced To
Contact Social Security Office
"There Ott j tunes %hen a
person should get ui touch
with a Social Security office,Betty e Wexler,Social Security
District Manager in Paducah,
said recently
'Xilowing the 5 times for
action is too important to take
for granted. It uan mean
greater security for a worker
Ms
and his or hin- familv
Wexter said
The 5 times are •
Beforea personr gets his or
her first job - to apply for a
Social Security number. A
person should allow 4 to 6
weeks ti get a card.
.---After a death in the family
to see if survivors' benefits

p tit h death payn lent
I 0
ate pa able
When somebody in a
faintly is disabled - to learn if
are
benefits
disability
payable.
When a person reaches
retirement age - 65 for full
rate cash benefits or as early
as 62 for reduced payn lents. A
person should come in 2 or 3
months before 65 to arrange
Medicare protection even
though he or she is not
retiring.
- Whenever a person has a
Social
about
question
Security.
The people at any Social
Security offICe will be glad to

help provide the answer loan)
question
about
Social
Security The Paducah Social
Security office telephone
ntunber is 443-7506, and the
telephone number for the
Mayfield Social Security office is 2474095
INEHJEM SHOW
MADISON, Wis. 1AP I -"Close Observations: Selected
Ql Sketches by Frederick E.
Church" is on exhibit at the
Elvehjem Museum of Art
through July 1.
The show consists of 112 oil
sketches from the collection of
New York's Cooper-Hewitt
Museum.
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Stock Market
Penes of stock of local interest at
F.DT. today. furnished to the
& Times by First of Michigan
Corp of Murray, areas follows
-5 80
6 41./11L
39'4.":

57
21'4 21
13'4
210, anC
653+ 17•2b. 11'.‘
2S-2 31 unc

autorr.:•
0.. •
conv:_,r
egri,r,
dozen
room for a
zinc-olatod full widt''
WI- strength. rust resistarir,,
and lasting good looks

• Adjustable Temperature
Control
• Twin Crispers

• Super Storage Doors

28',
2544-'4
14,4b, I5a

controls for
refrigerator and
freezer sections

tiloctft

DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER

Adjustable
ternpered glass
shelves

WELCOMES
Adiustable
tempered:glass
sttelvos

TAN-TRIFIC SUN

Textured Steel
doors help hide
fingerprints

and

JIM'S TV- ELECTRONIC
SERVICE

Whirlpool 19.6 Cu.ft.

to the following group of distinctive stores
Buckingham Ray LTD
Clayton's
Dor-Mae
The Blackford House Gallery
Town & Country Shop
The Beauty Box
Bob's TV Service
United Figure Salon

3013;4ttio
•

Porcela
enartWe.1
slide -out n .
cpan and (,t,

Sue-Z-Q's
Spoke & Pedal
Sunset Boulevard
Karate Center
Sugar & Spice
The Greek Corner
The Green Door
The Wild Raspberry
The Lemon Tree

S

Now Available For
Computable Business

Call 753-3018

i

Features "the cloar within a
door" for extrri convenience

Rental Space
.

CO

di

ca

The Hicks Cemetery annual
nieeting will be held Saturday',
July 28. from 7: 3(jisa.m. to 12
noon at the cemetery. located
just oft Highway 121 South,
New Concord Road.
Trustees of the cemetery
are Rudy Bucy, Clifford
Farris, and E. D. Winchester.

311.
81
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242.10'-•urn
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Hicks Cemetery To
Hold Annual Meet

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Arnencan Telephone
Bonanza
.
Chrysler
Ford Motor

wo
an
in
ve

CO

The Cheerleaders of the
Calloway County Muldle
School will sponsor a car wash
or; Saturday. July 28, from
am. to 3 p.m. at the Rot
Service Station at Five Point>
Costs will be $3 for cleanr,.
both the inside and outside
the car. and $2 for the outside
only, a spokesman for the
L:rotip said.

Industrial Avg
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Car Wash Planned
By Cheerleaders

General care
-General Dynarrucs
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Hardees
Heublein
IBM
Jenco
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

Final
Markdown

Hog Market
etle: at .stal, Markel Neat, sgryhe Jul,

No-Frost refrigerator freezer
Plus Free
ICEMAGIC'
Automatic
Ice
Maker
replenishes
ice supply

automatically
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Retirement Doesn't Stop Gowan's Music

Nunn Says He Is Working
On Plan For Animal Center
campaign drew the wrath of
By DIANA TAYLOR
many Kentucky farmers.
Associated Press Writer
Nunn stressed his unAPI
Ky
LOUISVILLE,
of the problems of
derstanding
Republican gubernatorial
"I was picking
agriculture.
he
Nunn
says
Louie
candidate
of tobacco back
off
is
urnn
w
the
is working on a plan, that
and I understand
would give Kentucky an in the *30s
problems. 1 grew up with
animal science center where farm
can appreciate them
interns from out-of-state thetti. 1
them so
appreciated
I
and
veterinary schools would
that rin still one of you,
much
work
to continue so
While the plan has not been and I expect
it."
afford
call
I
as
long
con ipleted, N Unit told the
Nunn said
energy,
On
if
the Kentucky
directors
can reach an
Farm .Httft•iiti Tuesday that he .lientucky
solution" (13 the
••inunediate
Republican
and Roy Gray , the
available.
with
crisis
candidate for agriculture
resources.
some
"have
commissioner,
"We can maintain our envery definite plans for .a
standards.. we
veterinary science center, vironmental
coal-powered
build
can
•
diagnostic treatment."
in Kentucky
Nunn also said Kentucky generating plants
of power
source
the
close
to
can find a inure anmediate
co--8t of
the
have
not
and
solution to the energy crisis
coal. We can
the
transporting
be
could
than that which
provided by long-term plans
for coal liquefaction, although
he said such projects can be
used to aid the nation.
In his appearance at the
Farm.Bureau's "Measure the
Candidate" fortun, the former
governor stressed his ties to
agriculture and reminded the
FRANKFORT - Kendirectors that they had seen
tucky's Medicaid program
him before in a
resumed paying denture costs
position.
"I came here h see you for qualified recipients on July
people in 1967 ) when he was 11
Waddell,. acting
Jack
seeking his first term i and you
the
of
had a shopping list then. commissioner
Everything that you sought , Department for Human
and even more was ac- Resources' Bureau for Social
complished during my ten!) of Insurance, said Medicaid will
pay dentists up to $250 for
office," Nunn said.
Nunn also noted an ap- fitting complete dentures.
For a patient to qualify, the.
pearance before the directors
in 1972 during his unsuccessful dentist must prescribe that all
teeth be extracted and that
campaign for senator.
"I talked to you about the complete dentures will be
noted.
Waddell
then. fitted,
program
tobacco
E.vidently, the people didn't Medicaid must approve the
heed me very well because procedure before the work
you ended up with Mr. begins, he added.
The denture program,
said,
Nunn
Califano,"
referring to recently ousted which is funded for two years,
and began in July 1978 with a
Education
Health.
Welfare Secretary Joseph $300,000 allocation from the
Califano, whose anti-smoking state General Assembly. The

By M.C. Garrott
David Gowans is so
wrapped up in his music he
hardly recognizes the fact that
put our miners back to work
he is now retired after more
utilizing our good resources," than 31 years of teaching
he said.
instrumental music at Murray
Nunn said he has talked with
State University.
several companies, one of
When he isn't rehearsing for
which is "especially in- an appearance with a symhe's
orchestra,
terested" in building an inphony
dustrial complex to utilize
rehearsing for an appearance
both the availability and
with a string quartet.
power of coal.
Since 1960, he has played
"But more than that, they
steadily with the Jackson,
can give our people em- Tenn., symphony orchestra,
ployment in sonic areas of
playing the bassoon. Since
Kentucky where it's always
1964, he has played viola with
feast or famine because of the
the Nashville, Tenn., symcoal industry."
phony. The Jackson orchestra
Also important in solving
presents an average of four
the energy problem, Nunn
major concerts a year, while
said, is making the state
the Nashville orchestra
conducive- to industry. One
presents nine annually, each
route to that status is revision
of which is repeated three
of the state's workmen's
times.
compensation law, Nunn said,
When he isn't rehearsing
adding that he istammitted to
with one of these, Gowans is
changing the law.
practicing works to be performed with smaller groups in
the West Kentucky and West
Tennessee areas. He plays
viola with a string quartet irk
Jackson, and bassoon with a
woodwind quintet, also at
Jackson, faithfully practicing
two hours each day. .
"It has been sort of like
one career and getting
leaving
program was suspended seven
recently
months later after funds were into another," he said
furnished
tastefully
the
in
exhausted for the fiscal year
ending June 30. A ,similar living room of his home at 1702
allocation has been set aside Olive in Murray. "I've been so
noticed that
for the current ftscal year, busy, I've hardly
retired."
I'm
now
which started July 1.
Born in Arbroath, Scotland,
Before the program was
came to America
Gowans
926
persons
suspended,
received dentures, Wendell when he was seven years of
age.. One of five children, he
said.
The new maximum fee grew up in Birmingham,
represents a reduction from Mich., a suburb of Detroit and
last year's rates, which where his father was a lanranged from $325 to $375, dscape gardner.
During World War II, he
depending on the geographical
area. The fee cut came at the served as a radio operator
recommendation of a panel of with the Army's Military
to Police, spending two of his
dentists
attached
four years in Europe and
Medicaid's advisory counsil.
Persons seeking a local landing in France only nine
dentist participating in the days after the initial invasion
program may call a toll-free forces in 1944. While in sertelephone number, 1-800-292- vice, he had the opportunity to
visit his birthplace in
1855.

Kentucky's Medicaid
Program Resumes Paying
Denture Costs July 1

ardize

=MAD

viety of woodwind instruments and to play both
string and woodwind instruments professionally.
Gowans also has performed
several of his own compositions in recitals both on
campus and at the state
convention of the Kentucky
Music Teachers' Association.
When he retired this past
spring, he was teaching flute,
oboe, bassoon, orchestration
and form analysis. He was
promoted to full professor in
1975.

Scotland.
Gowans came to Murray
State Sept 1, 1947, as a young
instructor of instrumental
music and at a salary of $3,300
per year. "We just came for a
short time," he laughed, his
native Scottish brogue still
very much pronounced, "and
we've been here since."
He earned both his undergraduate and master's
degrees at Wayne State
University iirDetroit, and has
completed three years of
study toward an A.B. degree
at the University of Miami in
Florida.
Over the years. Gowans has
carried a maximum instrumental music teaching
load at the institution.
When he came to the
campus, one of a handful of
music teachers, he taught
flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon,
orchestration, form analysis,
composition and a woodwind
class. He also found time to
conduct a string orchestra,
play in the school's symphony
orchestra with twice-a-week
night rehearsals and to play
viola in the faculty's string
quartet.
For many years, he taught
an woodwind instruments in
the applied music area, and
for about 15 years taught all
flute
and
double-reed
students.
He is widely recognized for
his unusual ability to successfully teach such a wide

DAVID(;ow AS

Ledger & Times
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Friendly Folks

Once-A-Year Mid-Summer

CLEARANCE

I_ YES,

MA'AM

41rilkIER
44 4
44A
Meet Rood Runner.
Hissportis racing.
Hisrestaurantis Hardee's.
`itiVNE, MAN, DOES THAT

ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
TASTE AS GOOD AS 11 LOOskS 3

Sporting Goods

For the Home & Car

Fishing

Swing 'N Fling Game. in.! • r'
•
nosed Flingers and 2

6-pc Salad Set -arge plastic salad bowl 0.•', •
tight I'd and 4 senring -bowls r.
Reg $388 Save $1.30

Zebco 2300 Rod

Wilson Tennis Racket. Adull or Jr
wood frame nvIen strings • ,
Reg S697 Save St 98

THEN I LL HAVE
THE BIG ROAST EEEF,

2.58

4.97

Reg 56 76

Food Container Set. 13 piece set in assorted sizes
•,.. shapes for leftovers etc
Reg 5384 Save S1 16

2.68

" 4.99

10" a 4
Colander/Culling Board. 18',"
sinks •
Plastic Fits in most

Chemold Tennis Racket Laminated wood frame
iitylon strings padded grip r • .e •
Reg $497 Save S200

297

o'
r

Reg $I 7 99 Save S3 12

14.87

Sale Price

9.87

leairce,
Air Mattress 72 r
colors
Reg S1 39 Sale Price

.99
1.48

Reg 12 19 Sale Price
Hibachi 2 Uriitc
merits .
Reg Si.'Save 52 00

YOU PE QtliTE
A SALESMAN,
k......roNG MAN,
•••i

4.99

11 MINN 811=1 INI=1 EMI IONE

*
MINI MIMI

THE BEST EATIN'SPECIAL:
TWO DELICIOUS BIG ROAST BEEF!
tAr \ SANDWICHES FOR ONLY$1.99.

•

Shri,b or Fir T,Pf,4.•
as
Reg S2 9F1 Your Choice

Vf.• •

Grip Spray Nrezie
tlitTy
Sale Pr ice

Coupon Expires August 8, 1979
mim Nom mom smn soon ssm NM MIMI NM MIMI

MN IMO OMNI NMI

•

16.86
1.67

Impulse Sprinkler
'
Sate Price

OTASCO

2.47
$118

Home 8 Track Player

$44

SaveS10 95

Save $12 00 set 014

29.96

Hydraulic Jack
••

S'

Save S4 22

Battery Terminals
Sale Price 2 for

1.88

Booster Cables
S1

••

8.97
1.24

12.99

$'8 4 ? Save S5 50
Minn Kota Electric rrsh

34.44
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.55
Miscellaneous
Save 515 55

Wood Roach Lure
Sale Price
Grub Worm Lure
Sale Price

Catalpa Worm Lure
Sale Price

Wooly Worm Lure
Sale Price
Black Gnat Lure
Sale Price

Yo-Yo Fliplail Worm
Sale Price

Weatherproof Lantern •

1.19

Sale Price
' ••

Shock Absorbers I

r

Grass/Leal Rake I

Sale Price

Hauled "MSTEMIN'ALL AROUND."

1.99

Black 8 Decker Cordless Grass Shears
rriSS-CrOSS
Reg $19°h Save S3 13
Pistol

Save S2 48

Rocker Recliner ..

• , $ ..1

• .

Jobel-Spoces

Garden Hose

U.S.641& Chestnut
Murray

1.87

Sale Price

1

18.88

Stearns Lite Jacket

Cricket Lure
Sale Price

;•

Sale Pnce

34.99

1.43

Sale Price

I.•

Sale Price

Good at all pan ticipating Hardees. Please present this coupon before,o;der ing
One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales tax due
on the purchase price. This coupon not good in combination with any othei offers...

Indoor Garden Tool Set
•i
ic'er trowel & sh

Immersion Heater

23.97

•

1.86

Longlife 20 Mower Powert.4 Briggs
orneeer r •
engine
Reg $1n495 Save $24 98

Reg $4499 Save S10 00

New Zebco 144XL Ultra Light Reel '

Watering Can 13,ds'

Cobra II Portable Radio •

89.97

f-IF

1.18

.23

Lawn & Garden
Weed Eater Tap N Cr ini.del If3L

1.18

Plant Mats. 6 , foam mid'

Sale Price
Vacucel Ice Chest

22.86

Zebco Omega X8L33 Spin Cast Reel

.63
.96

Mist Sprayer for Plants '
Sale Price

Sale Price

AND SLICED NICE AND
FHIN AND PILED VP HlGH

Zebco Omega One Reel

• ; $2499 Save S6 11

,
Watering Dispenser tor Plants L.
511,0 as needed for plants
Sale Price

Bancroft Tennis Racket B' 'an
leather grip .
Reg $1299 Save S3 12

YES,
MA'AM.

s-ze

S. '99 Save S6 02

des

Wilson "Jimmy Connors" Ral
Aluminris frame and leather grip •

2.17
7.77

Johnson Spirit Spin Cast Reel
Sale Price

Ice Cube Container Set

4.86

Reg S699 Save S2 13

Daiwa 2200A Reel

Sale Price

Sale Price

Aluminum Tennis Racket Won s,rinqs padded
grip

AND JUICY' IS IT 000D
AND JoiCY LIKE THEY sAY

8.88

Sale Price

Rubbermaid Pitcher .

4.86

ROAST Mr

•

$ 11 0. Save S3 09

1.87

Sale Price

Steel Tennis Racket Chrome finish frame Pad lel
a- • a
grip
Reg $699 Save S2 13

IT'S EVERYTHING
SAID IT WAS!
_

Wr- nien'
State
Murray
Society She aLs). is a thrce
term former preside•d
InLIN1, Frat
Phi Epsilon,
merits
They have three daughters
Judy , now Mrs Jiinno
Adams, lives in Werry. Ga
Elizabeth, now Mrs, Mitchell
lives in Murray and
manages the Murray Manor
apartment complex, whne
Jean is in Lowsyillt w here silt
is married to Paul Perkins, a
th.
dental student at
University of Louisville.

On May 10,, he was honored
by his music colleagues at a
and
dinner
retirement
presented with a ceran de
bowl made by Wayne Bates,
whose wife, Kay, is a voice
teacher at the university .
Mrs. Gowans is the former
Edna Jean Rush of Detroit
an
and
accomplished
musician in her own right. A
graduate of Wayne University
where she played solo cornet
with the Wayne band, she is a
former president of the
Murray Woman's Club and the

7.77
.97

"

Save S1 56

3.33

Westinghouse Light Bulbs
Sale Price olio of 2

••• •

FloorIsSpotlight Bulbs '
;-.

Limited to Quantities on Hand

Bel-Air Center -753-8391

Prices Good thru Sat., July 28th

2.77

Save S1 00

1

50.11 Ertension Cord
Save 52 50
S 4
Floodlight Fixture and Bulb .',
,s

This Sale Ends Saturday Prices Good Through
Saturday at All OTASCO stores
and Participating Dealers

1.07

•

Save 53 00

Vinyl 'Tubing Kits '

4.97
6.97

ta

2.94

Sale Price

7

,1.5041'
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Equal Rights Movement
Sprouts Among Forests
FRANKFOWT,

Ky.—The

equal rights movement has
sprouted among the trees of
Kentucky's forests and
produced a crop of "firsts" for
the state's Northeast Regional
Forestry Office at Morehead.
These firsts have been
logged by Leslie Cole of
Neptune, N.J., and Ann
Trofatter of Falls Church, Va.
They were among the first
women forest rangers hired
by the state Division of
Forestry. Ann also represents
half of the division's first
married team of rangers. Her
husband Glenn, of New
Haven, Conn., also works out
of the Morehead office.
Ann and Glenn married in
1977 after graduating from
Clemson University. They
were lucky enough to find two
openings in the Morehead
forestry office and began work
last December.
Leslie, a graduate of the
University of Kentucky,
started work with the division
in February.
The work of a forest ranger
is hard, physical labor. The
duties include laying fire
Lanes, planting trees, fighting
fires and marking timber. The
women are holding their own,
they say.
"It's really hard to adjust to
the physical efforts involved
in this job," Leslie said."A lot
of the time you get really tired
and wonder what you're doing
here."
"Raking line for fires,
getting blisters arid getting
stuck in your pickup out in the
country are a few bad points of
the job, but it's so diverse and
challenging that it really is
interesting."
The rangers aren't always
out in the field, though. There
are 15 counties in the
Morehead region, and several
times during the year the
rangers dress as Smokey the

COLGATE TOOTHPASTE
NEW!9 Oz. Size

Simply
will not
overcurl.
Styling system

'2"
with shaping rods

No Peroxide Color-Lotion
Washes Away Only The Gray VIP

NOW2 For

$316

Dunmar Drowse Diliate - Popular Styling

wiW_convenient drowse button for an extra
"forty winks". Also features lighted dial for
nighttime legibility. Decorative gold-color
hot stamping on dia. 334" high.
Model No. 22032 white, lighted dial

HAIR SPRAT
7 5 Ely

928
lEeidlift-AIS‘ENTED
EXTRA MOLD

were hiring two women, It
didn't affect me too much," he
said. "I just treat all three as
individuals, and everything's
worked out well."
People out in the district
have learned the women can
do the job, too.
-When we first started,
people around here were
taken aback," Leslie said.
"But as long as you can
communicate with people,
You're all right. They treat
you like anybody else."
But not quite like anybody
else, according to Ann's
husband Glenn.
"They seem to buy Arm
lunch a lot," he said, "arid
they never buy me lunch at
all."

WORKING TOGETHER — Glenn Trofatter, Ann Trofatter and Leslie Cole at work in the forest areas of northeastern Kentucky.

LOOK-LOOK-LOOK
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. AP i
— Two men charged with four
Bedford Hills slayings pleaded
innocent at a formal
arraignment as their lawyers
criticized Westchester County
authorities handling the case.
"They're trying to get a guy
and they don't care who they
get," Hyman Dechter, attorney for Junius Gray, 41, of
Brooklyn, said Tuesday. Gray
and Jimmie Lee Allen, 40, of
Plainfield, N.J., are charged
with the May 10 deaths of
Charles Frankel, former U.S.
assistant secretary of state;
Frankel's
wife, Helen;
Christopher Sperry, the 21year-old son of a Wall Street
stock broker; and Nellie
McCormick, who formerly
was the Sperry's governess.

TE RAIN
Each K:: iciudes a manicure stick
and an emery board inside an
attractive carrying case. Pick up a_.
_.Day Ace comb and the nail care

Bear and travel to public
schools to present fire
prevention programs.
"I love dealing with the
schools, giving programs for
the children," said Ann. "It's
like a public relations job."
"That's where we're different," Leslie said, "because
I like to be out in the woods
more. I really love working
outside and working independently. I guess those are
the two best things in this job.
The supervisors let you work
at your men pace."
Assistant district forester
Steve Crabill is the rangers'
supervisor at Mora/rad. The
female foresters are doing a
good job, he said.
"When I learned that we

J.H. Hardeman Nix
Used Car and Used Truck Inventory Reduction Sale
15 Days Only, July 14th-31st

Creig's Special
1977 Lincoln, 4 door, power windows, power
steering, door lock, less than 40,000 miles, green
loaded,sharp. Ride in comfort. Buy a big car for
a big man. Special $4,999.
F rst 4 suits teed .01 ..title iS. perciseser 10 Ti, Valise
certificates vier
tii WOO st000pe.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Smith

753-2617

THINZ
APPETITE
SUPPRESSANT
DROPS
25 cc

elf-el-dent

$244
NEW! DIET AID

Open 11 a.m. Daily
Open Sun.-Thurs. Till 12.-00 p.m
Open Fri. and Sat. Till 1 a.m.

Get your outdoor season Off! to a good start!

_Awn.
when
you buy

Buy an F2-S Flashlight,
and get FREE OW and other
valuable in-the-mail offers Get
details at your store and take
advantage of this excellent value

F2 FLASHLIGHT
WEATHERPROOF • RUGGED
SEALED CASE•IT FLOATS!

FLOATING TARGET LITE
Floating Target Lite - 6 volt lantern
with wireless construction. Just drop
battery into case and screw on lens
ring, large 3" reflector with positive
on-off switch. Complete with 509
Eveready battery.
Do you have a working flashlight?

Try DeVanti's 10 oz. chopped steak,
seasoned with just a touch of onion and
spices, served with a hot baked potato, oven
fresh bread,and a trip to our salad bar.
DeVanti's 15 ft. All-U-Can-Eat Salad Bar a
variety of over 30 fresh vegetables,fruits, and
pickled items.

The Place Where Particular
People Come To Eat.

For Carry Out Call 753-1314
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VISA' -
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Limit Rights Reserved-Equal Opportunity Employer
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_
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Motorcoach Tours,
Bus Travel Rises
During Shortage

Tourism Common Denominator For Businesses
FRANKFORT — At first
glance, the similarities among
eating and drinking establishments, hotels, motels, public
transportation systems, state
taxes, retail outlets, race
tracks and historical sites
may seem few. Actually, there
is one important common
denominator—tourism.
In 1978, tourists spent more
than $1.4 billion throughout
Kentucky. Approximately 47.4
million visitors from out of
state spent more than $1
billion for vacations, business
or personal reasons.
Tourism ranks as Kentuck)'s fifth-largest industry,
following manufacturing,

FRANKFORT—While the statewide economic benefits
motorcoach
nation's fuel situation is specifically from
for tours and bus travel are not
causing
concern
new Tourism
vacationers and persons available, the
eventually be
employed in the travel in- Department will
that inprovide
to
able
that
of
segment
dustry. one
those interested
market is experiencing formation to
dramatic increases and its in the market.
Local figures indicate that
growth is expected to conlast year motorcoach
since
tinue.
have increased 7
tours
Motorcoach tours and bus
travel are on the rise, ac- percent in Lexington and 73
cording to LB. Harper, percent in Louisville.
travel
for
supervisor
promotion in the new Kentucky Department of Tourism.
• Travel by motorcoach is now
the largest tourism market in
the country, he said.
Marketing efforts by the
state Department of public
information for motorcoach
tour programs have proven
successful, figures from the
Brokers
Tour
National
Association Directory show.
While the department's
is
program
aggressive
achieving its goal, much of the
credit for the increase in
motorcoach tours in Kentucky, Harper said, must go to
the personnel in hotels,
- motels, tourist attractions and
the state Parks Department.
"These people, as well as
city and regional tourism
organizations, have devoted
Whole Boston Batt Sliced
much time and effort to
bringing the commonwealth to
the attention of tour planners
in the motorcoach tour industry," he said.
Harper said motorcoach
travel increased significantly
in 1973-74 during fuel shortages and price increases. A
similar increase is expected
now, in the midst of similar
problems, he added.
"Buses are getting a
priortiy for. fuel," he explained. "We are also very
lucky in that we directed a
crash program in this
direction four years ago just in
case of an occurrence such as
this. It's more important now
than ever."
Harper said another reason
for increases in motorcoach
tours is the desire for
"hasslefree"travel.
All your problems are
taken care of," he said, emphasizing that tours provide
accommodations, sightseeing,
no worry about fuel and no
waiting in line for tickets as
with air-travel tours.
"You know the exact cost,
time and location—the whole
package," he. said. "And
travelers save 10 to 15 percent
because of the group rates for
travel and accommodations."
Another reason for using
motorcoach travel, Harper
said, is economics. "Besides
being a less expensive form of
travel, motorcoach use of
diesel fuel is more economical
than any other type of transportation," he added.
on
figures
Although

mining, contract construction
and agriculture.
A new Kentucky Department of —Tourism was
established July 1 by an
executive order from Gov.
Julian Carroll, to further the
growth of the travel industry.
Commissioner
Tourism
Hank Lindsey said the
department will give tourism
more credence.
"Nobody everAhought of it
as an industry in the past,"
Lindsey said. "There has been
no concentrated effort to
approach tourism from the
standpoint of economic
development. We need to treat
it like an industry."

their decisions, Lindsey said.
He noted a primary goal of
Of course the research
the department is the implementation of a division of division won't occur overtourism research. "People in
night," Lindsey said. "It will
business have never had the take a while to gear it up and
resources to use in making a find qualified people. It could
sound judgment before en- be a year before the division is
tering the tourism market," really established."
he explained.
Because of the foundation
The department combines provided by the divisions of
the division of tourism, for- tourism and advertising and
merly in the Commerce travel promotion, the creation
Department, and the division of the Department of Tourism
of advertising and travel was not the same as starting
promotion, formerly in the anew,he pointed out.
Public
Department .of
"The biggest problems are
Information. Neither Of those space and money, 1 Lindsey
divisions had access to the said.
information necessary to aid
With the establishment of a
those interested in making tourism department, Ken-

tucky has given tuorisnirelated businesses the stature
they need to be established as
an industry as no other state
has, he noted.
Since the state is located
within approximately a oneday drive from 70 percent of
the nation's population.
Kentucky officials are interested in taking advantage
of serving as the gateway to
the South.
traditional
Kentucky's
tourist market includes Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan, Illinois,
Ontario and Mississippi. An
international market has been
increasing consistently since
the three-day equestrian event

held last year at the Kentucky
Horse Park.
Lindsey sees the state's
tourism office in Brussels,
Belgium, as an investment
that is just beginning to pay
off. Because of its efforts in
providing informations about
Kentucky to tour leaders and
promoting Kentucky as a tour
destination, the state can
expect a steady increase in the
number of European tourists,
he said.
Union Gen. Ulysses S. Grant
occupied the Confederate
capital of Richmond, Va., in
1865.

BIG JOHN BRINGS YOU!

INFLATION FIGHTING SPECIALS!

Utah Symphony
Orchestra Completes
Piece In Downpour
OGDEN, Utah (API —
. When the Utah Symphony
.completed The Stars and
. Stripes Forever," there were
few dry eyes in the crowd
many members of the
audience gave up the
protection of their umbrellas
to shield the orchestra during
a downpour.
More than 2,500 persons
listened to the Weber State
College concert Sunday as the
..rain mounted to a crescendo.
Many musicians started to put
their valuable instruments
away, but volunteers were
solicited by conductor Ardean
Watts to protect the players
until the end of the concluding
piece.
On the program was a piece
from Beethoven's Pastoral
Symphony — The Storm."
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Alexander, TVA Meet To

TVA Considers Plan For Power Cuts
By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn.
I AP) — The Tennessee Valley
Authority is considering a
plan to entice industrial
customers to reduce their
power demands.
The proposal, to be submitted to the TVA board of
directors Thursday, is another
he government
step in
utility's continuing message to
industrial and residential
consul]iers: Save energy.
A TVA spokesman said
Tuesday that under the
proposal, TVA would agree to

utility's power stall will
recommend the proposal to
the TVA board at its upcoming
Knoxville meeting.
Crawford was interviewed
at the first of a TVA-sponsored
series of workshops to publicly
explain how the utility sets
power rates.
The six-hour session, ending
late Tuesday night, attracted
numerous businessmen who
queried TVA officials about
energy conservation, the bills
they are charged and how
much TVA plans to raise its
rates in October. The utility,
which twice deferred a rate

reduce without penalty the
power demand figure in a
contract with an industrial
customer if he could show he
had taken steps to reduce his
long-term demands.
The monthly charge to industrial users is based on the
contract demand figure, TVA
power division spokesman
Carl Crawford said. By
reducing this figure, the
manufacturer can trim the
amount he is billed for power.
"It's a method of trying.to
interest them in conserving,"
Crawford told a reporter.
He said the government

hike this year, says the electricit) demands to offOctober increase is inevitable peak tunes, he said.
because of inflation and inAn industry that had
creased borrowing of money reduced is contract power
for TVA projects.
demand figure still could
Crawford said that to approach TVA later on about
qualify for the proposed increasing it if the customer
money-saver rate, industrial had stepped up production,
customers would have to Crawford said.
convince TVA inspectors they
The utility serves 2.5 million
had taken effective steps to customers in Tennessee,
trini power demands.
Kentucky, Virginia, North
include Carolina, Georgia, Alabama
could
These
weatherizing plant buildings, and Mississippi.
cutting power usage by
production machinery or
production
changing
schedules to shift some

Talk About Nuclear Plants
By MATf YANCEY
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API
— After touting the virtues of
operating in the sunshine,
Gov. Lamar Alexander and
Valley
Tennessee
the
Authority have decided to
meet behind closed doors to
talk about the dangers TVA's
nuclear plants pose for the
state's 4 million residents.
both
for
Spokesman

the government utility said Tuesday it
was a mutual decision to bar
reporters fron) the scheduled
P-2-hour meeting Friday in
TVA Chhirman S. David
Freeman's office.
"It apparently is an informal discussion between the
governor and the board and
they don't want to have it open
to the press," TVA spokesman
Mike Butler said. "I don't
Alexander and
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Test Center Hours Will Be Extended
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know the specifics of it."
Officials in Alexander's
office described the meeting
as a "working session,"
exempting it from the state's
sunshine or open meetings
law.
"They agreed that they
would have a private meeting
and then be available to the
media after that," John
Parrish, the governor's press
secretary said. "They'll have
a full discussion of everything
after the meeting."
Alexander and Freeman
each repeatedly have said in
the past they think the state's
and TVA's business should be
conducted in the open.
TVA now has 10 nuclear
reactors at four sites under
construction in Tennessee,
including a four-reactor
facility 25 miles from Nashville that will be the world's
largest nuclear plant when
completed.
The first of the 10 reactors,
at the Sequoyah plant just
north of Chattanooga, .is
scheduled to begin generating
power early next year.
A TVA task force last month
recommended extending the
evacuation area from three to
10 miles around Sequoyah in
the event of a nuclear accident.
Butler said TVA and state
Civil Defense officials still are
working on the evacuation•
plan but that it will be finished
and also approved by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission before Sequoyah
starts up.
The TVA task force was
established in the wake of the
March 28 accident at the
ThreeMile Island plant in
Pennsylvania. While its report
was being prepared, TVA
ordered its employees not to
talk with the public or the
press about the its nuclear
program.
Keel Hunt,a policy assistant
on Alexander's staff, said he,
State Public Health Commissioner Eugene Fowinkle
and Adj. Gen. Carl Wallace
will accompany the governor
at the meeting.
"They just agreed it would
be an informal session," Hunt
said. "They need to feel each
other out, get to know one
another. There will likely be
some other things besides
nuclear power that will come
up just because of the
relationship between the state
and TVA."
Also representing TVA at
the meeting will be Director
Richard M. Freeman and
General Manager William
Willis, Butler said.
Freemans,
two
The
unrelated, and Willis were in
Washington on Tuesday to
open a new TVA office there
and to make what officials
said were courtesy calls on
congressmen. Efforts to reach
them to ask whY the meeting
with Alexander was closed
were unsuccessful.
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FRANKFORT — Residents
of the Bowling Green,
Hopkinsville, Owensboro and
Paducah areas will soon be
able to take two state merit
examinations per session
instead of one, due to new and
extended test center hours.
The extension of services is
being offered to cut travel to
Frankfort by job applicants
and to permit more time for
applicants desiring to take
more than one test.
Ernest Fowler, director of
the Personnel Department's
Division of Recruitment and
Examinations, said the
new schedules for test centers
In western Kentucky should
save more than one-half
million miles driven between
western
Frankfort and
Kentucky annually.
Besides doubling the testing
hours, the test centers will be
open one additional Saturday
per month. Local residents
will now be able to take four
tests per month rather than
just one.
Persons interested in taking
state tests at the centers must
make prior arrangements
through the Division of
and
Recuitment
Examinations,
Kentucky
Department of Personnel, at
(502) 564-8030.
State a pplicitions are
available from all local area
Manpower Services office' s
and from the Department :Of
Personnel.
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Genealogical Research May
Be Answer For Teachers
FRANKFORT
Genealogical research - the
tracing of family ancestory may be the answer for history
teachers in search of a project
with appeal to students. The
Kentucky Historical Society
and
GenealogY
History
Library has an introductory
information
of
packet
available to teachers and
other interested persons at no
charge.
packet
beginner's
"The

States. Family folders which
indocumented
contain
formation provide another
helpful source. Other sources
reference
of
genealogical
include abstracts of wills,
marriages, deeds, pensions,
records, census
cemetery
records and newspaper on

Annex in Frankfurt, which has
one of the finest and most
complete collection of Kentucky history and genealogy'
-some 50,000 volumes."
published
with
Along
genealogies and biographies,
the library has a rare book
room with volumes which date
back to the 1700s. These include all the House and Senate
journals and the governors'

books.
Another feature of the
library is a collection of
historical quarterlies from
other historical societies and
organizatioas in the United

McDonnell, librarian.
_'Students and other beginning
genealogists may want to visit
_the_lihrary_ia the Old Capital

ACROSS
1 High mountain
4 Snakes
5 Escaped
12 Sesame
13 Animal coat
14 European
Country
15 Chinese pagoda
16 Vigorous
18 Prodded
20 Fasten
21 Chaldean
City
22 Pigpen
23 Preposition
27 Enemy
29 Stipend
_
30 Pry
31 Amid
32 Taste
33 Droop
----Ze_lorpnour
35 De-a-Pare-37 Bushy
clump
38 Males
39 Carry ,
40 Fondle
41 Greek letter
42 Horse color
44 Parking 47 State
51 Siamese native
52 Centur,
plant.

2 Falsifier
3 Scourge
4 Imitated
5 Wash gp
6 Sufficient
7 Wander
8 Sentiment
9 Illuminated.
10 Silkworm
11 Month
Abbr
17 Army abbr
19 Interjection
22 Weaken
24 Negative
25 Heavy volume
26 Unlock
27 Clenched
hand
28 Preposition
29 Dessert ._
30 Mournful
32 Stricter
33 Drunkard

54 Worm
55 Young
salmon
56 Ireland
57 Pheasant
brood
DOWN
1 Aleutian island
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Best quality and
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Five-Year Suspended
Sentence Meted Out
To Owensboro Man

depression
Large
glass, show and sale,
July 26th through the
29th. Also antiques.
collectibles and plan-

por-

ts.

?tot° Copy

Hackie*
Sales i Service
TWIN LANES
OFFICE PRODUCTS

I

1S34123
I
•

1

LOUISVILLE. (AP) - A
fiveyear suspended sentence
was meted Monday to an

Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

Owensboro man who then was
placed on probation for the
same length of time.
Judge
Circuit
Jefferson
granted
Nicholson
S.Rush
Murray
to
probation
C.Rainwater, 29, who pleaded
guilty to a charge of criminal

Mother's
Day
Out .
First
United
The
Methodist Church is
now accepting applications for Mother's
Day Out. Ages 3 months through 5 years.
for
Call
753-3812

received *a 20-year sentence
after he pleaded guilty three
weeks ago to a murder
charge.
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FOR MY FOLKS,GO
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All 'display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds must be submitted by 12 noon the
pubbefore
day
Excluding
lication.
classified ads for Monday. We ask you to call
by 10 a.rn.Saturday.
6. HELP WANTED
C.C.U. NURSE Specialist
New 4 bed CCU, modern
equipment. Directed by
internists and staffed only
with qualified CCU nurse
specialists 104 bed facility,
35 minutes from Lexington,
and
Recreational
KY.
opportunities
educational
nearby. Relocation expenses
plus bonus. Call collect C
Dampier, D.N.S. 606 498
1220 An equal opportunity
employer.
DEMONSTRATORS'
ME R R I.MAC enables you to
earn cash on your own hours
Our guarenteed line of toys
and gifts plus super hostess
'incentives make this party
plan program unbeatable.
No investment, delivery or
collection. Call collect to Ann
Baxter, 319 556 8881 or write
Jackson,
Merrt Mac, 801
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
PAINEXPERIENCED
TERS, steady work. For
753-0839.*
interview call
JANITOR. MUST be able to
run buffer, work late hours
Call 753 9757.
ap
ACCEPTING
NOW
plications -for full or part
position.
sales
time
Experience
preferred,
background in stereo, CB,
computers, or electronics
helpful. Apply in person at
Radio Shack, Olympic Plaza,
Murray.
OBSTETRICAL
NURSE,
construction, new
new
equipment, recreational and
educational
opportunities
nearby. 104 bed facility, 35
minutes from
Lexington,
Young
Physicians
KY.
established in practice.
Relocation, expenses paid
bonus. Immediate
plus
Call collect C
openings
Dampier D.N S. 606 498 1220.
An equal opportunity em
ys only
immediate
construction,
modern equipment 104 bed
es from
facility, 35 mm
educationalexing tOn, K Y
and
Recreational
opportunities nearby. Relocation expenses
plus bonus. Call collect C
Dampier D.N S. 606 498 1220
An equal Opportunity ern

CARE TO
JOIN US
IN
PUS4-I - UPS

ROOM
EMERGENCY
P
nurse Immediate opening,
emergency
service
new
opening August 1st. 10.4 bed
facility, 35 minutes from
24 hour
Lexington. KY
physicians Recreational and
Raeilocatolopripoerxtpuennitsieess
nearby.education

of.

3
24Y,

Earn good money as
an Avon Representative. Fresh air.
people.
Friendly
Flexible hours. For
details, call 753-5750.
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LOOK A LOT
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BE YOUR
OWN BOSS
THIS SUMMER
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Office Space for I
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.
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ANTIOVE MALL
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CARTER STUDIO
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facilitation.
The charge stemmed from
12
ill
1111111
the death of Ronnie Lee
15
17 IIMII Hocutt, 30, of Theodore, Ala.,
all
- who was found dead of stab
19
1 ill
111
and guPshot wounds May 12 in
21
Hill
AMU Louisville's- - Crescent
il
section. A welder and ironWI
illi1111
worker, Hocutt left his
32
31
father's home in Winfield,
36
35
Ala., to find work ,in OwenMINI
and his presence in
sboro
40..
Ma
39UUN
Louisvillewas unclear.
46
44
42 43
Another Owensboro 'man,
51
50 1
47 48 49
41,
J.Williams,
Duane

ha

00,,
42
14 Lt., .I•111

EAR
STUDS

564-3016.

44 Average
36 Near
45 Simple
37 More taut
46 Ascend
38 Hand
47 Hit lightly
warmer
48 Guido s
40 Glue
high note
41 Hebrew let49 Conjuncbon
tec,
50 Mans name
43 Diphtong
6

Hardware

BIBLE CALL
Wednesday and
Thursday hoar
"What is Noll
Like"759-4444 or
"Childronrs Story"
159-4445.

.McDonnell said.
For more information about
the library or its services,
contact Anne McDonnell, 502-

moon ODD OMB
0000 01913 COED
151131110L10 013001:10
MEMEL]
ta1301110
MOD EOM
IMO GOMM EMU
U111
000
MID LODOB OCIR
GOOD GIME
13013120
131210M1
MIMEO 00001113
BODO OMB BOGIES
ROOD DOD MIMI

Let us reset
them in lowlv
Tar Resist ible".

4,+Am ri

tion

ANY

DIAMONC6?

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

library, the system will detect
these materials, whether they
are in a briefcase, purse or
books,"
other
among

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

DO YOU 01.11 N

I. k Spy,. idAt), At
Starks

electronic book seeurity system last year.
someone accidentally
picks up a book or some
papers which belong to the

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

2. NOTICE - - -- -GOD IS Love. Bible study,
anytime. Bible Facts and
Free Store, 759-4600
WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753 6333

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

microfilm.
The library currently serves
around 16,000 researchers per
year who come from all over
Kentucky, other states and
countries, such as Switand
England
zerland,
Australia. To improve -services to patrons and guard the
many irreplacable items, the
Historical Society installed an

papers. These are available
for use with the permission of
the librarian. There are some
restrictions for use of the rare

includes family tree charts,
instructions and a list of
helpful sources to do research,
Anne
to
"according

1. LEGAL NOTICE
_
I, CHARLES N Axson, will
not be responsible for any
debts other than my own as
of July 18, 1979.
2. NOTICE
FREL STORE, 7594600.
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plus bonus Call collect C.
Dampier (3 N S 606 498 1220.
An Kiva) OPPOrtunity em
plo er.
EARN EXTRA Money! Ideal
Homemakers. New
for
survey to update Murray
directories
community
Absolutely no selling . Most
work can be done from your
home by Phone Generous
compensation Small amount
Of house to house work
required Must be able to
'work at least 5 hours per day
we train you Must have
telephone and good hand
writing. Apply in own hen
dwriting giving name, ad
dress; and telephone num
ber to Johnson Publishing
Co mpany, c 0 Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 32Y,
Y 42071.
Ei-PERIENC!E0
MECHANIC at Murray
Muffler. 7th and Maple
Streets

6. HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED, Hickory
Hut Bar b q needs a person
to cook in the pit 3 days a
week Also need part time
day help. Stop by Hickory
Hut to fill out application
Located on Chestnut Street
Please no phone calls.
RN
STAFF
nurse.
Immediate openings. New
construction, modern
equipment, 104 bed facility,
35 minutes from Lexington,
KY
Recreational
and
educational
opportunities
nearby. Relocation expenses
Plus bonus. Call collect C.
Dampier, DNS
606 498•
1220. An equal opportunity
employer
SEWING
MACHINE
operators. Apply in person
Calloway Manufacturing
111
Company,
Poplar,
Murray, KY.
TWO YEARS paid Nuclear
Field training Must be at
least a high school diploma
grad Have good ability in
math (algebra) Must be 17
to 24 years ,ofd. Excellent
salary, paid
vacations,
medical plan and other job
related benefits. We provide
up to two years of electronics
or
advanced
mechanical
training in nuclear reactor
fields. Call Navy (502) 753
6439 or call toll tree 1 800 841
8000.
WApTED: FARM -families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134.
WE
NEED short term
supervisor to co-ordinate
community
directory
workers. • Must be able to
6
hours per day for
devote
approximately 3 weeks
Applicant needs to have a
good knowledge of Murray
area and enjoy working with
people. Apply to P 0. Box 32
Y, Murray, KY 42071.
WANTED: UNATTACHED
lady to care for invalid lady
Home. Salary. Phone 7591661.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
group
medical
hospital coverage Call Steve
Payne, office 75.3,7273, home
759 1134.

16. HOME FURNISHINGS
SOFA, $50. ROCKER, $25,
sewing machine plus at
tachments, $40, antique
$150.
organ,
pump
miscellaneous goods. cheap
Call 759 1679.
SIX HARD rock maple
chairs, maple hutch and
Walking Exercisor machine.

C811253
17. VACUUM CLEANERS

KIRBY
VACUUM
CLEANERS
Fur factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call 19011
642-7819 Located at 102 W
Washington St , Court Square,
Parts. TN

19. FARM EQUIP.
15.3 CAT, exeilTinrco-ficlITTOW:
Call 753-6491.
FOUR- R 0111--crop-siusArer-3.
point hitch, $85. 753 9992 or
753 3191.
I948 RED BELLY Ford and
equipment. Excellent con
dition. 7531507.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
GIRL'S FREE Spirit 10.
speed bike 24 inch, good
condition,$50 Call 753 6002.
22. MUSICAL
ATTENTION! START your
child in music this year. Now
is the time to buy a piano at a
spectacular low price and
the Back to School
avoid
rush We have 52 pianos to
Name your
choose from
price. We have two practice
pianos starting at $100 each
Coma, to Kimball Music
Broadway,
Center, 601
Paducah, KY or call 4.43 3879
SPINET PIANO used like
new Used console and grand
pianos
Practice
pianos
Baldwin pianos and organs
Lonardo Paino Company,
across from the Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee.
23 EXTERMINATING
ANN.

10 BUS C.PPORTUNITY
Own your own beautiful Jean
and Fashion shop, offering the
latest In Fashion Jeans. Sportswear, Ladies Apparel,
Content Jewelry, and other
related fashicris You may
select your beginning Inventory from over 135
Nationally known brands
815.50300 includes beginning
inventory. training and
Pros You may have your
owe in as bale as 15 days.
Collates Jaekase4014634ist
11. INSTRUCTIONS
NOW
COMPUTERS.
arranging a TRS 80 com
outer class for Murray, one
day in near future Inquire at
Radio Shack, Olympic Plaza
MEDICAL LABORATORY
Technician class starts
1979
10,
September
Enrollment limited Apply
now Call (615) 526 3660 or
write Cumberland School of
'Medical Technology, 321 N
Washington Ave., Cookeville,
TN 38501.
12. INSURANCE
WANTED: FARM familieS
interested in a top notch
group
medical
major
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753,7273, home
759-1134.
14. WANT TO BUY
1967 CAMARO DOOR panels.
in good shape. Call 753-7393.
K3CAR S. Call after 5 pm,
$74 8834.
WANTED TO buy: Stancfing
timber, top prices paid. 489_
/334.
WANT TO buy, 2 to 3 bushels
of Kentucky Wonder green
beans for canning. 753 2898.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOUR OF 8 55 15 Good Year
snow tires mounted on 15"
Ford Mercury wheels, good
condition, $25 Springs and
mattress for double bed, 5.30.
Call 753 4574 or 436 5516
•

SUMMER SALE

Kelley's Termite
K Pest Eontrol
si.
MX.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
SAWDUST FOR sale. We
deliver. Days 19011 352 5777
or nights (901) 352 3632 or
352 1487

24. MISCELLANEOUS
STERLING SILVER SO Per
cent off. Gorham, Wallace,
Barton
Reed
Towle,
Lonardo Piano Co., 106 S.
Market Street, Paris, TN.
YARD LIGHT for sale. May
be used for security light or
to add beauty to your yard
$15 each Call Murray Manor
Apartments.753-8668.
26. TV-RADIO
MACO 300 BILATERAL
amatuer linear worth $1 per
watt, now only $250. 492 8834.
NEED A new color t v, bill
Short on cash? We have a 19"
color for only $15 a montkor
25'' for only $22 per month.
Underwarranty Claytons, J
8. B Music, 753 7575.
PIERCE SIMPSON Bengal
AM SSB, CB, base or mobile
With slider New was $449,
now $200. 492 8834.
STACK. 3 MOSBEY'S CB
antenna, can talk to Canada
and Mexico. New $150, now
$75. 492 82134.
USED ZENITH color r.v.,
cabinet triode!, 5150.S/ill 7516945 after 2 pm.
27. MOB. NOME SALES
TWO
BONANZA
•12x65
bedroom, all electric, washer
in
dryer, located
and
country. Call 753-6204.
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
K Irksey. Call 409-2248 after 5
Pm.
1973 GUETRDON, 12x40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, furnished. Price
5.3250. Call 753 2762
1974.
-HOME
MOBILE
Challenger 14.70, $6800
Moving out of state, must sell
immediately 753 4762 or 753
8430 -after 5 30.
12.65 ON ONE acre land
near E. Elementary School'
2 bedroom, completely
furnished, washer, dryer,
freezer, storms, central air
and heat. 753-5175.
28. MOB. NOME RENTS
FOR RENT. 2 mobile home
lots. Call 753.7568.
TRAILER FOR rent. See
Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court
12.60 TWO BEDROOM,
central heat and air, new
carpet
new
furniture,
throughout. See at shady
Oaks, no phone calls please.
TRAILER SPACE for rent in
Hazel, KY on east State Line
•Road. Ca11.492 11.352.
21. HEATING & COOLING
AIR CONDITIONERS. 17,000
BTU. Westinghouse. 16.000
BTU Phiico, 14,000 BTU
Admirial, 14,000 BTU York
Call 753 0762.
TWO 110 VOLT window air
conditioners. Cali 753 4333.

As of July 20th the BEAL'S l'UNEUP
AND CARBURETOR SERVICE will be
owned and operated by Mr. Paul Little.
Mr. Little will be operating the shop full
time for general automotive repair.
I deeply appreciate the loyal customers
and fine friends I have known while in the
small business. Nate Beal.

WE BRING PEOPLE HOME

It4
Absolutely everything! Family Room with
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining room!
All built-ins! Formal living Room! Double car
garage! Central heat & air & much 'more!
Presented at $59,900.

Snobs
30 tif 50% off so
asi1 Nemo Pleats July 23 and
July 25.

NOFFMAN'S NURSERY
94E Mieray,Ky.
opens LIM to5 p.m.

Ful FOR

MUST SELL! 3 speed VM
table model record player.....„
men's large size clothing;
hard rock maple dough box
Call 753 0309

SALE

length wedding
gown, size 10, only one
left, 42 price. Call 753-

8365 from 8:30 to 5
p.m.
WE BUY and seit used air
conditioners. 753 1551 or 753•
9104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
BROWN CARPETING $125;
twin bedroom set $125;
dresser $40, chest $30. couch
S30. Lots of household items.
436 2248 before 3 pm.
FOR SALE: Washer and
refrigerators,
dryer, 2
sewing machine, and red
Call 753
table.
wood picnic
7941 during the day or 753
3390 after 6 pm.
Matching
FOR
SALE •
Calvenator gold stove and
refrigerator, 4 piece living
room set; bedroom suite.
Almost new. Other household
a mile
items available
South of Uncle Jeffs.
suite,
ROOM
LIVING
bedroom suite, electric
Call
chair
range. recliner
753 8371 after 7 pm.
7 PIECE DINING room set;
7 piece complete bedroom
set, side by side 17 cu. ft.
Admiral refrigerator. All
furniture only 4 months old.
Call 436-2862.
ROUND MAPLE kitchen
in
inches
41 1/2
table,
diameter, with 11 2 inch leaf
Call 753 9520

903 Doran Road. Just call for an appointment to
see this 3 BR home that's on the market for the
first time. It's in the city school district and
within walking distance of Murray High School.
It features central gas heat & central electric
air. There's over 2,050 total sq. ft. and is offered
for $53,500.

Is inflation beating you down' One way to keep
up is to own your own home. Let us show you this
attractive 3 BR home that is conveniently
.located at 1510 Clayshire. Offered in low $30's.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Rea Talon 753-9894
Joe Kennon 436-5676

Lee Ana Milian 753-6643
Jerile• &vein 753-8674

P 4GE 7-8
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
43. REAL ESTATE
TWO BE,.
°M
46. HOMES FOR SALE
49. USED CARS
house. N°14°
o Pets. furnished GET IT while it lasts. 2
WE HAVE SO used air con
53. SERVICES OFFERED
Depositbedroom cabin near the lake
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
BY OWNER Frame house,5 1978 T BIRD, LOADED.
Jitioners for sale They must required. Call 753 9829
nestled
in the woods for only
acres, with 12x65 3 bedroom excellent condition, one
37. L1VESTOCK-SUPP.
901 Call 753 9104 or 753 1551
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
$9,900
MITCH
Most
ELL BLACK TOP
of furniture
trailer located 9 miles from owner Can be seen at 609
IF YOU are at least 16 and stays
31. WANT TO RENT
and this is new. Nelson
PING, driveways and small repair 718 South 4th Fast
Murray
Terms available. Sycamore
service. 753 7400.
WANTED: TWO or three would like to learn about Shroaf Co., 759 1707
jobs
a
specialit
y, also patPhone
492.8178.
1975 VEGA HATCHBACK, 4. ching
bedroom trailer for rent in Horseshoeing, call toll free 1- GEM IN a perfect
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and
seal
coating.
753
setting!
DELUXE NEW 4 bedroom, speed, factory
It
air, and 1537
country Call 759 4084 after 800 624 1929
and air conditioning, repairs
is a pleasure to show you the
2i, bath home in Canterbury
factory tape 42,000 actual
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
five.
outstanding features of this 4
MOBILE HOME anchors and remodeling around Inc
Priced to sell Call 753-3903 miles $1550 753 8124
home, such as. painting,
BEAUTIFUL ADULT Calico bedroom tri level Efficient
Alumin
32. APTS. FOR RENT
for further information
WILL BUY wrecked and underpinum and fiberglass carpentry, and concrete. 753.
ning, white, beige,
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2 cat, has been spayed. 753- floor plan includes family
junk
cars,
2211
junk
or 753-9600.
car
motors,
sized kitchen, dining room
and brown
TWO BEDROOM house, batteries,
tzlocks from University, 5110 3994 in the evening
Roofs sealed.
and radiators. Call Also patio
WET
BASEMENT' We
paneled throughout, some Purson
awnings
,
per month. Phone 753.4140, AKC REGISTERED Basset with china cabinet, ferriily
open
or
and Sons, 437-4719.
Screened in, with or without make wet basements dry,
Hound, male, 1 year old. very room with built,in bookcases
carpet. Located in North
436 2411 or 759 1154.
USED
50.
work
and
TRUCKS
complete
windows
ly 9verenseed.
fireplac
.
e,
Element
built-in
Also
ary
friendly
School district.
desks
, $125. Call 753.5984.
carports,
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
and
1978
Priced to sell. Call 753-8242.
CHEVY
VAN, single and double sizes Jack Call or write Morgan Conbedroom, unfurnished. $185 AKC REGISTERED male large vanities in bedrooms,
structio
n
Co. Route 2, Box
master bath with
customized by Winnebago. Glover, 753-1873 after 6 pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
Boston Terrier, beautiful and
pet month. Quiet neigh
dressing area. Don't post
Call 759 4459 after 5 pm.
ROOFING, REMODELING, 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
loving dog. Phone 753-5048.
borhood. Call 753.9096.
1973 HONDA 350 SL, excall
pone happiness, come see
day
or
night, 1 442 7026
cellent condition, very low 1969 CHEVROLET PICKUP. painting interior and ex- YOUR
NICE FURNISHED one REGISTERED
AKC Call 753 1492. Offered by
TREES could be
terior. Anything to do with
Call 753-9235 after 4 pm.
mileage. Call 759-4822.
bedroom apartment. Inquire Bloodhound puppies for sale. Loretta Jobs Realtors
carpentary we can do it. silently suffering from insect
Paul Bailey, 753 3723.
100 South 13th Street
1975 HONDA MR 175, good 1977 DODGE VAN, 318 burns Reasonable
rates. 20 years attack and or fungus disease.
condition. Also a MX bicycle. regular, overhead consqle, 5 experience.
NEWLY DECORATED, 41. PUBLIC SALES
Senior Citizens A new method of pesticide
bucket seats, custom in753-6863.
carport, refrigerator, stove, FOUR PARTY yard
injection to your trees can
discount
.
Phone 753-2418,
sale,
terior,
sunroof
and
power
washer and dryer Mature Hazel, on Center Street.
correct most of these
1972 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder, vent,
am til 9 pm.
includes CB and
person or couple preferred Thursday, Friday, and
problems easily and quickly.
good condition. 753 9564 or tapepla
yer,
FLAT
2
or
battery ROOFING,
*
No pest. $185 per month plus Saturday from 8 til 5 pm.
436-5855.
shingles, water proofing and Scientific and effective. Call
system. 492,8834
19711 OrtonDO Fsaooe
depoSit. 753 0291.
today,
Socncant
EPA
certified.
Inc
HARLEY DAV ISQN 1200 CC, 1978
GIANT EldHT family yard
DATSUN PICKUP, King mobile homes. 15 years Kelley's Termite 8. Pest
ONE BEDROOM furnished sale! Antiques,
Electro glyde. Fully dressed, Cab,
experience. Call 435-4173.
glasswe
5
speed,
u,
11,000
Control, Inc., 100 South 13th
miles,
basement apaitMeni, Furniture, toys, fishing
faring and saddle bag, ex
BOY MAJORS
WILL HAUL driveway white P
Still under
Street,
hone75
Murray,
this Committee there
,33K Y4r2s
utilities furnished. No pets. equipment,
071.
a
cellent condition. $2000. Call 489-2184. warrenty,25 mpg, rock_and Ag
Avon bottles. /
lime, also have
1
4
REAL
ESTATE
Deoglit Call 753.9829.
years
753-6564.
mile south of Dexter on 641,
any
type
of
brown
or white eper ience in pest control.
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevrolet
.
753-808
0
BEDROOM
TWO
Pea gravel. Call Roger
un- July 26th, 27th, and 28th.
•
1976 360 SUZUKI DIRT bike, truck, one owner. Also 110
56. FREE COLUMN
furnished apartment, GARAGE
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545.
SALE, Thursday,
Fedders air
many extras. Call 436-2862.
conditioner.
Professional Sers o
available immediately. 753. Friday and
LONG
HAIRED
black_
Saturday, from 8
Phone
492-8360
after
5
pm.
+h al. l'ht F riendb, Tout h
YAMAHA MX 100. 435-4446.
striped male kitten, 8 weeitS
4331.
til 5.410 South 12th Street,
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
1975
GMC
SIERRA
Grande
old. 436 5434.
49. USED CARS
home,
TWO 2 BEDROOM apart LEAVING
BR.,
bath
2
2'1
4
TOWN sale:
pickup, low mileage, priced
ments,
57. WANTED
furnished,
1978 BUICK
water Saturday. July 28th. All
SKYLARK to sell at $1750. 753-7477.
fireplaces, den front
furnished. Contact Paul at household
Landau,
305
WANTED: FARM families
V8,
gets
23
mpg,
items. /
1
4 mile
51.
CAMPE
bedroom and hall newRS
Bears Tuneup Shop,753.8119. South of Uncle Jeffs.
13,100 actual miles, one
interested in a top notch
HAIL DAMAGED clearance
major
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
medical
ly carpeted. Central
Real Estate owner. Call 753.0366.
group
MOVING SALE, beside
sale.
Many
units
at
cost.
hospital
coverage. Call Steve
1976 CHRYSLER
ROOM FOR rent, 2 blocks Black's Grocery at Stella
COR- White's
Gas heat, cent, air, apSouthsicle Cour f S7
Camper
Sales,
Payne,
East
office
DOBA,
753-7273,
400
lean burn, burns
home
from University, $65 per Furniture, clothes, dishes,
prox. 1 acre w/shade
Murray, Kentucky
759.1134.
regular gas, leather interior, 94 Highway, Murray. 753
month
utilities
included, upright piano, stove. Friday
trees. Low 60's.
37,000 miles, excellent gas 0605.
boys only 753 4140 or 436- and Saturday at 9 am.
mileage. (Was wife's car). VENTURE
POP•UP, ex2411
903 Doran Road. Just
SIX PARTY yard sale
42 Acres, mostly tencellent condition, 3 burner
492-8834.
Saturday, July 28th, starting
call
for
an
stove,
apice
box.
753-9795.
dable
fertile
1963 CHEVROLET BELAIR
creek bot9 am, 1508 Henry Street.
44.040t
pointment to see this 3
2-door with 327 cu. in. motor, 1970 WINNEBAGO MOTOR
tom land, good 2 br.,
TWO BEDROOM. dining YARD SALE! Thursday and
82,000 on motor, motor needs home, 17', less than 27,000
BR home that's on the
room, living room, one bath, Friday, 8 til 6'. Prices
Friday, July 27th, 7 p.m., rain or shine at the Cecil Thurman home,
home family room,
to be wired up, etc. Also 4 miles. Call 345-2157.
screened in back porch, reduced.
market
New
`for
items.
the
first
1104 Pogue Murray, Kentucky across from Carroll Tire
barrel intake for sale, fits 52. BOATS & MOTORS
large kitchen-dining
garage with storage room, Material, drapes, household
time. It's in the. city
1969 327, will take $30. Asking CHALLENGER
Will sell electric stove, refrigerator, air conditioner heaters,
area. Spacious living
floored attic with pull down items, bicycles, furniture.
BASS
boat.
$250 for car. Must sell! Call trailer,
school district and
115 hp Johnson
stair Call 753 5273, ask for 902 Stratford, Gatesborough
fons, small appliances, bedroom suites, odd chairs, chests, night
room.
Only
753-1887.
$58,900.
motor,
depth finder and
Ed West
YARD SALE, Wednesday
sitthin
walking
stand, book shelves, dishes, cooking utinsels, 1967 Mercury
1978 DODGE OMNI. Call 492
trolling motor. Call 753-9235.
and Thursday, across from
Establi
distanc
shed
e
8877.
business
of
,
Murray
Monteray runs good, other items For information call
Pottery
14'
JON
BOAT, 5 hp motor, 7
in Stella
36. RENT OR LEASE
Large
good earnings to in1973
High
FIREBIRD, LOW
month old trolling motor and
men's clothes. From 9 til 9.
School.
AN ALTERNATE
It
mileage. Formula. Call 753. battery. Call 436-2227.
YARD
vestment. Located in
features central gas
SALE,
TO RENTING
Friday
1864.
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT tri.
evening
1104
Mini
Pogue
Shopping Center.
heat
&
415-412111 Lynn Orey• K.neuclry
central
electric
FIAT 128, 1975, LOW mileage hull, 75 hp Johnson Stinger
Rented dollars are
Refrigerator,
stove,
Warehouse
Seller
air.
35,000,
will
There's over 2,050
white,4-door. Call 759
motor plus trailer, all 76
household
instruct
goods,
and'
wasted dollars. This
1739 after 5 pm.
model. $3000 firm. Call 489miscellaneous items.
buyer regarding
Storage Space
total sq. ft. and is
three bedroom home
1968 FIAT 850, 43,000 actual 2248 after 5 pm.
Operation, call for
offered for $53,500.
For Rent
affords the privacy
miles, 4-speed automatic 14' SAIL BOATNand trailer.
Stick shift, excellent con. Call 753-1202.
753-4758
your family needs,and
•
Jobs Soli& halter
dition. $850. 753-8124.
23. SERVICES OFFERED
allows you to invest
1979 HONDA ACCORD LX, APPLI
ANCE
6tat.
REPAIR,
those
otherwise
3,000 miles, $6800. Call 753- refrigeration
GOOD. TWO bedroom home
and air conrental 2269 or 753-2266.
wasted
ditioning. Call Bill Rollins,
with large room on second
payments. Located /
basement. Nice lot
floor,
1
2 1974 HONDA CIVIC, 2.door, 753-0762.
753-7411 (anytime)
$1350. Call Paglias and ask ADDITIONS,
Near Southside Shopping
block from Carter for
REPAIR work,
Manager,753-2975.
$23,500
Center
Only
circulating
fireplaces,
School.
Home
features 1974 MUSTANG, NEW tires, roofing,
Every Saturday night
Galloway Realty, 522 Main
Attention Sellers
insurance work. Call
Street. Phone 753-5842.
a nice family room, 25 mpg. 753-4705.
6:00 p.m. at Henry
Murray Remodeling. 753-.Our successful sales
lots of storage space, 1972 MONTE CARLO, 5167.
Auction House in
Ideal for.storing house
campaign has left us
running good. Call 753-6255.
BYARS BROTHERS & Sonextra garage and
&Utley Auction &
Henry, Tenn. Ph. 901full of furniture, cars,
General home remodeling,
1973 MONTE CARLO Lanwith more buyers than
chain
link
fence
in
Realty
E42-0919 or 243-4882.
Sales
antiques,
dau, approximately 18 mpg, framing, aluminum siding,
business
we have listings. Call
backyard, and plenty $1600 or best offer. Call
Cal RUNNY MINOT
492, gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
overflows, etc. Phone
or come by if you want
Auctioneer Realtor
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
of shade. Priced at 8359
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
Appraiser
to sell. Your property
BACKHOE WORK, septic
1969 PONTIAC LEAAANS
&39 900.
Pit 901.479-2986 479-3713
tanks, gravel and dirt
station
wagon, AM-FM
may be exactly what
South Fulton Term
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
radio, air, new tires. Phone
44. LOTS FOR SALE
our buyers are waiting
BACKHOE
WORK
TWO LOTS on Doran Road at 753-6583
and
IT'S A _naubie pleasure' A
for. Guy Spann Realty, _Melro
bulldozing. 437-4533 after 8
se Street-Total of 180' 1977 PINTO WAGON, 28,000
most pleasant home recently
pm,
7O-n24.
354:8161_
frontage, over 200' deep. All miles, 53200. 1973 Cadillac,
remodeled with 1 bedroom
utilities and sewer available 50,000 miles, $1200. Call 753BUSHHOGING, DISCING,
apartment. Also included is
8664.
and
ready
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
grading,
for
preparing garden
immediate
thriving recreational vehicle
start of construction. Zoned
for planting, and yard work.
business with well-known
Insured and experienced. Call
R-1, most exclusive zoning in
Call 753-6123.
brand camping trailers...all
the city. Call Guy Spann
or night.
CARPET CLEANING, free
this setting on 3 acres ml
For Sale: 1972
Realty,753 7724
estimates,
For more details, call 753
satisfied
We
have
people
inOrange
Dodge Colt.
references, V ibra-Vac steam
1492.. Offered
46. HOMES FOR SALE
by Loretta
terested in locating in
dry
or
cleaning
Jobs Realtors.
. Call Lee's
FOR SALE by owner: 6 room
76,000 miles. Body
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 or
the Murray-Calloway
house with apartment for
753-5816.
and
motor in good
extra income. Stove and
County area. List your
COMPARE AND-save on
refrigerator included. Priced
condition. S1000 or
home with us for a
chain link fencing. Circle A
in low $20'S. For appointment
Fencing. 753-8407.
call 753-7214 after 3 pm.
quick sale.
best offer. Approx.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
LOVELY THREE bedroom
27 mpg. Phone
Block garages, basements,
brick home. Heated garage,
driveways, walks, patios,
family room, large 4ving
753-9379 from 8steps, free estimates. 753room, storage building and
to 12 24. Also barn style, of
5476
more. Ideal location for
10
a.m.;
after
7:30
5
MILES
FROM
flees, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
family near Murray High
CARPENTRY
SERVICE.
Four of five bedroom home with 10 closets and
Low $40's. Call today after 4
Whatever your needs, old or
p.m., 753-7705.
THE COURT SQUARE
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
753-6245.
lots of room for the large family. Lovely wooded
new,
Pm,
quality
work. Call 753Clessid From Fri.
60 Buy the best for less.
58 acre farm with a
0565.
lot on quite residential street. Priced to sell fastp.a. Sea. 2 poi.
CARPET CLEANING, at
two bedroom house.
& REAL ESTATE
low 50's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.
f
t
reasonab
le
rates.
Prompt
Farm has 28 acres of
753-3263 AMINE
and efficient service. Custom
tendable land and
7••
Carpet Care,489-2774.
3921. 1116 St
29. HEATING & COOLING

ce,
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40,
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Walker? Right
Right, Wilson?"

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

Jackson')

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

11111111iN110
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &

AUCTION SALE

Chester's Auction Service

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

wAuction
Sale

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
•anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms new!
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

SioTngifoilse Cleaning
Special
759-1176day

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

NEW LISTING

WILSON

INSURANCE

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delitsiiry Oft Prescriptions In City Units

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
N. WNW Ihvel

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Moe of
NAIRCUT $2.00
ter NENE5 Man Els pbece

711-1•ES

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SNARE $1.711
ME in wk.. NOE,PE& %Men.

Mickey's Demo
1979 4 door Caprice, fully equipped, black and
silver. Stock #1742 Serial No. IN69GS255138. Invoice
Amount S7194.78 List $9025.35

Jan's Demo
1979 Caprice Classic, Carmine & Silver. Stock #1711
Serial 4 IN691.9S249941 invoice amount $7411.87 List
$9306.95

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 So.

763-2917

FOR SALE

more that could be
cleared. Some good
timber. Several fruit
trees and strawberry
beds

LAKEVIEW JUST reduced
for quick sale! 2 'levels of
cozy lake living without the
lakefront price. Brick and
frame with too many extras
to mention. Reduced to
535,500 Nelson Shroat Co.,
759 1707

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.
Never lived in - brand
new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick
with
central heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000 sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
three sides. Located on
large, excellent main
lake front lot. Built for
year around living.
$61,900.
Mut Smith, Realtor

Looking For
An Investment?
Look no further - be
the first owner of this
sparkling new duplex;
all appliances furnished,
cablevision
equipped, fully carpeted, tenants waiting
to pay you rent. Be the
one to receive the
benefit of this income
producing property.
Call Guy Spann Realty
753-7'724.

Rogoisiq
753-1222

)
17
753-7411(An •

MURRAY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
NOTICE TO BIDDERS

Sealed proposals will be received by the Murray Public Schools Board
of
Education at the office of the Board, Poplar at Ninth Street, Murray
, Ky. until
12:00 Noon, Thursday, August 9, 1979, for the furnishing of all labor, materia
ls,
services and equipment required to complete a baseball backstop for
Murray
Middle School, Murray, Ky. At the appointed time and place all proposa
ls will
be opened and read.
Plans and specifications will be on file at the offices of the Board of Education, the Architects, the Plan Rooms of Nashville Contractors Association,
and
F. W. Dodge, Nashville and Memphis.
Any Bid received after time set for opening of bids will be returned, unopened,to the bidder.
No bid may be withdrawn, after date set for opening of bids, for a period
of
thirty days.
The owner reserves the right to reject any and all bids and to waive any
informalities therein.

•

WANTING TO relocate in
country-typg„ atmosphere?
You must See this 3 bedroom
brick situated on 1 acre
lot.. large
kitchen -den
combination, P2 baths,
fireplace, drapes.. recently
redecorated. Feel the impulse to own your own home?
Here's one worth having.
Call 753-1492 today...Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.

BUILT WITH
THE FAMILY
IN MIND
Mom will enjoy the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
favorite chair by the
fireplace in the den.
The kids will have a
ball in the large
recreation room, and
your guests will feel
welcome in the living
room, formal dining
room and on the arbor
covered
patio.
Everyone will sleep
comfortably in the
four bedrooms. Many
other features, and
located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in town. Compare at
any price.

Sixteen Foot Starcraft Runabout Boat.
Equipped with vinyl top, bow, sturn and
side curtains. Has a 85 H.P. Mercury
motor and tilt Dilly trailer. Excellent
family boat. $3,000.00. Call 753-1919
ask for Karen between 7 a.m.-3 p.m. or
753-0588.

Office Manager
Ferry-Morse Seed Co. desires individual with office supervisory
experience for its Plant location in
Fulton Kentucky.
Responsibilities include supervising Order Processing Dept. and
general office manager functions.
Background in accounting helpful.
Send Resume To:
Plant Comptroller P. 0. Box 488
Ferry Morse Seed Co. Fulton, Kentucky 42041

AUCTION SALE
Saturday. July 28, 10 o'clock, approxi
mately 15
miles from Murray at Clovis Hutson home.
From
Murray go Highway 121 and
119 South to Moody's
Grocery. Turn right first house on
left.
Selling washer and dryer, old iron beds, old buffet, odd dresser, gas cook stove, old sewing
machine, 1964 one ton International truck, needs
some work. Old John Deere tractor, B Farmall tractor with plow disk and cultivator, 4 wheel trailer, 2
wheel trailer, 4 wheel wagon, 1969 International
Tran Star truck, good condition, ready for road.
Some log chains, some good truck tires, 5 or 6 hundred white brick, masorYite siding, stack of oak lumber, some hand tools, old van body, good for storage
room and As more. Mr. Clovis Hutson, Owner.

BEECNAM'S AUCTION SERVICE
Paris, Tn.
&art S. Baseborn and Son Auctioneers
Licensed old le44441
un,„se 471 sal Ma
Mi. 9411442-11911

M1443-3331

,1

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING
AND CHEMICAL TOILET
RENTAL REX CAMP 907
JOHNNY
ROBERTO'
ROAD
DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.'Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas, white rocked and
graded. All kinds pea gravel
Free
estimates.
Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm.
DOG
GROOMING.
All
breeds. By appointment.
Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe,436-2510.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing
needs, contact
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753-1966.
YOUR
FOR
home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753
6123
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed
per
Your
specifications. Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimates.
HOME REPAIRS, exterior
and Interior painting, car
pentry
small
work,
masonary jobs, decks and
patios built, rooms paneled
492 8615.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Having trouble getting those
small electrical jobs done?
Service
calls are our
speciality.
Call Ernest
White, 753-0605

Look What You Get

SCOTT FREE!
At Our Store.

*Insurance claim assistance
*City delivery
*Income tax records
*Free parking

*Drug consultation service

Use our introductory coupon offer
and find out for yourself why more
and more people are moving their
business to SCOTTS

ammo

NEN sm

00 CASH
_

A

Offer Good Thru Aug. 31

MINER SALE
SI% off as al %nibs
sal IS.... Plaids holy 23 and
211.

INFIRM'S NURSERY
ME. Murray,Ry
Open2 a.m. toS p.m

When You Bring us this
Coupon and Your Refillable
Prescription from any Pharmacy Other Than Scott's...(Or
Free if Less Than $3.00) Valid
only with Prescription Purchase. One Offer Per Family
Please.

Scott's Drugs
Chestnut

753-2547
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MA AMSi
SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-8 Sunday

Prices Good July 25 through July 31
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
BLADE CUT U.S. CHOICE

TIDE LAUNDRY

CHUCK
ROAST

DETERGENT
WITH SI0.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

490Z.

IGA SNO KREEM

ARM CUT SHOULDER

SHORTENING
LIPTON INSTANT

NORTHSIDE
6-10 Mon.-Thurs.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday

ROAST

%

LB.

39

LB.
LB

$169

LB

$189

BONELESS CHUCK

TEA

ROAST

FOLGERS INSTANT

COFFEE

.
99
3
100z. $

SHOULDER CUT BONELESS

SAVOY STEAK'
IGA SLICED

BACON
•

NORTHERN BATHROOM

•••=••

LB.

H1LLSHIRE FARMS BEEF SMOKED

CD

SAUSAGE

TISSUE

•NORMIN.
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO A DAIRY PRODUCTS

HILLSHIRE FARMS POLISH

4 ROLL

99

SAUSAGE
FIELD'S PRO LEAGUER

-4444.

GAL
1
IGA

TOMATO JUICE

69c
2/8,9
46 OZ.

HUNTS FRUIT

COCKTAIL

17 OZ.

GRAVY TRAIN

DOG FOOD

25 LB.

$599

PKG.

1

OSCAR MAYER 8 OZ.

P & P LOAF,LIVER CHEESE
OR HAM & CHEESE

•LI

90

Margarine

GROUND CHUCK

$188

BOSTON BUTT
LB.

$109

SOFTNER

COUNTRY PRIDE GRADE "A" MIXED

gftIoIIN

DOWNY FABRIC
136 OZ

$349

LB.

LB. 9

ellARTER SLICER SMOKES

09

Le. $1 29iiiiiTRIBS

HAM
CANNED HAMS
BRYAN'S 3 1.1.

PAMPERS DISPOSABLE

TODDLERS

12 CT

$169

EL $599

PROD

Luna
GAMUT'S!!CUIRULE CST

. GREEN GIANT ON THE COB
fik

SHOE STRING
28a

or CORN
IGA POWDERER SUGAR

Ls 696 DONUTS

79c
ac
001.7.

I OZ.

LG. HEAD

FRESH

CELERY
CANTALOUPES
PLUMS
POTATOES
e

BREAD

LB.

oak"-

BLUE BONNE

1 LB. QUARTERS

99c

FRESH LEAN

PORK ROAST

BLUE
MARGuTARINE

SUNNY F11E114111

PKG.

... LG.36 SIZE 39c
LG. WESTERN
LB.

RED

RED

39c

.....

69c
49c

5 LB. BAG 69C

